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Physical parameters and constants

Table 1 Unit conversions.

Table 2 Physical constants.
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Abstract
In 1997 a Ph.D.-student of the Measurement and Control Systems (MBS-CS) division of the Electrical
Engineering department of the Eindhoven University ofTechnology (TUle) started with the
development of a new tilting mirror. He designed a topology with magnetic bearing which makes the
mirror free of contact.

A prototype of this tiltin~ mirror system has been built. The designed device with a volume of
approximately 110 [cm ] is composed of four main parts. A mirror (radius =3 [mm]) that is attached to
a rotor (radius =8 [mm]), which is positioned in the center of the device. A magnetic actuator
system that consists of two stator rings (radius =26 [mm]) and 12 electrical coils (functioning as
electromagnets) that are used to manipulate the position and orientation of the rotor, is positioned
around the rotor. A capacitive sensor system, which measures the position and orientation of the
rotor, is mainly positioned on the PCB under the rotor. A controller controls the magnetic actuator
system based on its inputs from the capacitive sensor system. The controller has two functions:
• Bring and keep the rotor in the center of the stator, maintaining a nominal air gap distance of 0.25

[mm] between the rotor and the stator.
• Put the rotor in any wanted orientation.

The main problem of the prototype is that the magnetic levitation system is unstable. When the power
of the electromagnets is turned off, the forces left in the system are caused by gravity and the
permanent magnets on the rotor. These forces will pUll the rotor to one side till it is "stuck to the
stator". This instability is the main problem of making the device operational. The sensor system
cannot be calibrated when the rotor is not stabilized and the controller that can stabilize the rotor
needs a calibrated sensor system to operate. It is not possible to fully calibrate the sensor system
without an external calibration device.

The Ph.D.-student did not succeed in making the device operational with a (partially) calibrated
sensor- and actuator system and 5 SISO PID controllers. This graduation work is the continuation of
the tilting mirror project. The main assignment was to try to make the device operational.

The work started with reviewing the Ph.D.-thesis [1] and studying the prototype. Several theoretical
and sloppy mistakes were corrected. Also some analyses were supplemented. Together these
improvements resulted in a more accurate and complete modeling and calibration of the system.

Sensor calibration
The essential full (re)calibration of the capacitive sensor system has been prepared with the design
and production of a calibration setup and the investigation of how to process the calibration
measurement data, to obtain an optimal linear sensor model.

A simple calibration setup for the sensor of the prototype has been designed and built. It uses a
clamping device to fixate the rotor. Micromanipulators can be used to perform static sensor calibration
measurements for 4 sensors (u, v, z and a). For calibration of the other rotation angle (13) the device
has to be reinstalled, rotated over a 900 angle around the z-axis of the stator frame. Extra features for
the calibration setup are discussed. Instructions for the installation and use of the calibration setup are
given. Also the maximum range (horizontal, vertical and rotation) of the rotor in the setup is calculated.

Two sets of measurement expectation values are now available for the 25 linear sensor model
parameters of the prototype. The first set was calculated with the ideal sensor model in [1], the other
set was extracted from the available calibration measurement data of the test setup (replica) sensor.

Position estimation tests have proven that a linear sensor model is applicable, at least for the static
measurements performed on the sensor replica, which is almost identical to the sensor system of the
prototype.

The sensitivity of the replica orientation sensors is too low. The orientation sensor electrodes are
shaped differently in the prototype, which will probably result in a better functionality.

TU/e Department of Electrical Engineering MBS-CS JML April 2007
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It was discovered that the sensitivity for vertical translations of the horizontal sensor output voltages
can be used to find the horizontal coordinates of the operating point of the rotor: the center of the
stator.

For the optimization of the linear sensor model that is based on the static calibration measurements,
two choices must be made:
• Extract the linear sensor coupling parameters by hand or use an automatic extraction method.
• Optimize the linear sensor model for the full sensor range or only near the operating point of the

rotor.

Control
A linear model approximation for the rotor in its operating point, the center of the stator, has been
calculated, based on the corrected and imprOVed ideal model of the prototype with gravity added to
the system. The linear model is expressed in device parameters, which provides insight for control
engineering and facilitates the implementation of improvements for possible future prototype designs.
The linear model is presented in the standard State Space Model notation and shows which device
parameters cause transfers between the inputs and outputs of the system.

The transfer function matrix of the linear model contains four non-diagonal elements, which represent
(unwanted) couplings between the inputs and outputs of the system. These unwanted couplings have
three causes:
• The optical center point of the mirror and the center of gravity of the rotor do not coincide.
• The work-lines through the points of attack of actuator forces do not cross the center of gravity of

the rotor.
• The actuators that have to compensate gravity act in the direction of the normal axis of the mirror.

When the rotor is tilted, this normal axis does not lie on the work-line of the gravity.

Relative Gain Array (RGA) matrices are calculated to investigate the effect of the couplings. Because
the RGA matrices are almost equal to the Identity matrix for the whole frequency domain of the
system, it can be concluded that the choice in [1] to consider the system as fUlly decoupled, was
justified.

The original controllers proposed in [1] for the prototype were tested on the corrected ideal model and
the expected model (based on the actuator calibration in [1] that indicated weaker actuators). The
controllers seemed robust enough to cope with the possible smaller actuator gains and the added
gravity. However, adaptation of the controllers resulted in faster feedback systems with less overshoot
in the step-response compared to the original control results.

Overall
No crucial theoretical mistakes were found in the design and modeling of the prototype of the
magnetically levitated tilting mirror presented in [1]. So in theory the system could be operational.

Despite the thorough preparations, the necessary practical execution on the prototype did not take
place (by a lack of time and means). So the sensor system of the prototype hasn't been recalibrated
yet and therefore the adapted controllers could not be tested on the real device. This means that the
prototype still isn't operational.

Additional
This thesis doesn't contain radical suggestions for improvements of the prototype design, or the
proposed calibration procedures in [1], because the emphasis of the work was on making the available
prototype operational, not redesigning it.
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In the last 15 years, various people at the Measurement and Control Systems (MBS-CS) division of
the Electrical Engineering department of the Eindhoven University ofTechnology (TU/e), have been
working on the development of a tilting mirror. This mirror can be applied as the laser deflection
system in an accurate contactless three dimensional (3D) position measurement system, based on
laser interferometry.

1.1 Tilting mirror application: 3D laser Interferometry

A simple description of the principle of interferometry can be given as follows (see figure 1.1). A fixed
laser beam, originating from an interferometer, is pointed onto the optical reflection point of a
deflection mirror. This mirror has a fixed position but also the ability to rotate around its axes. The
deflection mirror then is aimed at a retro reflector on a point in space that needs to be measured, for
example the tip of a robotic arm. The retro reflector has the special property of reflecting the incoming
light back in the same direction it came from, in this case straight back to the deflection mirror. Via the
deflection mirror, the reflected beam is directed onto a half pass mirror, that splits the laser light in two
directions. One part of the laser light is directed back to the interferometer. The other part of the
reflected laser light is aimed at an optical tracking sensor, that provides input for the controller of the
tilting angles of the deflection mirror. Now the position of the retro reflector (and so the point in space)
can be calculated by using the position and orientation of the deflection mirror and the distance the
laser light has traveled.

tracking
sensor

laser
interferometer

halfpass
mirror

deflection
mirror

retro
/...... reflector

(
~~~

robot

Figure 1.1
Complete 3D laser interferometer system (copied from [1, figure 1.1]).

1.2 Hovering mirror

The system described above could be realized using techniques that have been available for a long
time. The scientific challenge is captured in the added demand to create a device with a deflection
mirror that is free of contact with its surroundings.
In other words: the mirror has to hover. This is to reduce friction and therefore mechanical wear.
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1.3 Developed hovering mirrors

Master ofScience Thesis

The first prototype built, was a mirror supported by an air bearing. This construction is semi-contact
free, because strings to three linear motors, that are used to control the position and orientation of the
mirror, are connected to the mirror.

In 1997 a Ph.D.-student by the name of Victor van Acht started with the development of a new tilting
mirror [1]. He designed a topology with magnetic bearing which makes the mirror truly free of contact.
A prototype of this mirror system has been built (figure 1.2).

Permanent
magnet

Mirror

Rotor

PCB

Vertical coil

Sensor
wires

Stator ring

Toroidal
coil

Horizontal coil

Figure 1.2
Photograph of the prototype of the magnetically levitated deflection mirror.

1.4 The prototyPe

The designed device (figure 1.2) is composed of four main parts. These four subsystems are named
below, discussed briefly in section 2.1 and extensively in [1].

• The mirror (radius = 3 [mm]) that is attached to a rotor (radius = 8 [mm]) is positioned in the center
of the device.

• The magnetic actuator system that consists of two stator rings (radius =26 [mm]) and 12
electrical coils (functioning as electromagnets) that are used to affect the position and orientation of
the rotor, is positioned around the rotor. The height of magnetic actuator system (stator) is about 20
[mm].

• A capacitive sensor system, which measures the position and orientation of the rotor, is mainly
positioned on the PCB under the rotor.

• A controller, that controls the magnetic actuator system based on its inputs from the capacitive
sensor system. The controller should be able to maintain the nominal air gap distance of 0.25 [mm]
between the rotor and the stator (and the sensor) and it should also be able to put the rotor in any
wanted orientation.

1.5 Main problem of the prototype

The main problem of the prototype is that the magnetic levitation system is unstable. When the power
of the electromagnets is turned off, the forces left in the system are caused by gravity and the
permanent magnets on the rotor. These forces will pull the rotor to one side till it is "stuck to the
stator". This instability is the main problem of making the device operational (figure 1.3)
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Problem 1

Problem 2

Controllers
for Device

External
Rotor Fixation

Actuators
Calibrated

13

External
Force Sensor

Figure 1.3
Condition diagram showing the two main problems, caused by the instability, that must be solved to
make the prototype operational.

A controller is needed to make the device stable, i.e. let the rotor hover in the center of the prototype.
This controller needs information from the capacitive position and orientation sensors. But to calibrate
the sensors, the device needs to be stable and controllable (problem 1 in figure 1.3)!

For proper controller design, the properties of the magnetic actuator system need to be known.
Calibrating the actuators means determining the relation between the position and orientation of the
rotor, the input currents of the electrical coils and the generated forces by the electromagnets. So
again a calibrated sensor system is needed (problem 2 in figure 1.3), which means that the device
has to be stabilized before the actuators can be calibrated.

Also the use of system identification techniques is not possible as long as the device is not stabilized.
Because for black box identification, sets of measurement data from the input and the output around
the operating point of the system are needed.

The paradox of this double calibration problem is the order of actions to be taken, because the
execution of one action is a necessary condition to be able to execute a second action and vice versa.

1.6 Status of the project

When I started to work on my assignment, I was the second person to work with the new prototype of
the tilting mirror system (figure 1.2). The first person was the Ph.D.-student who designed and
modeled the prototype (see section 1.3). After one month overlap time, in which he mainly finished up
his Ph.D.-thesis, he left the TUie to go working at the Philips NatLab. Contact bye-mail was still
possible and necessary, because he proved to be the only one that was sufficiently informed!

At the beginning of my graduation time, the prototype was turned over to me. How the device was left,
what had been achieved so far and what had been discovered about the device (e.g. the difference
between the ideal design and the actual prototype that was built) can be called the status of the
project. It will be described shortly in the following subsections.

1.8.1 Status of the prototype

After the device was built by the CTD (Central Technical Service of the TUle), the subsystems of it
were tested and debugged until they seemed to work properly. Although no test report is available,
some results can be found in [1, section 8.3].

The sensor- and actuator system of the device haven't been properly calibrated yet. The prototype has
not been successfully stabilized, so it is not operational.
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1.8.2 Status of the sensor system

Master ofScience Thesis

To test the functioning and to predict the behavior of the real sensor system in the prototype, some
measurements [1, section 5.6] have been done on a mechanically stabilized replica of the sensor. It is
not possible to use the replica measurement data for the real device because of the differences
between it and the replica.

The only attempt in [1] to calibrate the sensors of the prototype was the execution of an automatic
calibration procedure, that makes use of the four stable "stuck to the stator" positions of the rotor. The
coordinates of these positions are known. With this information, the sensor data can be used to
calibrate the horizontal position sensors.
An advantage of the automatic calibration procedure is that it is time and money saving because no
external setup is necessary. It is also useful that the prototype can be recalibrated every time it is
turned on or when the operating circumstances have changed (e.g. the temperature).

Unfortunately the automatic calibration method is inaccurate and incomplete, because it uses only four
rotor positions which are not exact and solely lie in a horizontal plane. This means that the Z-, a- and
l3-sensors and actuators are not calibrated. Also the influence of the rotor height (z) and orientation (a
and 13) on the horizontal position sensor outputs is not accounted for.

Another disadvantage of the "stuck to the stator" calibration method, besides the incompleteness, is
the damage that the repeated rotor impacts cause to the stator. The damage sustained so far is
twofold: a little chip of the magnetic iron has come off the rotor and in one of the four "stuck to the
stator" positions the sensor has started to malfunction (see comments in the file identificatie.c on the
CD-ROM (section 1.8)).

1.8.3 Status of the actuator system

Some measurements [1, section 8.3.1] have been done to test the functioning of the electromagnets in
the prototype.

The actuator system meets the minimal demand that the electromagnets are able to pull the rotor
loose from any of the four "stuck to the stator" positions. An extra layer of coating on the front side of
the horizontal coil-cores helps to limit the horizontal rotor range and therefore also the maximum
destabilizing force of the permanent magnets.
Measurement of the horizontal and vertical coil inductances revealed two things:
The number of coil windings has been adapted for practical manufacturing reasons. In the prototype,
the vertical coils have less windings and the horizontal coils have more windings than was designed.
The functioning of one vertical coil is not okay [1, section 8.3.2]. Its inductance drops more than that of
the other three at high frequencies. According to [1], this fault is probably caused by damaged coating
around the individual lamellae of the -13 coil-core, which causes excessive eddy currents in the coil
core. At low frequencies this evil probably won't cause any problems.

Only the horizontal actuators are calibrated by means of measuring the lift-off trajectory of the rotor
between two "stuck to the stator" positions with the poorly calibrated sensor. Obviously, this leaves
much room for improvement.

The rotor damage (chip of magnetic iron fell off) is expected to have a small influence on the magnetic
system. However, it has influence on the total weight and the symmetrical weight distribution of the
rotor.

1.8.4 Controllers

To simplify the controller design, the 6 DOF of the prototype were considered to be magnetically
decoupled. The controllers proposed in [1] are five simple linear SISO PID controllers based on the
ideal mathematical models in the Ph.D.-thesis. (The y-rotation doesn't need control, because it's
passively stable). The first attempt to make the rotor hover stably with the set of PID controllers failed.
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This doesn't necessarily mean that these controllers were badly designed. They are just not capable
of stabilizing the device with the poorly calibrated sensor- and actuator system. A small actuator
modeling- or calibration error could be compensated by the controllers, but the sensor information
must be accurate for the controller to function properly. Ergo, the sensor must be calibrated first,
before the controllers can really be tested and tuned.

1.8.5 Future recommendation by the designer

Due to a lack of time, the Ph.D.-student wasn't able to make any more improvements. So he left the
device tested, but still unstable (not operational).

The main recommendation in [1, section 9.1.1.4] is to build an external separate calibration setup for
the sensor of the prototype. He is convinced that the prototype can be stabilized with five simple PID
controllers when the sensor system is properly calibrated.

1.7 My work

My work started with the choice of an appropriate graduation assignment at an electrical engineering
division of choice (MSS-CS). A complete description of my graduation assignment is stated in section
2.2. The assignment can be summarized as follows:
First learn about the laser deflection mirror prototype by studying the contents of the Ph.D.-thesis [1]
and the SIMULlN~ models belonging to the device. After that, try to fully (re)calibrate the capacitive
sensors and the magnetic actuator system. Then test the designed controllers from [1] on the device
and when necessary redesign them. The main goal is to make the prototype fUlly operational.

I decided to accept the assignment because it was in line with my main fields of interest (within
electrical engineering), namely modeling of electromechanical devices, mechatronics, programming,
robotics and of course measurement and control techniques.

Also working with a practical device (the prototype) instead of doing a purely theoretical assignment
appealed to me. Another plus point of the assignment is that it covers more than one discipline of
electrical engineering, namely electronics, (electro)magnets, digital data acquisition and processing,
digital control, the use of mathematical engineering tools like MATLASe [S1] and control engineering
tools like SIMULlN~which is a part of MATLASe.

Nevertheless, I was aware of some downsides of the assignment. The device was already designed
and built, which means I was forced to work with the (non-optimal) choices made by others. Also
testing of the theory on a real device means that the level of accuracy to work with has to be high.
There certainly is no room for (calculation) mistakes, because a theoretical model can be simple and
easy to control even with mistakes, but then it won't function in practice.

The graduation period is finished by writing a report and doing a presentation. The contents of this
report is described briefly in the next section. Naturally, there is a strong link between the executed
work and the contents of the report.

Although it wasn't predestined, correcting the Ph.D.-thesis [1] became a substantial part of my work.
Correction of [1] was important because black box identification techniques can't be used as long as
the device is unstable. This means that for a first attempt of controller design, white box models (ideal
analytical models) must be used.
The errors that I found in the ideal models could be part of the reason why the device is still not
operational. Ergo, they had to be corrected before it can be concluded that the white box modeling
approach of stabilizing the prototype in [1] is not suitable.
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1.8 This M.Se.-thesls

Master ofScience Thesis

Writing a M.Sc.-thesis is a compulsory part of the graduation process. In the first instance this thesis
will be used to review my work, to determine whether I qualify for graduation or not. Later it can
provide useful information to the people that are going to work after me on this project.

Although it was my intention to make this report an accurate reflection of my occupations, it is far from
complete. Working with a real device means there are a lot of practical actions to perform, to let the
device work properly. Things like how to operate the prototype, electrical connection schemes and the
use of software will not be described. It is simply to much work to put it in here, considering the limited
amount of available time.

This M.Sc.-thesis consists of two main parts:

PART 1: Review of the Ph.D.-work.
In principle the Ph.D.-thesis [1J was meant as an information source about the prototype. But during
the reading of it and the MATLAB<Ill files belonging to it, the verification of the presented calculations
and SIMULlN~ models led to the conclusion that not everything was worked out as it should have
been. The most important errors that were found are displayed in part 1 of this thesis. Of course, a
proposition for corrections, modifications and supplements is given too.

PART 2: Additional work.
The second part of this thesis describes the activities carried out for the continuation of the project,
such as the development of an external calibration setup for the sensor, the processing of the
calibration measurement data of the test setup sensor and the analysis of the control of the device.
Unfortunately, the planned recalibration of the capacitive sensor system and the magnetic actuator
system could not be executed.

Additional notes:
The necessary correction and supplementation of the Ph.D.-thesis [1J consumed much of my available
time. Consequently, the emphasis of this report lays on the use of my analytical skills.

Terms, names and descriptions are taken from [1], even when (slightly) illogical, to keep this thesis
compatible with [1J and uniform throughout the whole project.

In order to clarify my improvements (or the found mistakes) it was necessary to use a lot of references
to the Ph.D.-thesis [1J or copy (parts of) calculations. This has been done to make this thesis readable
on its own. It is not an attempt to copy [1J and present it as my own work.

Basic knowledge of (electrical) engineering and mathematics is needed to read this thesis. This
knowledge is presumed to be present with most of the readers. Therefore, fundamental technical
terms will be used without explanation.

1.9 This report Is available on CD-ROM

\at The disc also contains

• The created and used MATLAB<Ill files;

• Datasheets of the ICs and force/torque sensors;

• Pictures of the device;

• Scans of blueprints of the calibration setup;

• A literature report, based on this project, with the found articles in pdf-format;

• My PowerPoint presentation;

• Some files of Victor that were not on his three CD-ROMs, but on the laptop linked to the controller
of the prototype. These are controller (SIMULlN~ files, data acquisition software and
measurement results.
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This chapter contains introductory technical information about the hovering deflection mirror prototype
and a self composed graduation assignment.

2.1 The prototype

The prototype is mainly a product of electrical and mechanical engineering. The picture of it in figure
1.2 is not complete. It doesn't show the sensor electronics, the power supplies for the electromagnets,
the PowerPC used for data acquisition (dSPACE) and control, the desktop computer to operate and
monitor the device, the electrical current- and voltage sources and the signal generator.
Also the description of the prototype in the introduction can be extended with some necessary
technical information. A full description of the device can be found in [1).

2.1.1 Degree. of freedom: rotation parameter definition

For 3D measurements with only one hovering mirror, the position of the reflection point (optical center)
of the deflection mirror should be controllable and measurable over three perpendicular axes (xyz).
The orientation of the deflection mirror should be controllable and measurable over two perpendicular
rotation axes (a around x-axis and 13 around y-axis). A possible rotation around the z-axis (y) has no
optical effect. Nevertheless, depending on the topology of the mirror, the y rotation also needs to be
controllable and therefore measurable. The orientation of the mirror in this thesis and in [1) is defined
in figure 2.1, which is a literal copy of [1, figure 2.3).

Figure 2.1
The gray square plane represents the mirror surface. Vector n is the normal axis of the mirror. Angles
a and 13 define the orientation the mirror can have with respect to the O-frame. This is the world fixed
reference frame, which is also called the stator frame.

Throughout [1) also a second frame, the uvz-frame, is used. This is the is the xyz-frame rotated 45°
around its z-axis (see figure 2.2). The rotation around the u-axis is called a* and the rotation around
the v-axis is called 13*. Both angles are defined via the same right-hand rule as was used for the xyz
frame in figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.2
Schematic drawing of the prototype of the magnetically levitated deflection mirror (copied from [1,
figure 4.8]). Note that the direction of the a-rotation arrow is not conform figure 2.1, it should be the
other way around!

2.1.2 The mirror on the rotor

The mirror is flanked by magnetic material (iron with a high magnetic permeability and four permanent
magnets). The magnetic material makes the mirror susceptible for manipulation with the
electromagnets of the actuator system (see section 2.1.4).
An aluminum semi sphere with a radius of 8 [mm] is attached under the magnetic material and the
mirror. This semi sphere functions as an electrode for the capacitive position and orientation sensor
system (see section 2.1.5).
The mirror, the magnetic material and the aluminum semi sphere together form the rotor. The
complete rotor is the object that is to hover and to be controlled.
Figure 2.2 shows the rotor inside the stator. The exact rotor dimensions are shown in the figures
depicted throughout appendix B.

2.1.3 Prototype dimensions and rotor range

To get an idea of the size of the device, some dimensions are given: the height of the prototype is
about 20 [mm], the rotor radius is 8 [mm], the rotor radius at the permanent magnets is 10 [mm], the
mirror radius is 3 [mm] and the radius of the stator rings is 26 [mm].

The nominal air gap between the stator and the rotor is 0.25 [mm]. With a special coating on the
horizontal coils, the horizontal rotor range in the u- and v-direction is limited to ±50 [lJm]. In [1] the fact
that the rotor can "slide" between the horizontal coil cores (see figure 3.5) hasn't been taken into
account. This makes the rotor range in the x- and y-direction larger than 50 [lJm]. The horizontal rotor
range in the x- and y-direction is calculated in section 3.7 with formula (3.52). The vertical rotor range
is calculated in appendix H.1. Table 2.1 gives an overview of the rotor range of the prototype.

Table 2.1 Rotor range.

±250 m
> ±250 m

-349/+819
±22.5·
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The magnetic actuator system has two functions. The first function is to stabilize the rotor, i.e. keep it
in the middle of the stator. This position is called the neutral position or operating point of the rotor (u =
v = z = 0). To enable the rotor to hover freely surrounded only by air, the magnetic actuators have to
overcome gravity and other disturbing forces. The second function of the magnetic actuators is to
control the orientation (and position) of the rotor, so that it can be kept steady with any orientation (a
and 13) within the normal rotor range (see table 2.1).

The magnetic actuator system is composed of twelve electrical coils that function as electromagnets.
As figure 2.2 shows, the coils are positioned symmetrical around the rotor and provide the possible
control over six degrees of freedom (6 DOF), namely 3 translations (u, v and z) and 3 rotations (a, 13
and y).

There are four horizontal coils. They operate in pairs of two. The pair positioned in the u-direction is
fed with the current lu. The pair positioned in the v-direction is fed with the current Iv. Both pairs are
able to generate a magnetic reluctance force that acts on the rotor and influences its horizontal
position (u and v). The direction and strength of the generated force depends on respectively the
polarity and the magnitude of the coil-current.

The four vertical coils have a double function. When a current is forced through one of the vertical
coils, a Lorentz force is generated in the closest permanent magnet on the rotor. When all four vertical
coils are fed with the same current I" the four generated forces all act in the same direction.
Depending on the polarity of the current I., this is the positive or negative z-direction of the rotor. The
rotor will move in the direction of the generated force.
The four vertical coils can also operate in pairs of two. The pair positioned in the x-direction is fed with
the currents Ipand -Ip. The pair positioned in the y-direction is fed with the currents I", and -I",. The
different polarity of the currents through the opposite coils, lets them generate forces on the rotor in
opposite directions. These opposite forces act as a torque on the rotor which let it rotate. With the
current I"" the rotation of the rotor around its y-axis (in the a-direction) can be controlled. With the
current lp, the rotation of the rotor around its x-axis (in the l3-direction) can be controlled. The direction
of the rotor rotation depends on the polarity of the currents.

The four toroidal coils can be used in two ways. When they are short circuited, the v-rotation of the
rotor becomes passively damped. When the rotor rotates around its z-axis, the moving permanent
magnets induce currents in the toroidal coils. These currents generate Lorentz forces on the
permanent magnets that counteract the v-rotation of the rotor.
The y-rotation can also be actively controlled with the toroidal coils. For this purpose, the four toroidal
coils must operate in pairs of two. One pair acts as a sensor, using the induced voltage over the coil.
The other pair is used as an actuator and is fed with the current 11' The current 11 generates a Lorentz
force on the rotor. The direction of the rotor rotation depends on the polarity of the current.

The four permanent magnets mounted on the rotor are not only used to generate the Lorentz forces in
combination with the vertical and the toroidal coils. They also pre-magnetize the horizontal coils, to
reduce the bias currents and so the power consumption and the generated heat in the
electromagnets.

2.1.5 Capacitive sensor system

The position and orientation of the rotor are measured by an array of multiple coupled capacitive
sensors. The total is called a Contactless Differential Capacitive Position Sensor System (CDCPS).
The position sensor electrodes are positioned on the main PCB (Printed Circuit Board) under the rotor,
which is depicted in figure 2.3. The horizontal coil-cores are used as rotation sensor electrodes.

The capacitive sensor system is composed of twelve sourcing electrodes. There also is a common
sensing capacitor that is formed by the electrode in the middle on the PCB and the aluminum semi
sphere with a radius of 8 [mm] on the bottom side of the rotor. A guarding electrode is added to the
system to reduce the parasitic capacities between the sensor electrodes.
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Figure 2.3
Main PCB of the prototype, at the beginning of the fabrication process. Positioned in the middle is the
sensing electrode. The ring around it is the guarding electrode. The outer two rings are both divided in
four equal parts, that together form the eight position sensor electrodes. The separate electrodes are
electrically insulated by glue, that also holds them together. The upper surface of the electrodes is not
flat, but shaped like a bowl with a radius of 8.25 [mm]. Note that the picture shows that the electrodes
are not perfectly aligned with the PCB!

The basic capacitive sensor principles that are used, are based on the formula (2.1) for an ideal
capacitor formed by two metal plates (electrodes).

C = EoErA [F]
d

(2.1 )

Where A is the overlapping area of the electrodes, d is the distance between the electrodes, Eo is the
permittivity of vacuum (= 1/(~OC2) == 8.85.10.12 [F/m]) and Er is the relative permittivity of the material
between the plates.

The operation of all five sensors is based on the difference between two opposite positioned
capacitors that arises when one of the rotor position- or orientation parameters differs from O. For the
position measurements (u, v, and z), the distance d between electrodes and the rotor electrode is the
main parameter that lets the capacitor values change. For the rotation measurements (0* and ~*), the
overlapping area A of the electrodes and the rotor electrode is the main parameter that lets the
capacitor values change.

Via an AM-modulation technique the difference in capacitance of the two opposite positioned sensor
capacitors is translated into a DC voltage that differs from O. This voltage is the sensor output voltage.
An expression for it is given in [1, (5.17)], which is repeated below. In (2.2) V. is a constant DC
voltage.

(2.2)

The sensing capacitor is used for all five rotor position and orientation measurements (u, v, Z, o' and
~'). It is shared by means of time- and frequency multiplexing. The position sensor electrodes are
modulated (and demodulated) in sequential time slots, the orientation sensor electrodes are
modulated at the same time but with a different frequency.
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The five sensor output voltages represent the position and orientation of the rotor. Due to the
geometry of the capacitive sensor system the five output voltages are influenced by more than one
parameter, which means that cross-coupling is present. Software (see 2.1.6) is used to decouple and
calculate an estimation for the rotor position and orientation from the five sensor output voltages.

More detailed information about the sensor system can be found in [1, chapter 5].

2.1.6 Controller.

The controller design in [1, chapter 7] starts with the extraction of linear models of the magnetic
actuators and the mechanical system from the analytical ideal models of the prototype in [1], with the
neutral position of the rotor (u = v = z = a* = 13* = V= 0) as operating point. The five resulting second
order decoupled linear models for the actuator system are then used to design third order PID
controllers for the prototype.

The controllers were designed in the continuous time domain though implemented on a digital
controller of the firm dSPACE. The basis of this system is a stand alone PowerPC. The dSPACE
system is also used for the data acquisition from (AID conversion) and to (D/A conversion) the
prototype. In principle the prototype has five sensor output voltages and five input voltages (for the
VCCS that convert them to currents for the electromagnets), when Vis left out of consideration.

An ordinary desktop PC, can be linked to the dSPACE system. With SIMULlN~ software on the PC,
the controllers and the calibration (decoupling) scheme of the capacitive sensor can be programmed
and transferred to the dSPACE system.

Because the controllers are implemented with software (SIMULlN~, they can be easily adapted and
extended. This has been done with the prototype controllers to account for:

• Eddy currents. They are modeled by adding an extra pole (and zero) to the linear model transfer
functions of the magnetic actuators.

• The non-ideal sensor behavior. First the controllers were tested with ideal sensors (transfer
function = 1), which was not conform reality.

• The design of the v-damping controller.

• Decrease of actuator strength. Calibration of the actuator system revealed that it probably is less
strong than was expected based on the ideal modeling.

Due to the inefficient programming of the dSPACE PowerPC processor, the maximum sampling
frequency of the digital controller is 40 [kHz]. The digital implementation introduces a delay time of one
sample time, which is 25 [lJs].
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2.2 Graduation assignment
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My Master Thesis assignment is the continuation of the work presented in [1]. The goal is to end up
with an operational mirror. The following tasks and sub-assignments should lead to that goal.

o Study the device (hardware & software) and the Ph.D.-thesis.
Explore the current prototype for errors such as: theoretical mistakes, mistakes in calculations,
interchanged electronic connections, bad design properties.
Generate recommendations for improvements of the design.

• Develop a way to (re)calibrate the capacitive sensor.
Find the relation between the position/orientation of the rotor and the output of the capacitive sensor.
The influence of the magnetic topology can't be disregarded, so the calibration has to be done on the
real device. Calibration must be done on a micrometer scale and that is also the manufacturing
tolerance. In addition, research the sensitivity of the sensor (for different directions and orientations).

• Calibrate the magnetic actuators.
That is, extract the relation between input currents/voltages and output forces/torques (depending on
the position/orientation of the rotor). This information is needed for controller design.

e Design a controller for static use (hovering in neutral position) of the rotor/mirror.
This has been done by Victor, based on ideal mathematical models. So now first the capacitive sensor
needs to be recalibrated. Then try hovering again with controllers of Victor. The controllers might be
too simple. Improve the simulations by better modeling of the device. This includes adjusting the
controller for the more accurate modeled device (that is not magnetically decoupled).

e Design a controller for lift-off.
This controller pulls the rotor from the instable "stuck to (one side of) the stator" position towards the
center of the device (neutral position), where the controller for static use (0) can take over.

• Design a controller for dynamic use.
A controller is needed to put the mirror in a desired position/orientation, while the optical center is kept
in the middle of the device. This controller can't be used unless the hovering in neutral position is
already controlled (see e).

• Research and design a way for switching between the lift-off controller and the static
controller.
Maybe the two jobs can be done by one controller but usually this means the device will become
slower than with two dedicated controllers working together. During switching, the output of the
controllers must have a bumpless transition and the device must retain its stability.

• Fine-tune the controllers for optimal performance of the device.
Depending on what specific goals must be achieved (e.g. speed, accuracy or robustness against
disturbances etc), the controllers have to be adjusted.
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PART 1
Review of Ph.D.-work

During the reading of the Ph.D.-thesis [1J and the MA TLAB@ files belonging to it, the verification of the
presented calculations and SIMULlN~models led to the conclusion that not everything was worked
out as it should have been. The most important errors that were found are displayed in this part of this
thesis. Of course, a proposition for corrections, modifications and supplements will be given too.

The chapter- and section titles from [1J are used, to keep this part clearty structured. The six chapters
that will be discussed are: Magnetic Actuator, Sensor System, Mechanics, Control, Experiments and
Conclusions.

Each chapter of this part of this thesis is concluded with reviewing conclusions. Those sections
contain a summarization of the most important subjects in that chapter combined with conclusions and
recommendations for part 2 of this thesis.
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Chapter 4 of the Ph.D.-thesis [1] deals with the design, modeling and calibration of the magnetic
actuators used for the magnetically suspended and propelled mirror system.
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Reviewing [1] led to the proposition of corrections, modifications and supplements given in this
chapter. The consequences of the changes to the actuator model will be researched in other chapters,
mainly the ones concerning the controller design (which is primarily based on the analytical model in
the Ph.D.-thesis [1]) and actuator calibration experiments.

3.1 Magnetic force [1, ••ctlon 4.1.1]

The basis of the analytical modeling of magnetic actuators in [1] is stated in [1, Appendix A]. It shows
the relation between the total magnetic energy (Wm) contained in a magnetic system and the force (Fx)
generated in a certain direction. The main formula that was derived [1, formula (A.38)], is repeated
below:

(3.1)

The first term represents the interaction between a coil (carrying current I) and permanent magnets
(causing <llcoupled.O), resulting in a force in the x direction.
The second term describes the contribution of one coil alone (carrying a current I and having a self
inductance L) to the total force in the x direction.
The third term gives the force generated in the x direction by solely the permanent magnets.

Formula (3.1) can be used to calculate the force in the x (or any other) direction caused by the
interaction between multiple (electro)magnets in a magnetic circuit.
In that case, the partial terms must be calculated for each magnetic flux source.

The second formula taken from [1] is the expression for the magnetic resistance of a beam-shaped
piece of material with a cross-section A, a depth d and a relative magnetic permeability IJr. Like [1,
formula (A.44)]:

R=_d_
lJolJr A

3.2 Magnetic topologies [1, section 4.1.5]

(3.2)

This section of the Ph.D.-thesis [1] investigates the possibilities of simple standard magnetic
topologies with only one or two electromagnets with and without a permanent magnet present, acting
as a magnetic force/displacement actuator.

Two types of actuators are examined, generating a magnetic reluctance force or a Lorentz force. To
study a certain actuator topology, an analytical model was derived based on ideal components (see
section 3.3). Comparing the advantages and disadvantages of the various topologies led to a suitable
actuator choice for the magnetically levitated mirror system.
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All presented physical analyses seem to be correct. Only the treatment of the "Reluctance force with
permanent magnet pre-magnetization" configuration and the accompanying figure [1, figure 4.4] needs
two remarks:

Remark 1: The direction of the magnetic coil's flux in [1, figure 4.4a] doesn't correspond with the
source polarity in [1, figure 4.4b]. On itself this is no serious mistake, because it could be that the flux
for a negative current through the coil is drawn.

But, later on in the thesis multiple (electro)magnets are operating in one magnetic system. The
examination of the interaction of all magnets (coupling fluxes) requires an unequivocal definition of
positive magnetic flux directions.

Normally, the right-hand rule is used for magnetic coils. This rule links the generated flux direction to
the current direction in the coil in combination with the direction of the windings of the coil (see figure
3.1a). When the magnetic coil is modeled as a voltage source and its magnetic flux as a current in an
electrical circuit, the polarity of the voltage source is determined by the magnetic flux direction for a
positive current through the coil (see figure 3.1 b), and vice versa. A similar agreement is applicable for
the positive magnetic flux generated by a permanent magnet (see figure 3.1c).

<I> <I> <I>

~R ~ ~NI(]R PM DR
(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1
Standard sign rules for generated positive magnetic fluxes of:
a) Electromagnet with the right-hand rule applied.
b) Translation of an electromagnet (a) to an electrical circuit with corresponding voltage source signs.
c) Permanent magnet (with flux from magnetic north- to south pole).

Remark 2: The simplification of the magnetic circuit by merging the two coils [1, figure 4.4c] and the
original magnetic circuit [1, figure 4.4a] are not 100% equivalent!

In the analysis it is tried to consider two separate but equal coils, working as electromagnets in the
same direction, as one large coil. The trick that is used is that the analysis only looks at the flux of the
permanent magnets coupled by the upper coil. Instead of calculating both coupled fluxes, the coupled
flux of the two coils together is said to be 2 times the coupled flux of the upper coil alone. This last
assertion is completely true for the simplified electric scheme, but not for the original. When the
e!>coupled,o expression in (3.3) is mUltiplied by 2, the result is not the same as e!>coupled.o in formula (3.5)
because of d1 in the numerator.

Upper coil coupled flux:

(d1 +x)
e!>couPled.o =N~J,

Bottom coil coupled flux:

(d, -x)
e!>couPled,O =-N~J

and

and

de!>coupled,O NJ
-

dx 2d,

de!>coupled,O NJ
-

dx 2d,

(3.3)

(3.4)

Coupled fluxes of both coils together:

e!> =N(d,+x)J_N(d,-x)J = N~J
coupled,O 2d, 2d

1
d,
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and
de!>coupled,O NJ

dx d1

(3.5)
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When only the derivatives of the coupled fluxes are considered, formulae (3.3)-(3.5) show that the
derivative of the coupled flux of the combined coils is equal to two times the derivative of the coupled
flux through one of the separate coils. So, the eventual outcome of the analysis is correct for both the
original and the simplified circuit.

Remark 3: At this moment both previous remarks might seem unimportant or even nonsense,
because the direct effect of both deviations in this analysis is insignificant. But, later on in [1] errors
were found that could be directly linked to this analysis.

3.3 Idealized analytical modeling [1, .ectlon 4.3]

An ideal model of the real magnetic actuator system and rotor is presented in [1]. The model is called
ideal, because in this model not all aspects of the real magnetic system are accounted for and are
presumed to be ideal or non-existing. To get a clear picture of the ideal model, the un-modeled
magnetic properties are summarized below:

• Hysteresis of the magnetic iron.
• Magnetic saturation of iron (is tried to be avoided by keeping the fluxes small).
• Leaking flux at the coils (is neglected).
• Magnetic flux spreading at the air gaps (is neglected).
• Eddy currents (is dealt with later in a separate section).
• Magnetic resistance of iron (is presumed to be zero).
• Magnetic resistance of permanent magnet material (is presumed to be infinite).

The definition of the magnetic scheme of the horizontal and vertical actuators is shown in [1, figure
(4.10)]. Unfortunately, this electrical scheme and the following analysis based on it contain some
mistakes that needed to be corrected. The seven corrections that I made are summed up below and
explained next.

Correction Q): Un-modeled electric insulation resistance

The blue-prints of the magnetic actuator assembly [1, Figure E.1] show an electric insulation layer
between the horizontal coil-cores and the upper- and bottom ring of the stator. This insulation has
been placed to use the horizontal coil-cores also as capacitive rotation sensors for the angles a* and
13*. The insulation causes un-modeled resistance to the magnetic system.

The value of one resistor can be calculated filling in formula (3.2) with the dimensions on the blue
print:

0.1.10-
3

= 3.06.106 [AIWb]
4TT .10-7 ·1· (9.3.10-3 .8.0.35.10-3

)
(3.6)

The height of the insulation layer is din. = 0.1 [mm]. The relative magnetic permeability of the insulation
materiallJr =1. The top/bottom surface of the horizontal coil-core An. = 2.6.10.5 [m2

] (= 9.3 [mm] long
and 8 lamellae thick (= 8'0.35 [mm])).

In practice this value can be a little bit smaller because of spreading of the magnetic field. For now this
resistance is presumed to be ideal, just like the others.

The magnetic insulation resistance must also be incorporated in the magnetic circuit scheme. It
appears eight times in total, which is shown in figure 3.2.
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Upper ring

Rotor
+

+

Bottom ring

Figure 3.2
Total magnetic circuit (of stator and rotor) with insulator-resistors (Rin.) added.
(VCC stands for Vertical Coil-Core and HCC means Horizontal Coil-Core)

The influence of the un-modeled resistance Rin• can be studied by looking at the flux paths of the three
types of magnetic sources (horizontal coils, permanent magnets and the vertical coils).

The magnetic flux through the complete magnetic circuit of one permanent magnet and one horizontal
coil is distributed symmetrical over the upper and bottom ring of the stator. Therefore, their magnetic
load circuit can be simplified as is shown in figure 3.3.

Upper and Bottom ring

Rotor

(a)

Upper and Bottom ring

Rotor

(b)

Figure 3.3
Influence of the added insulator-resistors on the magnetic load circuit of:
a) one permanent magnet (J).
b) one horizontal coil (V.u).
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As one can see, in both cases the insulation resistance appears (with half its value) in series with the
air gap resistances of the horizontal coils. For this reason, the insulation resistance can easily be
counted in the nominal air gap distance d, which is shown in formula (3.7).

[
AHC )d+u+dins ---

2lJ,Ains (3.7)

Filling in the values of (3.6) and the nominal air gap distance d =0.25.10.3 [m] gives a numerical value
for dp1us :

d d d [
A HC ) 02 0-3 -3[ 1.4.10-

5
)

plus = + ins --- = . 5·1 +0.1·10 3 3 =
2lJ,Ains 2·9.3·10- ·8-0.35·10-

= 2.77,10-4 [m] (3.8)

This is a virtual increase of 10.8 % of the nominal air gap d.

For the permanent magnets and the horizontal coils the influence of the un-modeled insulation rings
can now be accounted for by substituting dp1us where the nominal air gap distance d appears in the
concerning formulae in the thesis [1].

The situation for the vertical coils is more complicated, but a quick analysis of the magnetic circuit
(figure 3.2) provides enough information.

The insulation layer cancels the magnetic short circuits between the upper and bottom ring of the
stator, caused by the horizontal coil cores. This has no effect on the maximum force that is generated
by one vertical coil, because it is a Lorentz force that depends on the magnetic field of the permanent
magnet and the current through the vertical coil. These two parameters are not changed by the
insulation layer.

However, the insulation layer has two main effects on the vertical coils:

Effect 1)

Effect 2)

The magnetic resistive load of the vertical coils is increased.

A flux path through the other coils (vertical and horizontal) is created. This is unwanted
coupling.

Before both effects are investigated it should be mentioned that they could have been avoided. Adding
an extra low magnetic resistance connection (short circuit) between the stator rings would maintain the
flux paths of the vertical coils as they were originally meant, keeping the vertical coils decoupled from
the rest of the magnetic circuit and each other. This extra ring-connection would not disturb the flux
paths of the permanent magnets and the horizontal coils, see figure 3.3 where the rings are already
virtually connected.

For this quick analysis it is necessary to know the numerical values of some magnetic resistors:

Formula (3.6) gives Rin• = 3.06,106 [AlWb]
[1, formula (4.135)] gives R, = 12.4.106 [AlWb]
[1, formula (4.136)] gives R+u (u = v = 0) = 14.4.106 [AIWb]

Effect 1) Changed magnetic resistive load of vertical coil.

(3.9)
(3.10)

Instead of the short circuit, the magnetic flux of the vertical coils now must travel through all the
magnetic resistances between the two stator rings. For this analysis these resistances are replaced by
one resistor Rrep with a similar value.
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When the relative high magnetic resistive flux path through the rotor (3.10) is neglected, the
replacement resistor Rrep can be approximated by:

1
Rrep '" 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

-+--+-+--+--+--+-
2R1 2R1 2R1 2R;ns 2Rins 2Rins 2R;ns

2R1R;ns

3R;ns +4R,
(3.11 )

Substitution of (3.6) and (3.9) in (3.11) gives a numerical value for the replacement resistor:

Rrep = 1.27,106 [AIWb] (3.12)

By adding the insulation layer, the magnetic resistive load path of one vertical coil is changed
from 2R1 to approximately 2R1 + Rrep• This is an increase of about (1.27/24.8)·100% = 5.1 %.

Effect 2) Possible magnetic flux coupling by other coils.

The magnetic resistance of the insulation layer is relatively low compared to the other resistances (R1

and R+u etc are more than four times larger). Therefore, the major part of one vertical coil's flux will
travel through the parallel connection of 4 times 2R;ns. This is:

R;n.t2:: 1.53,106 [AIWb] (3.13)

Comparison of (3.13) with the approximated value of Rrep (3.12) shows that indeed a small part of the
flux will travel through the R1 resistances and ergo through the other three vertical coils.

In theory the insulation layer enables a flux path through the rotor and therefore through the horizontal
coils. Because of the high magnetic resistance of this path it isn't very likely to have much influence.

Note that in practice the (small) coupling can be measured by forcing an AC-current through one of
the vertical coils and at the same time measuring the induced voltages over the other coils in the
magnetic system.

Correction (2): Air gap resistor names

The definition of the position dependant magnetic resistances [1, (4.50)] in combination with the
drawing of the magnetic circuit [1, figure (4.10)] is ambiguous.
Take for example the magnetic resistance between the horizontal coil on the +u side and the rotor.
This resistance is logically called R+u. However, in [1, (4.50)] it is defined as R+u :: (d + u)/(lJoAHd
which is on itself also logical because of "+u" in the expression. But, the magnetic resistance on the +u
side becomes smaller when u gets larger. So the expression for the resistor on the +u side should be
R :: (d - U)/(lJoAHd.

This problem can be solved in two ways by:
o inverting the uv-frame in the magnetic circuit [1, figure (4.10)].
e adjusting all signs in the magnetic resistance expressions and the calculations they were used in.

The time saving solution 0 was chosen, with the consequence that all the concerning air gap resistors
carry a name that is the opposite of its position in the stator frame. So, resistor R+u is positioned at the
-u side of the stator frame and so on, see figure 3.4 !!

Correction (3): Definition and position of torque actuators

The cooperation of two oppositely positioned vertical coils (+0/-0 and +~/-~) to act as a torque actuator
is not well defined. According to [1, (4.49)] the direction of one of the opposite coils is reversed and at
the same time the direction of the current through that coil is reversed. This has no net effect (with the
coil Winding direction left out of consideration), only one option should be used to create a torque
generating set of actuators.
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To correct this, the following choices were made (to change the definitions to what I believe was
meant). Keep the direction of all four vertical coils the same. Define all upper parts as 1 and the
bottom parts as 2. When the four vertical coils receive the same current (+Iz) they will all generate a
force in the same direction; the +z direction.
A torque can now be generated by forcing a positive current through one of two opposite vertical coils,
while the other one receives the same amount of current, only negative.

To complete the modification, formulae [1, (4.49)] need some adjustments:

k+o k-o
(3.14)V_a' = Nvc(-Ia +lz}2i( and V_a2 = Nvc(-la +l z }2i(

k + ~
and

k - ~
(3.15)V_~, = Nvc(-l~ +lz }2i( V_~2 = Nvc(-I~ +l z }2i(

Also the position of the vertical coils in the magnetic scheme [1, (4.10)] is not according to the angle
definitions in [1, figure 2.3], at least when it is presumed that a positive current (+Ia) through the +0 coil
would increase the angle 0, and so on. The right positions (by this definition) of the vertical coils is
depicted in figure 3.4 (and also in figure 3.2).

+a coil
-13' C-sensor+a' C-sensor R,,_,

R,v, f /' uRc.

+13 coil R", .--~ x R".,
, I ,

, I '

,/ : '":ll
t

-13 coil

+13' C-sensor
-a coil

R.,

-a' C-sensor

Figure 3.4
Definition of positions with respect to the stator frame of:
the vertical coils, the magnetic resistances and the capacitive angUlar sensors.

Correction G>: Permanent magnets coupled fluxes

Two mistakes are made regarding the coupling of the permanent magnet fluxes by the horizontal coils.
The first one is that the coupling of these fluxes is only NHC times by each coil, not 2NHC times as is
claimed in [1, (4.67)]. The second mistake is that the signs of the permanent magnet fluxes coupled by
the horizontal coils are reversed in the calculations. As figure 3.2 and the original magnetic circuit [1,
figure 4.10] show the positive permanent magnets flux flows in the same direction as the positive flux
of the -u and -v coil. Therefore, the permanent magnets flux is positively coupled by these two coils.
Logically, for the +u and +v coils follows that they couple the permanent magnets flux negatively. See
figure 3.1 (and Remark 1 in section 3.2) for the normal flux sign definitions.

The adjusted formulae for the coupled permanent magnet fluxes by the horizontal coils are:

d<!> coupled.D,u (v2 - d2)(u2 - v2 + 2d2) u,v«d 2JNHC 2 2
----'----'--'- = - 4JN HC 2 2 2 2 = -- + O(u ,v }

du d(u + v - 2d } d

_d_<!>...:.CO,-:-U,--P10c.:::d,.:..:,D,V_ (U2 - d2)(v2 - u2 + 2d2) u,v«d 2JNHC 2 2= - 4JN HC 2 2 2 2 = -- + O(u ,v }
dv d(u + v - 2d } d

(3.16)

(3.17)

Both expressions are parts of the first terms in the formulae describing the horizontal force actuators.
Also remember that as a result of Correction CD: parameter d should be replaced by dp1us.
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Correction ~: Horizontal coils coupled fluxes

In an attempt to merge the two horizontal coils for one direction into one big actuator, the magnetic
fluxes of the horizontal coils are unjustly said to be coupled 2NHC times instead of just NHC times. This
is the same mistake as Correction ® and it is probably caused by the analysis talked about at Remark
6 in section 3.2.

The mistake can be easily checked by looking directly at the total magnetic energy in the complete
system and then at the magnetic coil fluxes (which is done below), instead of the other way around.

The four horizontal coils (+u, -u, +v and -v) interact with themselves (4 self- inductances L) and with
each other (2 times 6 mutual inductances M) by generating fluxes that are coupled via their paths
through the magnetic circuit. The part of the magnetic energy in the total system caused by the set of
coupled horizontal coils solely can be described by the following expression:

(3.18)

With I+u=Lu=lu and I+v =Lv =Iv formula (3.18) can be written as:

(3.19)

These terms correspond with the flux terms in the thesis [1, (4.59), (4.62) and (4.63)]. The only
difference is that all these partial terms represent coils with NHC windings. So the fluxes in the thesis
[1] should be coupled NHC times instead of 2NHC times.

Correction <sl: Calculation of torques Talii

The presented coupled fluxes of the permanent magnets by the vertical coils [1, (4.77)] are incorrect.
Simply fill in a =0 (or f3 =0) and the coupled permanent magnet flux should be 0, which is not the
case.

The correct calculation of the torque Ta is done in appendix A.5. The calculation of torque T~ is
equivalent. The changes to the coil definitions (3.14) and (3.15) are also incorporated in appendix A.5.

It seems that there's no difference between (A. 13) and the formula for Ta in the thesis [1, (4.79)]. But
that is not the importance of this correction. If the coil definitions [1, (4.49)] are used, then I. becomes
the torque generating current and la the vertical force generating current! This would be devastating for
the controller.

Correction (2): Rough calculation of torque Tv

The presented magnetic resistive load for one permanent magnet Rtot [1, (4.82)] is incomplete and
therefore incorrect. Apparently, it's forgotten that also a flux path through the other two horizontal
magnetic resistances (air gaps between rotor and horizontal coil-cores, not drawn in [1, figure 4.11]) is
possible. The magnetic resistance of the electric insulation layer (Rins, see Correction CD) is also not
mentioned. With these two corrections the expression for Rtot becomes:

Rtot = Rvc + XRHc + Y2R1 + YoRins [AIWb] (3.20)

Somewhat astonishing is the use of formula (3.21) for the magnetic energy (Wm) stored in an air gap
with a magnetic resistance R, in the continuation of the analysis.
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Because this is a quadratic function of the magnetic flux CI> through the resistor R,
superposition of magnetic energies does not hold, even though [1, (4.91)] would like us to think so.

The way-to use (3.21) correctly is shown in table 3.1. First determine the sum of the fluxes through
one of the separate resistors (column 3). Then calculate the magnetic energy stored in this air gap and
multiply it by the times the resistor appears in the magnetic system (column 2). Then calculate the
sum of all the resistors together.

Table 3.1 Correction of stored magnetic energies.

Total: 2J

The last row of table 3.1 shows that [1, (4.91)] should be:

(3.22)

Luckily this has no influence on rest of the calculation.

Note that above problems could have been avoided by a faster reasoning, namely:
All permanent magnet fluxes are directly forced through Rvc. So each Rvc receives a flux J. The only
way back to the rotor is through the horizontal coil air gaps (RHcl. When the rotor is in its neutral
positions all four RHC are equal, so the fluxes of the permanent magnets will be divided equally over
the four air gaps, ergo each RHC receives a flux J.

Since only the dWmoidy is of interest, R1 and Rins can be neglected because they are constant (not
dependant of V). Then dWmoidy ;::: d( 2i(Rvc + RHcl)/dy.

Another problem arises with the use of parameter eve in formula [1, (4.94)] and on.
This formula is given without any explanation, except that it can be compared with the previous
calculation of the vertical coil force. Indeed this is true, both forces are Lorentz forces but the direction
of the windings of the toroidal coils is rotated 90° (which means the direction of the force is also
rotated by 90°) compared to the vertical coils. The second difference is the size of the coils (diameter,
length, number of windings and wire diameter).

The generated torque by the toroidal coils can be calculated with the method in appendix A.S which
gives the same result as the direct calculation of the Lorentz force of one coil with [1, (4.43)]:

(3.23)

Resulting in a corrected expression for the approximated magnitude of torque Ty generated by the four
toroidal coils together:

(3.24)

Wherein parameter hc is the length of the toroidal coil and RpM is the radius of the rotor where a
permanent magnet is mounted.
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Comparison of (3.24) with [1, (4.96)] shows that both expressions are equal when:

Cve is equal to (he/RpM) (3.25)

When the definitions in [1] are used, it can be proven that this leads to an inconsistency. Starting with
[1, (4.90)]:

and

1c ---
ve - (Y:;';x)2

2yve _ ITe _ 1 _ 2
- -- -- (~cvc)

max - RpM - ~c~c - ~cve

(3.26)

(3.27)

Clearly, formulae (3.27) and (3.25) can't both be true at the same time (except for one specific value).
There might be a reason for this irregularity. Maybe it is a correction factor for the fact that the shape
of toroidal coil is not spherical, or the non-ideal flux path of the permanent magnet through the toroidal
coil? These are just speCUlations.

For now, formula (3.24) is considered to be the correct one. The calculation of numerical values in
section 3.5 will show the deviation between the corrected values and the values in the thesis [1].

3.4 Finite Element Modeling [1, ••ctlon 4.4]

The finite element modeling (FEM) example in [1, section 4.4] was created to do a more realistic
calculation of the electromagnetic fields in a system, to compare the FEM results with the results from
idealized modeling of the system.

Four mistakes were found in the finite element modeling as presented in the thesis [1]. Two mistakes
corrupt the calculation of the motor constants:

o The magnetic resistance (Rs) of the four small air gaps in the stator has been neglected in the
calculations based on ideal modeling.

e Parameter I has mistakenly been interpreted as the length of the T-coil, while it is only half the
length (I = Y:ihd of this coil.

Two minor mistakes are:

c) All the x parameters in the formulae in [1, section 4.4.2] should be replaced by parameter y.

e The flux of the two permanent magnets together is J =2BpMhpM and for the coils NI =deleJe. In the
thesis [1] the factor 2 is wrongly placed in the last formula. Since both formulae are multiplied in all the
calculations, this mistake has no effect on the final outcome.

The correction for the mistakes is done in appendix F. The results of the corrections are presented

below. (Note that Ki is not changed by Rs because it's a Lorentz force)

FEMKi _ - 3.4 ·10-8
,., 84% (3.28)

~- -4.04.10-8
T

FEMK~ _ 1.3·10-~
,., 56% (3.29)I("F - 2.33·10-~F

FEM K; _ 1.5·10-~
,., 51% (3.30)

~- 2.94·10-~F
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The conclusion for this example in [1] that with ideal modeling the motor constants are
calculated 2 times larger than they are calculated with FEM is still valid, but now the numbers
are more in agreement with it. ..

Disclaimer:
The FEM analysis itself hasn't been checked. The FEM results that are presented in the thesis [1] are
simply copied here and assumed to be correct. Normally this shouldn't be a problem.

3.5 Calculation of generated force. and torque.
[1, section 4.8]

3.5.1 Forces by horizontal colis

In total, three changes have been made to the horizontal force actuator formulae (section 3.3):

o Parameter d (nominal air gap between rotor and stator) has been replaced by dplus to account for
the non-modeled magnetic resistance caused by the electrical insulations between the horizontal coil
cores and the upper- and bottom ring of the stator.

8 Some magnetic fluxes were unjustly said to be coupled 2NHc times instead of only NHc times.

• The first term now has a positive sign.

The corrected formula for the horizontal force actuator in the u direction is:

F = 2JNHC I + 12 ~oAHcN~c u _ I I ~oAHcN~c v + 2J
2

U
u d u u d3 u v d3 A dplus plus plus ~o HC plus

(3.31 )

The formula for the actuator force in the v direction is equivalent to formula (3.31) with all u's
interchanged for v's, and vice versa. Note that this simplified formula is valid for the rotor near its
neutral position (u,v « d).

In appendix G the maximum horizontal actuator forces are numerically calculated. The results are
repeated here followed by some derived parameters:

The maximum force generated in the u or v direction is Fulv.max = 14.38 [N].

Only the first term of Fulv (3.31) is really the generated force for the neutral position of the rotor, so
FuIv.generated.max = 8.66 [N].

The maximum acceleration of the rotor in the u direction can now be calculated using the maximum
force in this direction and the corrected estimated rotor mass (mROTOR = 8.49.10.3 [kg], see section
5.2).

14.38 = 1.7.103 [m/s 2 ] '" 173 [ ]
8.49.10-3 g

(3.32)

This is just a theoretical value because this maximum force can only be generated when the rotor is
stuck to the stator, so it can't move (or accelerate). The practical maximum acceleration for the rotor in
the neutral position (u = v = z = 0) is:

Fu,oeneraled,max
au.generated.max = ---"'-'===::...

mROTOR
8.66 = 1.02. 103 [m/s 2] '" 104 [g]

8.49.10-3
(3.33)
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The linear model for the two horizontal force actuators [1, (4.144)] is repeated below:

~=
m

~
m

(3.34)

The corrected linear model gains can now be calculated.
The generated force by the horizontal actuators is mainly the first term in expression (3.31), so:

3.47 = 408 [m/s 2 A]
8.49.10-3

(3.35)

The destabilizing force by the horizontal actuators is mainly the fourth term in expression (3.31), so:

(3.36)

3.5.2 Force. and torque. by vertical coli.

No changes are made to the formulae derived in [1] for the forces and torques generated by the
vertical coils. However, the use of the correct formulae to get numerical values for the maxima of the
forces and torques contains two mistakes:

o Parameter I was understandably mistaken for the length of the vertical coil, while it is defined as half
the length of the vertical coil [1, figure 4.5]. This results in a maximum force in the z direction that is
twice as large as is calculated in [1].

e The parameterD~c (cross-section of vertical coil wire, which is presumed to be square) is being
conjured with.

To clarify the mistakes, a well-ordered summary of the calculations with the corrected values and
expressions is given in appendix G. The results are repeated here followed by some derived
parameters:

The maximum force generated in the z direction is Fz.max = 1.92 [N].

The maximum torque generated in the a or ~ direction is TaI~.max = 9.6.10.3 [Nm].

The maximum acceleration of the rotor in the z direction can be calculated using the maximum force in
this direction and the corrected estimated rotor mass (mROTOR = 8.49.10.3 [kg], see section 5.2).

F
a =~

z.max mROTOR
1.92 = 226 [m/s 2 ] "" 23 [ ]

8.49.10-3 g
(3.37)

The maximum angUlar acceleration of the rotor in the a- or ~-direction can be calcUlated using the
maximum torque in this direction and the corrected estimated moment of inertia around the x- or y-axis
of the rotor (IX/Y = 2.21.10.7 [kgm2

], see section 5.2).

w - TaI~.m.x _ 9.6.10.
3

= 4.34.104 [rad/s2 ]
aI~.max - I

XIY
- 2.21.10-7
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The corrected gains for the linear model are:

37

zK , = Fz.max

mROTORIz.max
1.92 = 90.46 [m/s 2A]

8.49.10-3 ·2.5

4.34·10·--- = -1.74·10· [rad/s 2A]
-2.5

(3.39)

(3.40)

3.5.3 Torques around the z·axls (Ty)

The rough approximation for the magnitude of the torque around the z-axis of the rotor with the first
term replaced by the correction (3.24) is given in (3.41).

(3.41 )

Filling in the parameters in appendix (G.13) in formula (3.41) results in:

(3.42)

From (3.41) combined with the maximum inputs:
Iy.max = ±2.5 [A] and
Vmax == ±0.48 [rad] (No longer overlap of real vertical coil pole shoes)
some extra parameters can be derived, namely:

The generated maximum torque by the coils:

vT,.max = 9.546·10-4 ·2.5 = 2.3865.10-3 [Nm] (3.43)

The first part of the maximum angular acceleration of the rotor in the v-direction can now be calculated
using the maximum torque in this direction and the corrected estimated moment of inertia around the
z-axis of the rotor (Iz = 3.41.10.7 [kgm2

], see section 5.2):

. - vT,.max _ 2.3865.10-
3

-7 103 [ dl 2]
W'I - - -' rasv.colS.max Iz 3.41.10-7

The maximum stabilizing torque by the permanent magnets alone:

vTy.max = -0.16·0.48 = -76.8·10-3 [Nm]

The second part of the maximum angular acceleration of the rotor in the V direction:

w - vTv.max _ -76.8.10.
3

= -2.25.105 [rad/s 2 ]
v.PM.max - Iz - 3.41.10-7

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)

It seems that the torque generated by the permanent magnets (3.45) is very dominant compared to
the torque generated by the coils (3.43). In reality this is not the case, because (3.45) strongly
depends on the change of magnetic resistance between the rotor and stator when the rotor is rotated
over an angle V. In the real design this effect has been minimized by overlapping of the rotor and
stator pole shoes. So, the four coils generate the dominant torque for a small angle V.
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The corrected gains for the linear model are:

(3.47)

-0.16 = -4.7.105 [1/s2 ]
3.41.10-7

(3.48)

Lastly, the influence of the correction (3.24) will be investigated. The change is that the torque
generated by the coil contains a different multiplication factor. The ratio between the two factors is
displayed in (3.49):

RpM. _1_ 4 1
Ire . C

ve
<=> 5": 2.84 <=> 3.5: 1

50 the corrected torque generated by the toroidal coils is 3.5 times larger than calculated in [1].

3.6 Modal analysis [1, ••ctlon 4.7]

(3.49)

The section in [1] was meant to analyze some critical bending modes of the mechanical structure. It
gives a rough estimation of the resonance frequencies of the system. However, the presented working
out is questionable and somewhat strange. This correction might be useful to explain deviations in the
expected behavior of the laser deflection system or for future designs.

The first striking thing is that the presented formula for the stiffness 5 is derived incorrectly from the
two previous expressions in that section. (48/12 = 4, not 3). The corrected formula for 5 is given
below.

(3.50)

Evidently, the next formula (for the resonance frequency) that contains 5 is also wrong. This formula
should be as stated in (3.50).

f = _1_ rs = _1_~4EWh3 = ~)EWh3 [Hz]
res 2TT Vm 2TT ml3 TT ml3

(3.51)

The second notable thing is that when the formula for fro. is used, suddenly an extra factor 2 is added
under the square root sign. Maybe this is done to calculate the bending mode for two directions at the
same time? This is just a guess, because the thesis [1] doesn't give an explanation.

The third remarkable thing is that when the proposed parameter values for both calculations are
entered in the formula, different outcomes from the ones presented appear. The thesis values and the
corrected values of the two resonance frequencies are displayed in table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Corrected resonance frequencies.

Thesis 1 value
Corrected thesis value
Corrected outcomes

It is clear that some things went wrong in this analysis. For me it's not useful to look further into this
subject now.
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3.7 Calibration [1, section 4.10]

39

In [1, section 4.10] some calibration methods for the magnetic actuators are discussed. The calibration
method based on the lift-off trajectories of the rotor is the one used so far on the real device, because
it identifies both ulvKI and ulvKuIv, without using extra measurement equipment. However, the
description of the method [1, section 4.10.4] is incomplete and contains some errors. The problems
that are caused by this are clarified in this section.

Problem 1: The ·stuck to the stator" position of the rotor.

Particular attention must be paid to the ·stuck to the stator" position of the rotor, because it is used on
three occasions throughout the thesis [1], namely:
<D The calculation of the magnetic resistance between a permanent magnet and the

vertical coil-core it is facing [1, section 4.5.10.2].
~ The magnetic actuator calibration [1, section 4.10 and section 8.5].
(j) The capacitive sensor calibration [1, section 5.6.4 and section 8.4].

Especially the use of parameter dmsx is ambiguous. In all three situations dmsx is defined as the
maximum distance the rotor can travel in the ±x- or ±y-direction. In figure 3.5 is shown that it is
determined by the distance the rotor can travel in the ±u- and tv-direction. So, with the coating of 200
[~m] on the contact surfaces of the horizontal coil-cores:

dmsx = Xmsx = Ymsx = ..J2 'Umsx = ..J2 'Vmsx = ..J2 ·50 [~m] (3.52)

y

:.'--" x

Rotor distance traveled:

Xo = 0

(a)

y

"'Ik--" x

dJVj

--d~
x 1 =T

(b)

.•.•.•

......

(c)

Figure 3.5
Schematic top-view of rotor (black crOSS) between the horizontal coils (gray blocks) in three positions:
a) Neutral position (operating point of the rotor).
b) One rotor-leg stuck to the stator (u =Umsx, V =0).
c) Two rotor-legs stuck to the stator (u =Umsx, V =-vmsx).

Two notes must be made:

Note 1) In figure 3.5 the contact surfaces of both the rotor-legs and the horizontal coil-cores are
assumed to be flat. In reality these surfaces are somewhat spherical. This has only a slight effect on
dmsx.

Note 2) There also is a little problem with the coating. According to [1, section 4.9.1.6] no coating was
applied between the capacitive sensors on the stator and the aluminum semi-sphere on the rotor, due
to a manufacturing error. This mistake comes in handy because otherwise the bottom part of the rotor
would have been blocked at a distance of 50 [~m], while the top part can travel ..J2·50 [~m], meaning
the rotor would tilt a little (and damage the coating) while getting in the "stuck to the stator" position.
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Problem 2: al should be lu in [1, formula (4.181)].

The linear transfer function of the force actuator in the u-direction is copied from [1, (4.173)] and
transformed to the time domain:

Filling in the constant current lu(t) = IU.lift-Off + alu guaranties lift-off of the rotor:

O(t) - uKu .u(t) = uKI . (lU.lift-OIl +Blu)

At the moment of lift-off (t = 0), (-uKu'u = uKI·lu,lift-OIl) holds. Then (3.55) remains:

This only represents the rotor acceleration at the start of lift-off (here t = 0).
After that (-uKu'u < uKI·lu,lift-OIl) holds, and formula (3.54) has to be used again.

Problem 3: The presented solution for the differential equation is incomplete.

(3.53)

(3.54)

(3.55)

A rectification for [1, formula (4.185)] is given in (3.56). Forgotten were the minus-sign (before dmax)
and the last part (gains and the constant current lu(t) = lu).

These mistakes were easily discovered by just filling in the initial conditions.

Problem 4: It is not shown how (uKI I uKu) can be derived form lu,lift-Oll. (It is only mentioned that it is
equal to the DC-gain of the actuator).

Start with the differential equation (3.53). With the initial conditions (3.57):

U(tlift_OIl-) =U(tlift_OC) = 0, lu = lulift-Oll and u(O) = -dp;x
, ,,2

It results in results in:

(3.57)

(3.58)

Problem 5: How can the term(s) ..[J<: (and uKI) be derived from the lift-off trajectory measurements?

This question is not explicitly answered in [1, chapter 4]. A peek at [1, section 8.5.2], where the
horizontal actuator calibration experiment is executed, explains a little more.
Three methods are mentioned:

o Take the natural logarithm of the measured position trajectory u. The slope of the plot for t -+ 00 is

mainly determined by the dominating term eMt . The other parameter (uK,) can be derived from the
DC-gain and the lift-off current (3.58).
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e Black box identification. Unfortunately, this method is not good applicable for this device as long as
it is unstable.

c) Data fitting by non-linear least squares optimization. This method has been used eventually.

Because the information in (1) is quite limited, now a supplementary analysis is given
including an expectation for the horizontal actuator lift-off trajectories and the derivation of (all)
important lift-off parameters and linear model actuator gains.

The horizontal lift-off current is the minimal current needed to pull the rotor loose from the stator. This
current can be calculated for the ideal model by rearranging formula (3.58) and filling in the already
calculated ideal linear model gains
(uK, =408 [mls2/A) (3.35) and uKu =1.24,107 [1/s2

) (3.36)) and Umax (3.52).

1.24.10
7

·50·10-6 = 1.5196078 [A)
408

(3.59)

To guarantee lift-off, this current is increased by a small amount (alu):

lu =lu,lilt-OIl + alu=1.52 [A) with alu.., 0.39 [mAl (3.60)

For now, the horizontal lift-off time ~t is defined as the time between the start of the rotor movement
and the moment of impact on the other stator side. Formula (3.56) can be used to calculate ~t. It is
repeated below.

Substitution of the limiting conditions (on t =0 • u =-Umsx, after ~t • u =umax) results in an expression
for the horizontal lift-off time ~t.

With the equivalent formula from [4, p149) to replace the inverse hyperbolic cosh-1 function, the lift-off
time as function of a constant current lu can be calculated directly:

(3.61)

With formula (3.61) numerical values for horizontal lift-off times can be calculated for the constant
actuator currents lu.max = 2.5 [A) and IU.liIt-01l + alu = 1.52 [A):

A = 1/"JuKu = 2.839809171,10-4

B(lu,max) = 4.1 :::> ~t (Iu,max) = 0.59 [ms)

B(lu,lilt,oll + alu) =7751 :::> ~t (Iu.lift,oll +au =2.74 [ms)
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Formula (3.56) combined with the ideal linear model gains (3.35) and (3.36) can be used to plot the
horizontal lift-off trajectories as function of a constant actuator current lu. Figure 3.6a shows two of
these plots for the maximum actuator current (lu.max) and the minimum current needed for horizontal
lift-off (lu.lift-Off). The trajectories for other currents will be similar shaped as the plotted two, only
positioned somewhere in between.

Figure 3.6b shows that the needed straight slope of the natural logarithm of the lift-off trajectory is only
situated in the physical range of the rotor (under the gray horizontal line) when the actuator current is
chosen not too large (lu » lu.lift-Off). Note that the trajectory fuction is shifted over a distance -Umin (=
Umax = 50 [lJm)) to avoid a negative input for the natural logarithm function.

Rotor lift-off trajectory by u-force

3

I2
::J
c: 1
o
~ 0
o
0.·1

~.2
D:

·3

-4

-5~=::::;:=====:: ..~.......=.._..=....-:;.._...=....=....._:::;.._.;::::...'-="'"'~--'''
0.5 1.5 2.5 3

Time [sec] x ,o~

(a)

Slope = sqrt(uKu)

-300'---::'0.-=-5----c---1:-':.5,----:---:2"':".5-----:3

Time [sec] x 10"

(b)
Figure 3.6
Blue line: lu =lu.max =2.5 [A]; Llt1ilt-off =0.59 [ms]
Red line: lu =lu.lift.Off + alu =1.52 [A); Llt1ilt-off =2.74 [ms]
Gray line: Maximum rotor positions enforced by solid physical stops.
a) Ideal lift-off trajectories for horizontal rotor movement.
b) Shifted natural logarithm function In[u(t) - Umin] of the lift-off trajectory (a), to avoid negative input.

Another way to extract the gains from the lift-off trajectory is to make use of the measured horizontal
lift-off time Llt. At first sight, it seems very difficult to isolate the wanted parameters (gains) in formula
(3.61). This problem can be avoided by rewriting term B, using formula (3.58):

( lu Jumax + umax --

B = lu.lift-Off = lu + lu.lift-Off

(
lu J lu -IU.lift-Off-umax + umax --

IU,lift-Off

Then (3.61) is rearranged resulting in:

Finally (3.58) can be rearranged and combined with (3.65), resulting in:

(3.64)

(3.65)

uKI = uKu ,umax

lu.lift-Off

(~,'n[B +~]r ,umax

lu.lift-Off
for (B ~ 1) (3.66)

To finish, two problems with this method must be mentioned. A good determination of the starting time
of the lift-off moment is necessary when the lift-off-time is to be measured. The rotor impacts, which
actually should be avoided, have a damaging effect on the device. Certainly when often repeated.
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Problem 6: How can this method (observing the lift-off trajectory) be used for the calibration of the Z-,

a- and ~-actuators?

The calibration of the vertical force actuator (z-direction) via the lift-off trajectory method is in principle
the same as for the horizontal force actuators (u- and v-direction, see the solution for Problem 5).
However, there are some differences.
Here, only one parameter (linear model gain) is to be identified. Also, the destabilizing force is not
generated by the permanent magnets but by gravity.
Besides, as already stated in [1], for the execution of this method on the vertical force actuator it is
necessary that the rotor is stabilized in the horizontal directions.

The analysis starts with the four vertical coils working together as the vertical force actuator. First the
linear transfer function of the vertical actuator (z-direction) is copied from [1, (4.173)] and transformed
to the time domain:

H (s) = u(s) =~ ~ "(t) K I (t)z 2 -......- Z =z I'z
Iz(s) s

(3.67)

In the real system, gravity works on the rotor. Therefore, the gravitational acceleration (g = 9.81 [m/s2
])

needs to be added to (3.67):

(3.68)

The solution of differential equation (3.68) with a constant current Iz and the initial conditions ( z(O) =0
and z(O) = Zmin) is given in (3.69).

(3.69)

The vertical lift-off current is the minimal current needed to overcome gravity. This current can be
calculated for the ideal model by rearranging formula (3.68) and filling in the already calculated ideal
linear model gain (zK1 = 90.46 [m/s2/A] (3.39».

To guarantee lift-off, this current is increased by a small amount (alz):

(3.70)

Iz= IZ.lift-Off + alz = 0.11 [A] with alz '" 1.55 [mAl (3.71 )

The vertical lift-off time Llt is defined as the time between the start of the rotor movement and the
moment it reaches a designated height. Combination of the limiting conditions (on t =0 ~ z =Zmin,
after Llt ~ z = zmax) and formula (3.69) results in an expression for the vertical lift-off time Llt as
function of a constant current Iz:

(3.72)

With (3.72), numerical values for vertical lift-off times can be calculated for the constant actuator
currents Iz,max = 2.5 [A] and Iz.liftoOff + alz = 0.11 [A] and Zmax = -Zmin = 0.25.10-3 [m]:

Llt(l
z
,max)=2. 0.25.10-

3

=2.15[ms]
90.46·2.5 - 9.81

Llt (lzJiII-OII +olz) = 2. 0.25.10.
3

= 84.3 [ms]
90.46·0.11 - 9.81

(3.73)

(3.74)
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Formula (3.69) combined with the ideal linear model gain (3.39) can be used to plot the vertical lift-off
trajectories as function of a constant actuator current Iz. Figure 3.7a shows two of these plots for the
maximum actuator current (lz,ma.) and the minimum current needed for lift-off (lZ.lift-Off). The trajectories
for other currents will be similar shaped as the plotted two, only positioned somewhere in between.

Figure 3.7b shows that the needed straight slope of the square root of the lift-off trajectory is always
situated in the physical range of the rotor (between the gray horizontal lines). Note that the trajectory
fuction is shifted over a distance -Zmin (= 67 [~m]) to avoid a negative input for the square root
function.

x 10· Rotor I~t-<Jff trajectory by z-force
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Figure 3.7
Blue line: Iz =Iz,max =2.5 [A]; Lit1ift-off =2.15 [ms]
Red line: Iz =IZ.lift-Off + alz =0.11 [A]; Litlift-Off =84.3 [ms]
Gray lines: Maximum rotor positions enforced by solid physical stops.
a) Ideal lift-off trajectories for vertical rotor movement.
b) Shifted square root function sqrt[z - Zmin) of the lift-off trajectory (a), to avoid negative input.

Another way to extract the gain from the lift-off trajectory is to make use of the measured vertical lift-off
time Lit. For this purpose, the wanted parameter (gain) is isolated in formula (3.72):

(3.75)

Two notes must be made:

Note 1) The values for Zmax and Zmin can be any beginning height and end height of the rotor. They
also don't have to be the same. The vertical rotor range of the real device is calculated in appendix
H.1. Table H.1 shows that the vertical range is limited by the coated horizontal coil-cores to Zmin == -67
[~m) and Zmax == 185 [~m).

Note 2) As a result of manufacturing tolerances (or mistakes) it can be that the four vertical coils that
form the vertical actuator are not equally strong. When the same current (lz) powers all four coils, this
will then result in a tilting rotor. In normal operation this tilting is prevented by the 0- and l3-controllers.
For the design of these controllers the 0- and l3-actuators need to be calibrated (to know their linear
gains). Thus, the problem is that the calibration can't be done without the controllers and the
controllers can't be properly designed without calibrated actuators!
Of course, this is a possible worst case situation. However, if assumed that the four vertical coils are
fairly equal, then the 0- and l3-controllers won't be necessary.
Lastly, the linear model gains of the torque actuators (0- and l3-rotation) must be calibrated. The
torques are generated by the same four coils that form the vertical force actuator, divided in two pairs
of twa opposite coils. The torque is generated by forcing a differential current through two opposite
positioned coils.
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If assumed that the four coils are perfectly equal (see note 2 above), then the wanted gains oKI and ~KI

are equal and can be derived from the previously extracted vertical force actuator gain zK1 (3.75).

Combining (G.7), (G.10), (3.39) and (3.40) leads to:

[rad/m] (3.76)

The parameters in (3.76) are all constant rotor properties (see section 5.2):

mROTOR =8.49.10.3 [m], RpM =10.10.3 [m] and IXIY =2.21.10.7 [kgm2
]

Rearranging (3.76) and substitution of (3.77) yields:

3.8 Reviewing conclusions

3.8.1 Idealized analytical modeling

(3.77)

(3.78)

The reason for the derivation of a model is that it is used to investigate and predict the behavior of
(parts of) a real system. Often the model can't be perfect, because it is simply impossible to
incorporate all properties of a real system in a model.

To end up with a model that corresponds more with the real system, the developed ideal model for the
electromagnetic actuators in [1] has been improved by removing some errors and adding extra
information.

A short summary of the changes made to the model and their effects on it is given below:

• The influence of the un-modeled electrical insulation layer is twofold. The horizontal force actuators
lose 11% ({19.5/2 - 8.66)/(19.5/2)}·100%) of their (maximum) generated force. Besides that, the
possibility of a small coupling of vertical- and horizontal coil fluxes is exposed.

• The coupling of the horizontal force-coils is two times smaller than mentioned in [1]. This results in
a decrease of the (maximum) horizontal actuator force of 50%.

• The thesis starts with a clear definition in [1, section 2.2] of the position and orientation of the rotor
(parameters (x, y, z, a, 13, y) and (v, u, z, a*, 13*, y) ). However, the position and the analytical
description of the magnetic resistors and of the a- and j3-actuators was not in accordance with this
definition.

• The unconventional (wrong) choice in [1] not to comply with the standard sign conventions for
electrical current and magnetic flux directions from the beginning to the and of some analyses has
been rectified.

Especially the last two points need some extra commentary. Besides that it is disturbing for an
attentive reader, these kinds of sloppiness can have nasty side-effects on the controllers of the
system, because it results in measured signals that are not representing the controller inputs they feed
and controller outputs that go to the wrong actuators or have a wrong polarity.
There also is a positive side to the (extra) correctional work that has been done. It has made me
aware to check the real device thoroughly for any of these problems because they might exist and be
the reason why the system is still non-operational.
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For controller design purposes, the model for the horizontal force actuators has already been reduced
to a first order approximation, so now it is only valid for rotor positions around its neutral position (u = v
=z =0). When necessary, it is possible to test the controller on the more elaborate actuator model
which is still available.

3.8.2 Finite Element Modeling

The simple finite element modeling example in [1, section 4.4] was created to compare the more
realistic FEM calculations with the results from idealized modeling. The outcome of the example can
be translated to the real device. A better prediction of the actuator parameters of the real device can
be made by using the idealized modeling results (section 3.3) of the real device, combined with a FEM
correction factor.

After the modifications (described in section 3.4) made to the ideal modeling of the example system,
the differences between the FEM- and the ideal actuator gains have also changed. This is depicted in
table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Correction factor between FEM- and ideal actuator modeling.

K T 0.88 1.14 0.84 1.19T

K F 0.42 2.38 0.56 1.78F

K T 0.38 2.63 0.51 1.96F

The conclusion for this example in [1] that with ideal modeling the motor constants are calculated
maximally 2 times larger than they are calculated with FEM is still valid, but now the numbers are
more in agreement with it ...

As stated in [1, section 4.4.1] the FEM analysis includes the material parameters of the weak iron and
the permanent magnet (NdFeB), but not the hysteresis and eddy currents. Both phenomena can have
a weakening effect on the actuator force, so in practice the difference between ideal modeling and
FEM could be even larger (than a factor of about 2).

3.8.3 Maximum force. and torque.

Some calculation results of section 3.5 are summarized in table 3.4.

Table 3.4 Maximum forces and torques in the ideal actuator model.

unchan ed
1.92 0.5

unchan ed
-2800 0.29

The corrected FUIv,generated,max is more than twice as weak as calculated in [1]. The destabilizing force is
unchanged but still smaller than the actuator force on the rotor, so FuN,net = 8.66 + 0.23 - 5.82 = 3.07
[N]. This means that the horizontal force actuators are still able to pUll the rotor loose from the stator.
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The corrected Fz,max is two times larger than calculated in [1J. The gravity force on the rotor is
Fg = mROTOR'g = 8.49.10-3 .9.81 = 83.29 [mN), so Fz,net = Fz,max - Fg = 1.84 [NJ. SO Fz,net > 0, which
means that the vertical force actuators are still able to overcome the gravity force on the rotor.

The higher linear model current gain (yK1) for the torque Tymeans that the unwanted rotation V is
better controllable, either passively or actively.

3.8.4 Actuator calibration

47

Non of the four actuator calibration methods discussed in [1 J (ill direct force/torque measurement, ®
black box identification, cr> back EMF and ® lift-off trajectories) seems to be ideal for this application.

The problems encountered are:

• Extra hardware is needed to apply the method [ill cr>J.

• Not all actuator gains (parameters) are identified by the method [cr>J.

• The method highly depends on a correctly calibrated position/orientation sensor, either an external
sensor or the perfectly calibrated own C-sensor (or both) [(ill) ® cr> ®J.

• The method damages the system, certainly when often repeated [®J.

• The device needs to be stabilized to be able to execute the method [(ill) ® (cr> ®) J.

The calibration method based on the lift-off trajectories of the rotor is the one used so far on the real
device, only to identify u/vK1 and u/vKu/v. Because the description of the method in [1, section 4.10.4J
was incomplete and contained some errors, the analysis has been extended. A full description of how
all actuator gains can be extracted from the rotor lift-off trajectories is now available.

The proposed method in [1 Jto deduce the actuator gains from the straight slope of the manipulated
lift-off plots proved not applicable on the ideal lift-off plots for large horizontal actuator currents (Iu »
lu,lifl-<llf), since the needed straight slope is then situated outside the physical rotor range. To overcome
this problem, it is shown how the gains can still be derived from the lift-off trajectories using the lift-off
time. This is the time from the start of the rotor movement until the moment of impact.

The actuator calibration experiments on the real device are described in [1, section 8.5J. First these
experiments need to be reviewed. After that it might be necessary to investigate other possible
(different) calibration methods.

3.8.5 Overall conclusions and recommendations

The corrected actuator gains of the ideal model don't seem to be a problem for the real device, since
the actuators are still able to pUll the rotor to its operation point (the neutral position: u = v = z = 0).
The surplus force can be used for fast control.

Nevertheless, the controller design might be up for an improvement. In [1, chapter 7J the actuator
gains are used in a SIMULlN~ model. This SIMULlN~ model is used to design controllers, later to
be applied on the real device! Are these controllers robust enough to cope with the corrected actuator
gains? This will be investigated later.

Lastly, special attention was paid to the important parameter dmax that is used in several analyses in
[1J and is defined as the maximum distance the rotor can travel in the tx- or ±y-direction. Throughout
[1J, it is assumed that the horizontal rotor range is limited to 50 [lJmJ in all directions. However, figure
3.5 shows that the horizontal rotor range is 50 [lJmJ in the ±u- and tv-direction, the range is .J2·50 [lJmJ
in the tx- and ty-direction and somewhere in between for all other horizontal rotor movements in the
plane z = O.
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Chapter 5 of the Ph.D.-thesis [1] deals with the design, modeling and calibration of the 5 OOF
capacitive sensor system used for the magnetically suspended and propelled mirror system. The
sensor is designed to measure the position (3 OOF: u, v, and z) and orientation (2 OOF: a* and 13*) of
the hovering rotor (mirror) in the stator.

Reviewing [1] led to the proposition of corrections, modifications and supplements given in this
chapter. The possible consequences, of the necessary changes made, for the controller design and
the sensor calibration experiments will be studied later.

4.1 Contactless differential capacitive position
sensor [1, section 5.2]

The electrode lay-out of the complete sensor is depicted in [1, figure 5.18]. Unfortunately, this figure is
outdated and not conform the angle definitions in [1, figure 2.3] or the later derived formulae for the
capacitances of the ±a sensors [1, (5.73)] and the capacitances of the ±13 sensors [1, (5.74)].

The first problem is probably caused by the fact that the magnetic actuator system and the
position/orientation sensor are designed separately, with their own reference frame. Fusion of the
actuator system and the sensor system means that the two reference frames have to match. That is,
have one common reference frame: the fixed stator (world) frame. The decision to use the horizontal
coil-cores as rotation sensor electrodes automatically links the two systems.

The actuator frame has already been harmonized with [1, figure 2.3]. To do the same with the sensor
frame, the x-axis and the y-axis in [1, figure 5.18] must be replaced by respectively the u-axis and the
v-axis. Then the measured rotations by the sensors are not a and 13 (around respectively the x-axis
and the y-axis), but a* around the u-axis and 13* around the v-axis.

The second problem is that the positions of the angular sensor electrodes in [1, figure 5.18] are not in
accordance with the derived formulae for the capacitances of the sensors (formula [1, (5.73)] for C±a
and formula [1, (5.74)] for C±ll)' (Yes, this is the same problem as with the definition of the actuators in
section 3.3 I).
The formulae for C±a and C±ll are correct and in accordance with [1, figure 2.3]. So, the sensor names
in [1, figure 5.18] must be changed, as is shown in table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Corrected angular sensor namesl

The corrected positions (see table 4.1)
of the capacitive angular sensors with
respect to the stator frame are drawn
in figure 3.4 in section 3.3.

A third problem is hidden in the text [1, p148] where it is declared that the a-sensor is sensitive for a
and x (should be a, v and z) and the 13-sensor is sensitive for 13 and z (should be 13, u and z). The proof
for this is given in [1, (5.73) and (5.74)], where x and y should be replaced by respectively u and v!
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4.2 Dimensioning [1, section 5.3]

In principle the calculations presented in [1, section 5.3] are correct, except for some outcomes. They
are put right in this section.

In [1, section 5.3.1] the nominal values for the sensor capacitors are calculated based on the blue
prints of the sensor bowl [1, appendix E.3]. The presented values differ somewhat from the ones
calculated with formula (4.1).

sina = d; ~ a = arcsin ( d~ge J (4.1)

where R = 8.25.10-3 [m] is the radius of the rotor plus the nominal air gap distance and dedge is the
distance from z-axis to the edge of the sensor electrode. The real (corrected) sensor parameters are
shown in table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Corrected sensor electrode properties.

c~om c~om 0 1.5 0 10.3 0.244

c
nom Cnom 2.75 4.25 19.5 31.0 0.324xy-. UV-l

c
nom

C~~~z 4.5 5.5 33.1 41.8 0.349xy+Z

c
nom cn~~ does not apply total = 25· 0.367
o~ o~

Another possible mistake was found in the presented values for the capacitors C1 and C2 of the
second order low-pass filter [1, figure 5.22] of the sensor system. They are printed twice as large as
calculated and used in the MATLAB® file bodestep.m, that was used for the calculation of the factor ~
(= 0.25) to model the parasitic capacities in the sensor. The correct values are C, = 14.3 [nF] instead
of [1, (5.63)] and C2 =2.90 [nF] instead of [1, (5.64)].

4.3 Modeling Ideal sensor behavior for simulation and
control [1, section 5.4]

Except for the three easy to discover typos, the derived ideal expressions for the sensor capacitors
presented in this section are correct. However, be aware of the following:

<D For the derivations in [1, section 5.4] the local sensor frame has been used.
Unfortunately, this frame is consequently called the fixed world frame (O-frame). This is no longer right
after the fusion with the magnetic actuator system. To correct this, the variables used in the capacitor
and sensor voltage expressions (x, y, z, a and 13) should be replaced by respectively (u, v, z, a* and
13*), to get the right formulae for the stator (world) frame. It is very unpractical that this change is only
mentioned in [1, section 8.2] nearly at the end of the Ph.D.-thesis [1].

<2> The permittivity of vacuum (Eo = 8.85.10-12 [F/m]) has been omitted in the presented expressions. All
the presented expressions for sensor capacitors should be multiplied with this constant, to obtain the
right expressions. Because the capacitor equations are used in a division, this has no consequence
for the sensor voltage expressions. They stay unchanged.

., The magnetic iron top of the rotor (part C and D in appendix B.1) is excluded from the calculation, because it was not meant to
function as a sensor electrode. However, since iron is an electric conductor it is able to act as an electrode, like the horizontal
coil-cores.
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Q) The presented expressions for the sensor capacities (and therefore the sensor output voltages) are
not exact, but approximations. Three types of approximations are used, which all introduce a modeling
error:

• The spherical electrode shapes are modeled by straight electrodes. The average angles II, k1 and
k2 are used in the calculations.

• Electric field bending hasn't been taken into account. The simple expression for an ideal capacitor
(2.1) has been used:

C = £Of-AId [F] (4.2)

• A first order approximation is used to simplify the expressions near the operating point of the rotor,
that is the neutral position (u = v = Z = 0).

The effect of the approximations can be the subject of further research, with the goal to come up with
a better sensor model. Ultimately, this could result in a better calibrated sensor system.

To end this section, some parameters used for the ideal modeling of the rotation sensors are
calculated. These parameters are used in [1, (5.73)-(5.76)], but not calculated. In section 10.2.1 these
parameters are needed to make an expectation for the sensor calibration measurements. The
calculation will be done next. First two parameters concerning the dimensions of the rotation sensors
(the horizontal coil-cores) are defined.

Rotation sensor radius: R+ = R + d = 8 [mm] + 0.25 [mm] = 8.25.10.3 [m]

Width of the rotation sensor: WHC = 2.88.10.3 [m]

The nominal overlap area (Aa~) of the rotation sensors (covering 25°) is:

Aa~ = (25/180)·TT·R+·WHC = (25/180)·TT·8.25·10·3 .2.88'10.3 = 1.036726.10.5 [m2
]

The extra sensor overlap surface caused by rotation =a·R+·wHC =ka~'a

~ ka~ = R+'WHC = 8.25.10.3 .2.88.10.3 = 2.376.10.5 [m 2/rad]

The extra sensor overlap surface caused by z-translation = arcsin(z/R+)'R+'WHC = kz'z

~ kz = (arcsin(z/R+)'R+'wHc)/z '" (zlR+)·(R+/z)·WHC = WHC = 2.88.10.3 [m]

4.4 Implementation and manufacturing [1, ••ctlon 5.5]

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

The capacitive sensor system, including the electronics, has been built. Although in theory the system
seems operational, it could be suffering from manufacturing mistakes. The question is whether the
sensor system has been built, checked and tested properly or not?

One problem, that already has come up in section 4.1, is the reference frame of the sensor system
with the angle definitions of a and 13. The wrong reference frame of [1, figure 5.18] is also printed on
the PCB (Printed Circuit Board) of the real device. This could lead to problems for the electronics and
the controller of the system.

When the inputs of the sensor electronics are connected to the sensor electrodes with the same name
on the PCB (see table 4.1), based on formula (2.2), the following output voltage can be expected for
the angular sensors:

C. -C ..v. = Vs a -a
a I C. + C .

a -0

becomes

~

becomes
~

(4.8)

(4.9)
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Formula (4.8) shows that the output voltage of the a"-sensor electronics becomes the negative output
voltage that the If-sensor should have. Similarly, formula (4.9) shows that the output voltage of the 13"
sensor electronics becomes the output voltage that the a"-sensor should have.

The testing of the sensor system has been performed by the designer of it. Unfortunately, no test
report was written (for this prototype). Consulting the people involved resulted in the comment that
only several power supply wires were added to some ICs on the PCB.

For now, it is assumed that the sensor electronics are tuned and working properly, otherwise it would
have been told. Of course the "reference frame problem" mentioned above will be investigated. Unless
there are problems using it, the sensor and electronics won't be subjected to tests.

4.5 Test setup and calibration [1. section 5.6]

A replica of the capacitive sensor (electrodes) was built in a test setup of the sensor. Using xyza
micro-manipulation tables, some static calibration measurements were done on the test setup. The
measurement results give an indication of the behavior of the sensor in the real device. The replica
has also been used to test and debug the sensor electronics.

Due to the differences between the test setup and the real device (like manufacturing tolerances, the
angular sensors are not the horizontal coil-cores and the absence of the actuator system) the
calibration results of the test setup cannot be used for the real device.

4.5.1 Static measurements on the test setup [1. section 5.6.3]

The results of some static measurements on the test setup are depicted in [1, figures 5.30 - 5.37] and
are already discussed in [1, section 5.6.3]. Some supplementary and more critical comments and
observations are given below.

Observation (l):
The five sensor output voltages all show at least some sensitivity for the parameter that is to be
measured. Besides this wanted behavior, some large cross-couplings are present.

The figures also show curved lines and planes. However, around the operating point of the rotor, the
sensor outputs seem to be fairly linear within the rotor range of the real device. Therefore, an
approximation of the five sensor output voltages can be described by the following set of five (linear)
equations:

(4.10)

(4.11 )

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

Keep in mind that the local sensor frame is used in the equations above, so read uvza*13* (instead of
xyzal3) when world frame expressions are needed!

Furthermore, in expressions (4.10)-(4.14) the parameters jCj are the linear sensor gains, the
parameters iCj are the linear sensor couplings and the parameters iVa are the sensor offset voltages.
These three types of parameters (30 in total) are all to be identified for the linear senor model of the
real device.
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Observation <2>:
For higher rotor positions (z) the x- and y-position sensors become less sensitive. This is indicated by
the almost horizontal planes in [1, figures 5.33 and 5.34].

This sensor behavior was predicted by the ideal modeling approximation formulae for the sensor
voltage outputs [1, (5.71) and (5.72)]. They are repeated below:

v = V C+x -C_x =V ~x·sinA
x I • C+x +C_x • ~z,cosA+d

(4.15)

(4.16)

The parameters V. (modulator voltage =2.5 [V)), A(separation angle =34.6°) and d (nominal air gap
distance = 0.25 [mm)) are all constants, so the variation in these sensor output voltages is solely
determined by the variation of the variable position parameters of the rotor: xJy and z.

The variable z (vertical rotor position) in the denominator of equations (4.15) and (4.16) determines
the sensitivity of both sensor output voltages. When in theory z becomes infinite (or very large for that
matter) the sensor outputs will become 0 for all positions x and y, which means that the sensor is
completely insensitive to horizontal position variations of the rotor.

Fortunately, the vertical range of the rotor is bounded by the stator. The range is calculated in
appendix H.1, where it is determined to be -67 S z s 185 [lJm] (with the coated horizontal coil-cores).

In appendix H.2 is shown that there might be a distance offset of 0.2 [mm] on the z-position of the
rotor, caused by manufacturing or designing tolerances.
As the above reasoning shows, this could lead to a reduction of the x- and y-sensor sensitivity. A
possible z-position offset of the rotor should be revealed during the calibration of the real device.

Observation ~:

In [1, figure 5.30d] the output voltages of both angular sensors are almost not reacting to the varying
angle parameter o. All five sensor output voltages show almost the same low sensitivity for the 0
variation. With no labels it would be impossible to tell which line corresponds with the sensor output
voltage aYi' without using the offset voltages from the other plots.

According to [1, section 5.6.3.4] the sensor still performs well enough to lift the rotor and stabilize it in
its operating point. However, this is stated without showing any positive research results or a fully
operational device to prove it.

The angular sensors on the real device are shaped differently. This hopefUlly results in a more useful
sensor output. A possible problem (timing, electronics, bad or interchanged connection, design, low
modulation voltage V. or something else) should be investigated, when the real angular sensors also
show a low sensitivity.

Observation (i):

In section 4.1 and 4.4 has already been shown that there might be wrongly named angular sensor
positions and what the consequences of this would be.

A change of angular sensor positions should be revealed by the presented plots of the measurements.
In fact it seems that the output voltage ~Vi in [1, figure 5.30d] is slightly more sensitive to the 0
variation than aVi. This would be in accordance with the finding that the sensor definition printed on the
PCB is wrong.

On the other hand, [1, figure 5.31 and 5.36] show a linear relation between aYi and y, which is conform
the expected correct dependencies. But [1, figure 5.30 and 5.37] show a linear relation between ~Vi

and x, which should be -x. This delimitation means that the wires from the rotation sensor electrodes
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were connected to the corresponding inputs of the sensor electronics, but the wires of the l3-rotation
sensor were probably interchanged (the +13 electrode is connected to the -13 input and the -13
electrode is connected to the +13 input).
This problem has to be verified for the real device!

Observation <5>:
It is notable that in [1] the collected data from measurements on the test setup of the sensor was
mainly used to plot and to get a visual impression of the sensor behavior of the test setup sensor (and
the almost equal sensor in the real device), while this data also provides many other research
opportunities. Hence, a supplemental analysis of the measurement data is executed in chapter 10
(part 2) of this thesis. In here among other things:

• Ideal linear sensor model parameters are calculated, based on formulae in [1].

• The linear sensor model parameters for the sensor in the test setup are extracted from the
measurement data of the test setup.

• The ideal and extracted parameters are compared, because both serve as a measurement
expectation for the sensor of the real device.

• The extracted linear sensor model is tested and evaluated by doing some rotor position and
orientation estimations based on the same data.

• It is investigated how to optimize the linear sensor model (parameters).

Besides the testing of the applicability of a linear sensor model for the real device, the analysis in
chapter 10 serves two other purposes:

o It is an exercise for processing the data to be measured on the real device.

e Only in case of need, the values of extracted parameters from the test setup sensor can be used to
substitute linear parameters of the sensor of the real device that cannot be extracted with the
proposed automatic "stuck to the stator" calibration method in [1] (see the next section).

4.5.2 Calibration procedure for the real device [1, ••ctlon 5.8.4]

To calibrate the sensors of the prototype, an automatic calibration procedure is proposed. This
procedure makes use of the four stable "stuck to the stator" positions of the rotor. The rotor can easily
be put in one of these four positions with open loop control of the device. The coordinates of the four
positions are known. With this information, the sensor data can be used to (partially) calibrate the
horizontal position sensors. The sensor calibration attempt that was carried out on the real device is
described in [1, section 8.4] and evaluated in chapter 7 of this thesis.

A least squares method [1, section 5.6.4.1] is utilized to make an optimal estimation of the wanted
linear sensor model parameters, based on the 5 sensor output voltages measured in the four stable
positions. The resulting mathematical expressions are simple average functions.

4.5.2.1 The four stable "stuck to the stator" positions

The expression of the four stable positions in the world frame (O-frame) coordinates in [1, p183] is
correct (table 4.3), except for the given value of parameter dmax.

Where dmax is the maximum distance the rotor can travel in the x- or y-direction. The correct value for
dmax is derived in section 3.7, see figure 3.5 and equation (3.52), which is repeated below.

d max =Xmax =Ymax =.,fi 'Umax =.,fi 'vmax =.,fi ·50 [~m]
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Table 4.3 Coordinates of the four stable "stuck to the stator" positions.

Position 1 (0, +dmax, 0) (+i-dmax ,+i-dmax' 0)

Position 2 (+dmax ,0 ,0) (+i-dmax ,-i-dmax' 0)

Position 3 (0, -dmax, 0) (-i-dmax ,-i-dmax' 0)

Position 4 (-dmax ,0 ,0) (-i-dmax '+i-dmax' 0)

Some notes must be made:

The parameter dmax is not accurate, see section 4.5.2.3.

The factor (11'./2) in [1, (5.80)] has to be removed.
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In contradistinction to what is claimed on [1, p184], the extreme z-positions of the rotor are not ±dmax.
The real values are calculated in appendix H.1.

4.5.2.2 Rotor orientation estimation

The proposed estimation of the angles [1, (5.89)] is somewhat strange. Besides the fact that the offset
voltages have been forgotten in the matrix expression, which is probably again slovenliness, the
presented principle of calculation is contradictory.

In the estimation formula of a, parameter 13 is assumed to have no influence. This can only be when
aC~ or 13 is equal to O. In the estimation formula of 13, parameter a is assumed to have no influence.
This can only be when ~Ca or a is equal to O.

The calibration measurements on the test setup have proven that aC~ (and ~Ca) is not equal to O. So in
the estimation of a, the angle 13 is assumed to be O. And in the estimation of 13, the angle a is assumed
to be O. This means that the estimations of the angles a and 13 are done under the condition that both
angles are equal to 0·. This is a contradiction. It is caused by a lack of needed information to solve the
five linear equations (4.10)-(4.14).

4.5.2.3 Limitations of the procedure

The automatic calibration method is inaccurate and incomplete, because it uses only four rotor
positions which are not exact and solely lie in a horizontal plane". This means that the Z-, a- and 13
sensors and actuators are not calibrated. Also the influence of the rotor height (z) and orientation (a
and 13) on the horizontal sensor outputs is not accounted for. So, only 15 (iCx, iCy and ;Vo, with i =x, y,
z, a or 13) of the 30 linear sensor model parameters (4.10)-(4.14) can be identified.

• Property of the four stable positions is that the other parameters: z = (J = 13 = o.
•• Gravity can pull the rotor down, since the vertical rotor position is not controlled in open loop. However, for this

procedure only the end positions of the rotor are important.
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The linear model parameter identification is not accurate for three reasons:

• With open loop control the rotor can only be put near one of the four "stuck to the stator" positions,
so these positions are not exact.

• Parameter dmax depends on the thickness of the coating on the outer surface of the horizontal coil
cores. The coating thickness is not exact and can change because of wear. Also manufacturing
tolerances on the positions of the horizontal coil-cores influence parameter dmax. So, parameter
dmax will be different for any of the four stable positions.

• The four "stuck to the stator" positions, that lie on the outer range of the rotor, are used to calibrate
the sensor near the operating point in the middle of the rotor range. This is not optimal.

Another disadvantage of the "stuck to the stator" calibration method, besides the incompleteness, is
the damage that the repeated rotor impacts to the stator cause. The damage sustained so far is
twofold: a little chip of the magnetic iron has come off the rotor and in one of the four "stuck to the
stator" positions the sensor has started to malfunction.

4.6 Reviewing conclusions

4.6.1 Sensor names and positions

The used sensor electrode names, their positions and the angle definitions in general throughout [1],
were not consistent. To correct this, everything has been harmonized with the world frame definitions
in figure 2.1.

The sensor has its own reference frame with coordinates x, y, z, a and 13, which is used in [1, chapter
5]. It is important to know that the sensor in the prototype is positioned such, that it actually measures
the rotor positions (u, v and z) and the rotor orientations (a* and 13*) defined in the world reference
frame!

4.6.2 Modeling Ideal sensor behavior

For the derivation of a physical model of the sensor system of the prototype, several approximations
were made. This means that the model only gives a rough idea of the ideal sensor behavior. The
modeling of the sensor system could be extended and improved when necessary.

4.6.3 Sensor wire connections

The consequences of the possible wrong sensor wire connections, based on the names printed on the
prototype main PCB of the prototype, have been investigated. The angular sensors will work, but the
output voltages are interchanged and a minus sign is added to the a-rotation output voltage.

4.6.4 Measurements on the test setup sensor

Static measurements on a test setup replica of the capacitive sensor revealed that near the operating
point of the rotor, each of the five sensor output voltages shows a fairly linear relation with all five rotor
position and orientation parameters.

Therefore, a complete linear sensor model counts 30 parameters to be identified with a calibration
method, namely 25 (cross-)couplings and 5 offset voltages.

The calibration measurements also confirmed the theoretical relation between the vertical rotor
position and the sensitivity of the horizontal position sensors. The sensitivity decreases when the rotor
gets higher.
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Furthermore, the rotation sensor output voltages show a very low sensitivity for the rotor rotation.
When the measurements on the real device, which has differently shaped rotation sensor electrodes,
show the same low sensitivity, this problem has to be investigated and solved.

In the plots of the measurement data, a relation was detected that is not conform the ideal sensor
modeling formulae (see Observation Cd) in section 4.5.1). An explanation for it could be the interchange
of two sensor electrode connection wires, which probably is caused by the inconsistent use of
reference frames in [1, chapter 5].

The proposed linear sensor model hasn't been tested and no numerical measurement expectations for
the linear model parameters were presented in [1]. Therefore, in chapter 10 in part 2 of this thesis a
supplementary analysis is done. The calibration measurement data of the test setup sensor is used to
first extract the linear sensor model parameters of the test setup sensor. After that, the linear sensor
model is used to do some rotor position and orientation estimations, based on the same data.

4.6.5 Automatic "stuck to the stator· calibration method

An advantage of the automatic calibration procedure is that it is time and money saving because no
external setup is necessary. It is also useful that the prototype can be recalibrated every time it is
turned on or when the operating circumstances have changed (e.g. the temperature).

Disadvantages of the automatic calibration method are that it is incomplete (only 15 of the 30 linear
model parameters are identified), inaccurate and it causes damage to the prototype. Due to the
sustained damage this method is no longer applicable!

4.6.6 Overall conclusions and recommendations

Watch out with the sensor wire connections. Make sure they are correct.

Make calibration measurement expectations for the prototype based on the ideal model formulae and
the test setup measurement data.

Test the linear sensor model of test setup sensor.

Investigate if the malfunctioning sensor in one of the four stable rotor positions causes a problem with
the rotor lift-off from that position.

The proposed automatic "stuck to the stator" calibration procedure seems just an academic solution
for the calibration of the sensor in the prototype. Try to do calibration measurements on the sensor of
the prototype with a fixated rotor as was done on the test setup sensor. That way the calibration is
accurate and complete for the current circumstances.
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Chapter 5

Mechanics

Chapter 6 of the Ph.D.-thesis [1) deals with the derivation of a simple 'complete'
mathematical/physical/analytical model of the laser deflection system, including:
• The equations of motion of the rotor.
• Rotor parameters like mass, moments of inertia and the center of gravity.
• Actuator and sensor coordinate transformations.
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Reviewing [1) led to the proposition for corrections, modifications and supplements given in this
chapter. The consequences of the changes to rotor parameter values and formulae will be researched
in other chapters. Mainly the ones concerning the controller design, which is primarily based on the
analytical model in [1).

5.1 Equations of motion [1, ••ctlon 6.2]

The equations of motion of a rigid body (the rotor) are derived in [1, Appendix C). These calculations
seem to be flawless. Only one small error was found that could give some trouble. In formula [1,
(C.22)] the products of inertia are interchanged. However, this switch has no consequences because
on [1, p317] it is stated that these inertias are all equal to zero.

5.2 Rotor mass and moments of Inertia [1, .ectlon 6.3]

In [1, Appendix D] an approximation is made for some parameters describing the rotor, namely: the
mass of the rotor, the moments of inertia around the z- and the xIy-axis of the rotor and the position of
the center of gravity of the rotor.
Four types of mathematical irregularities were found.

o Double definition of parameters
The blue-print of the rotor [1, figure E.2 p328] shows different parameters than those used in the
calculations:

Calculation:
Calculation:

r2 = 2 [mm];
a = 2.74 [mm];

Blue-print: r2 = 3 [mm) (correct, see prototype)
Blue-print: a = 2.8 [mm] (not sure yet)

(not 3.26 [mm] which has been used)
(not 1.55 [mm) which has been used)

e Wrongly calculated derived parameters
In [1, Figure D.1, p322) the parameters used to calculate the properties of the rotor are defined.
According to this depiction:

Parameter hI =a + r2·tan15° =3.28 [mm]
Parameter h2=rdan15° =1.61 [mm)

Probably the sinus function has mistakenly been used in [1] instead of the tangents.
These deviations seem small in themselves, but the parameters are used multiple times in different
formulae. Therefore, they could have a large effect on the total outcome.

o Calculation mistakes in formulae
On four occasions the calculation of a quantity started with a correct formulation of a mathematical
description, that subsequently wasn't worked out to a right algebraic expression. This happened with
formula [1, (D.16)] for IA• vx, formula [1, (D.18)] for Ie. vx, formula [1, (D.19)] for 10 , Vxand formula [1,
(D.20)] for IE. vX• The corrected expressions for these quantities are stated in appendix A.
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o Calculation errors
When a correct algebraic expression is found for a quantity, the describing parameters of the rotor
have to be filled in properly to obtain the right value of that quantity.
This didn't happen on three occasions:
In formula [1, (D.7)] for mo (later in the thesis [1, p326] the right value of mo is used!?); In formula [1,
(D.9)] for mrotor (caused by fault in mol; In formula [1, (D.24)] for leg (caused by sloppy copying of earlier
calculated values in [1, (D.23)))

® The properties of rotor-part 0 are approximated
With the given dimensions (and a little more effort ...•) the properties of rotor-part D (mo, 10 , 10 , Vz and
10 , vx) can be (exactly) calculated using cylinder-coordinates, This has been done in appendix B.

The correction of the above mentioned irregularities resulted in improved parameter values. An
overview of the changes is given in table 5.1. The influence of these changes will be investigated in
the following.

Table 5.1 Adjustment of rotor parameters. [Red value =miscalculation; Green value =estimated
value; ? = calculation method unknown, so it can't be corrected··]

Value In Corrected Exact Value Exact Value A rle] A rle]
Parameter Thesis Value [Thesis] [Blue Print]

(Thesis] T/EVT T/EVBP
mA ka 1.47'10"0 1.4710'0 1.4410'0

ms ka 9.28.10.5 9.30,10-5 2.14'10-4

mc kg 3.0'10.3 3.1-10-3 2.71,10-3

mo [kg] 1.3'10-4 I 1.206'10.3

1.2'10.3 1.57'10"3 1.58'10"3 +31/-24 +32/-24

mE [k ~l 2,5'10.3 2.55.10.3 2.5510.3

mROTOR kg] 7.2'10-3 8.27'10-3 8.77'10-3 8.49'10-3 +22/-18 +18/-15

IA m -4.310.3 -4.6'10.3 -4.65'10.3

Is m -1.37'10-3 -1.37'10.3 -1.4.10.3

Ie m -0.62'10.3 ?" -0.78.10.3 -0.77.10.3 +26/-21 +24/-20

10 m -062'10.3 ?" -0,68'10.3 -0,7310.3 +10/-9 +18/-15

IE m -0.60'10-3 -0,59'10.3 -0,6510.3

Ie m -1.5'10-3 -1.27'10-3 -1.35'10-3 -1.4'10-3 ·10/+11 -7/ +7

IA. • kgm 3,01'10-8 3.01-10-8 2,93'10.8

Is v. kgm 1.86'10.10 1.8610.10 9.62'10.10

Ic • kam 6.35'10-8 6.41-10-8 6.2310-8

10 • kgm 5.56'10.8 7.58'10-8 7.66'10-8 +36/-27 +38/-27

IE z kgm 1.72'10"7 1.72'10"7 1.7210.7

Iz rkam L
] 3.31-10.7 3.21'10.7 3.42'10.7 3.41'10.7 +3.3/-3.2 +3.0/-2.9

IA \ kgm 5.3'10-8 4.87'10"8 4.87.10.8 4.810.8 -8/ +9 -9/ +10

Is x kam 3.25'10.10 3.2610.10 1.0410.9

Ic \ kgm 9.1910-8 3.14'10-8 3.80'10-8 3.65,10-8 -59/ +142 -60/+152

10 x kam 9.1-10-8 2.69'10.8 4.37'10-8 4.4310-8 -52/+108 -51/+105

IE \ kgm 9.0'10-8 9.06'10-8 9.08'10.8

Ix /ly kgm 3.26'10.7 1.97'10.7 2.21-10.7 2.21'10.7 -32/ +48 -32/ +48

luv m 1.15'10-3 0.92'10-3 1.02'10-3 1.03'10-3 -11/ +13 -10/+12

I. m 0.91'10-3 0.68'10-3 0.76'10-3 0.75'10-3 -17/ +20 -18/ + 21

" Of course an engineer will try to calculate a required quantity in a fast and reliable way. A simple approximation can help to
verify a found answer or speed up a calculation

"" Parameters Ie and 10 in column 2 are the same, so it could be that they were calculated together using the formula Ic•o=
(Ieme + lomo)/(mc + mol. Looking at the exact values in column 4 there must be an calculation or approximation error, because
the formula is a weighted average. which is bounded by the values of 10 and Ie, see appendix C. (Note that the combined
parameter should be Ic•o = -0.74'10.3 [m])
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The next sum-up clarifies the table's contents:
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Column 1:
Column 2:
Column 3:

Column 4:
Column 5:
Column 6:

Column 7:

Calculated parameters.
Value of parameter as calculated and used in [1].
Value of parameter corrected for calculation mistakes in formulae (0) and calculation
errors (0), but not for the deviation in parameter values (0 and 8). So, the used
parameter values for this column are:
h1 =3.26 [mm], h2= 1.55[mm], r2 =2 [mm] and a =2.74 [mm].
Exact values using my own calculations (r2 = 2 and a = 2.74 [mm]).
Exact values using my own calculations (r2 = 3 and a = 2.8 [mm]).
Difference in percentage between the value used in the Ph.D.-thesis (T, column 2) and
the exact value (EVT, column 4). The difference is calculated with respect to both
values.
Difference in percentage between the value used in the Ph.D.-thesis (T, column 2) and
the exact value from the blue prints of the prototype (EVBP, column 5). The difference
is calculated with respect to both values.

5.3 Actuator and sensor coordinate transformations
[1, section 6.4]

On [1, p194] the formula for torque VgTy contains an error. The calculation formula is correct, but two

sine functions have (probably by accident) been switched for cosine functions. The concerning
functions are underlined in the corrected formula (5.1).

(5.1)

Since the rotor-parameters are calculated more accurately and correctly, the calculated position of the
center of gravity has been changed. Therefore, the two parameters (used in this chapter) that are
calculated relative to the center of gravity are changed also. This is shown in the last two rows of
table 5.1 on the previous page.

V- v_
Parameter luv is the point of attack of the horizontal forces gFu and gF v . It is used to calculate the
torque generated on the rotor by the horizontal forces [1, p195].

V-
Parameter Iz is the point of attack of the vertical force gFz. It is used to calculate the torque generated
on the rotor by the vertical forces [1, p196].

The calculation of the torque generated by the vertical actuators [1, formula (6.22), p196] contains an
error. The position vector of the force hasn't been transformed to the rotating rotor-frame V. This
problem could have been avoided by immediately using the standard formula for calculation of a

torque around the center of gravity. This is shown in appendix D where the torques ~Ta and VgT~ are

verified. The correct calculation of ~Tz is given on the next page in equation (5.2).

Now the forces of two opposite tilt-actuators are pointing in the same direction, so:

but

but

~ r_a '" ~ r+ a and

~ r_~ '" ~ r+~
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Together these four forces generate the following torque:

(5.2)

5.4 Reviewing conclusions

5.4.1 Equations of motion

No serious mistakes were found in the derivation of the equations of motion of the rotor as they are
presented in [1]. Therefore, they appear to be ready to be utilized.

5.4.2 Rotor parameters

Looking at the parameter deviations in table 5.1, half" of the parameters contain a calculation or
approximation error. The deviations with the corrected values (see the last column) range from -27 %
to +152 %.

The six main parameters (mROTOR, leg, Iz, lx, luv and I,) are all affected by errors. However, the
deviations are smaller than mentioned above, because calculation mistakes in various parts can
cancel each other out. Also the effect on the total of the complete rotor of a relative large calculation
error in a small part of the rotor is relatively small.

So, for a better evaluation of the errors one should also look at the percentage of the error with
respect to the total outcome. For this purpose, some extra information has been derived from table
5.1. It is presented in table 5.2.

expresse In percents,

Error. Error. Error Approximation PartD Total Total
Influenced .&. partD~ omitted error error
parameter /1== (4-5) A ==(3-4) A =(2-3) A == (Green-4) A =(2-4) A == (2-5)

[%] rio] rio] rio] rio] rAt] rio]
mROTOR [kg] + 3,3 - 5,7 -12.9 - 4.15 -18 -17.9 -15.2
Ie [m] - 3.6 - 5.9 + 18.1 + 1.75 + 11.1 + 11.1 + 7.1
Iz kgm<] + 0.3 - 6.1 + 3.1 - 6.0 - 22 - 3.2 - 2.9

Ix kQm<l 0 - 10,9 + 65.5 -7.6 - 20 +47.5 +47.5

Table 5.2 Influence of calculation and approximation errors on four of the main rotor parameters,
d'

The numbers after the difference symbol (il) refer to column numbers in table 5.1, The percentage is
calculated by the equation: [(first - second) . 100/ second], since the second column is always an
improvement.

• This actually is 7/20. because 6 parameters are composed of calculated parameters (20 in total). When the composed
parameters are also counted, the proportion becomes (7 + 6)/(20 + 6) = Y..
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In table 5.2, the biggest differences are displayed in the yellow cells. The error in the fourth column (0
Calculation mistakes in formulae and e Calculation errors) clearly has the main contribution to the
errors in the total outcome. Two major errors can be indicated in particular, namely:

1. The miscalculation of mo has a direct effect on both mroto, and leg.

2. The miscalculation of parts of Ix results in a +65.5 % error. The other errors (8 and ®)
have a different sign. Nevertheless, the sum of all errors results in a +47.5 % error in the
total outcome of value of Ix. Unfortunately, this parameter is used twice (also as Iy).

The other errors contribute a few percents to the total. They are on themselves, but certainly when
added, not negligible.

When all calculations in the Ph.D.-thesis [1] were executed perfectly ... , only the approximation error of
rotor-part D would exist (column 5). Comparison of this error and the total error (column 7) shows that
the contribution of the approximation error is about % part of the total error.

Since the exact values of the rotor parameters are now available, as a result of my own calculations
(see appendix B), these parameters (in column 5 of table 5.1) will be used to test the designed
controllers in [1]. This will be done later on.

5.4.3 Actuator and sensor coordinate transformations

Two mistakes in formulae were found in this section. The error in the formula for the torque ~Ty could

be just a typo. The mistake in the formula for the torque ~Tz seems more serious. The effect of these

errors depends on how the formulae are further used.

Rotor parameters lu" and I" are expressed relative to the center of gravity. Since the value of (the z
coordinate) of the center of gravity has been changed, these two values also have changed. Both
distances lie relatively close to the center of gravity, so the deviation in percents is quite large.

5.4.4 Overall

The parameters and formulae contemplated in this section are part of the analy1ical model of the
prototype, that is used for the controller design. The effect of all (unintentional) errors on the model
and controller design will be investigated later.
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Chapter 7 of the Ph.D.-thesis [1] deals with the design of controllers for the magnetic actuators of the
magnetically suspended and propelled tilting mirror system. The controller design is primarily based
on the analytical models of the subsystems of the prototype formed in [1].

So far, the reviewing of [1] led to the proposition of corrections, modifications and sUePlements for the
modeling of the subsystems (see chapters 3, 4 and 5). In this chapter the SIMULlNK"" model itself
proves to contain some extra errors.

6.1 Linear model of magnetic actuator and
mechanical system [1, section 7.2]

To obtain a linear model of the prototype, first a SIMULlNK@ model was composed, based on the
ideally modeled prototype in [1]. After that, a linear model in the operating point of the prototype was
extracted. Then controllers were designed for the linear model of the prototype. Later the same
SIMULlN~ model was used to test the designed controllers before they were tested on the real
device.

8.1.1 Contents of the SIMULINK- model

The SIMULlN~model of the prototype that was used for the linear model extraction in [1] is depicted
in figure 6.1. The contents of the model is explained in [1].

Figure 6.1
SIMULlN~ model of the prototype, with (actuator) inputs [Ix, Iy, Iz, In and I~] and (sensor) outputs [x, y,
Z, a and 13].

Two notes about the model must be made:

o The real device's actuator inputs are [Iu, lv, Iz, In and I~] and the sensor outputs are
[u, v, Z, a*and 13*].

e Not all the available modeling information was used in the SIMULlN~model.
To clarify the second note, it will be shortly named what had been incorporated in the SIMULlN~
model when the linear model was extracted and what has been added to test the initially designed
controllers.
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The basis of the model are the ideal actuator models and the equations of motion of the rotor in [1].
The corrections already found in [1], like the FEM correction factors (about 0.5 for all actuators) or the
experiment measurement results (different number of coil windings and measured maximum forces of
the horizontal actuators) were not put in the model.
Obviously the corrections proposed in this thesis (see section 6.1.2) haven't been incorporated either.

Later added to the model for controller testing are: eddy currents and the non-ideal sensor behavior.

8.1.2 Corrections from other chapters

In chapter 3 of this thesis about the actuator system, some actuator modeling errors have been
removed and the modeling of two neglected insulator rings was added.

In chapter 5 of this thesis about the rotor mechanics, the rotor parameters are calculated exactly and

some calculation errors were removed (section 5.2). Also the formula for VgTz (section 5.3) has been

corrected.

In chapter 7 of this thesis about the executed experiments in [1], an estimation of all actuator gains
(appendix G) of the real prototype has been made, based on the reviewed calibration measurements
(see table 7.6 in section 7.4.1).

8.1.3 Mistakes found In the SIMULINKe model

Besides the proposed corrections that resulted from reviewing [1], summarized in the previous
subsection (6.1.2), additional (probably unintended) mistakes were found in the in SIMULlN~ model.
These mistakes will be shortly discussed next, per block as depicted in figure 6.1.

General mux- and demux blocks
The use of mux- and demux-blocks, which respectively combine scalar or vector signals into larger
vectors and split vector signal into scalars or smaller vectors, has proven to be a source of additional
errors. A wrong reference number for a signal line was used four times in the SIMULlN~model.

Actuator Model
In the second term of the formula for Fv, u[3] must be replaced by U[4], because this term should
contain the rotor position parameter v instead of u.

Also all the actuator gains must be adjusted, for two reasons. To correct the mistakes in the theoretical
deductions in [1], which have been corrected in chapter 3 and 5. Secondly, to carry through the
adjustments based on the (calibration) measurements on the magnetic actuator as presented in
section 7.3.

The gravity vector acting on the center of gravity of the rotor is not mentioned in [1] or in the
SIMULlNj(® model of the prototype! Therefore, it is shown here in (6.1), expressed in the fixed world
frame (O-frame).

(6.1)

Where mROTOR is the mass of the rotor (8.49'10-3 [kg]) and g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81
[m/s2

]). To express the gravity vector in the rotating rotor frame (V-frame) it must be multiplied with the
transformation matrix vRo [1, (2.5)].
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[

- cos4' sin0 cos<l> +sin4' Sin<l>]
~Fg = vRo';Fg = -mROTOR .g. sin4'sin0cos<l>+cos4'sin<l>

cos0cos<l>
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(6.2)

Expression (6.2) should be added to the SIMULlN~ model, to model the effect of gravity on the rotor.

Actuator Transform
The force transformation formulae are correct. The three torque formulae contained five errors: three
incorrect reference numbers and two cosO functions that should be replaced by a sinO function.

Also the formula for Tz that wasn't expressed in the rotating rotor reference frame in [1] should be

corrected in the SIMULlN~ model. The correct formula for VgTz is shown in equation (5.2).

EqnMotion
The block for the transformation of the rotor positions expressed in the rotating rotor frame V to the
fixed world frame 0 contains the wrong formulae. Although in [1, (2.6)] the correct result of
consecutive rotations calculated relative with respect to the new reference frames is presented, the
transformation used in the SIMULlN~model is calculated using absolute rotations with respect to the
original reference frame. The calculation order of consecutive rotations determines the end result, so
this mistake must be corrected.

Gravitation -> Optical
Not the coordinate transformation matrix vRo [1, (2.5)] but °Rv [1, (2.6)] should have been used for the
calculation of the position of the optical center point of the mirror with respect to the static world frame.

Note that in later updates of the SIMULlN~model (extended with eddy currents and a controller) this
mistake has been corrected.

6.1.4 Consequences of SIMULIN~model corrections

The problem with the use of mathematical software on a computer is that it will calculate anything it is
programmed to do as long as it is possible and has a correct syntax. So many types of (unintended)
mistakes like typos will be accepted and it is up to the user to verify the programmed assignment and
double check the computation results.

It would take to much time to investigate the effect of every individual mistake or correction. Luckily,
this is not necessary because the main goal is to end up with a complete and accurate model of the
prototype.

Therefore the complete model will be corrected at once. This will be done in three steps. First the
programming mistakes (wrong references and functions) in the SIMULlN~model (section 6.1.3) will
be removed. Secondly, the theoretical mistakes (wrong formulae, omission of gravity in the model) will
be corrected. Then the total effect of these two corrections will be examined. Lastly, the actuator gains
will be replaced by the corrected ones of table 7.6 in section 7.4.1 and the corrected rotor parameters
of table 5.1 will be substituted. Then it will be possible to test the initially designed controllers for the
prototype on the corrected (more realistic) SIMULlN~ model.

The first correction step clears a small problem on [1, p204]. The unexplained difference between and
the appearance of the two numbers in matrix A, that give a coupling of a rotation around the y-axis to

the orientation accelerations a and ~. is not caused by numerical inaccuracies as is asserted in [1],

but by the errors in the SIMULlN~model. These two numbers have disappeared after the
corrections. Note that this problem could have functioned as a hint for the removal of programming
mistakes, but obviously it didn't. Also in the A matrix, four zeros are changed into numbers that are
related to the gravity that has been introduced in the model. The other numbers in the four state space
matrices (A, B, C and D) [1, (7.5)] keep the same magnitude, but some signs change. These
magnitudes will change when the actuator gains and rotor parameters are corrected in the second
correction step.
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The design of the five simple SISO PID controllers in [1] is primarily based on the ideal analytical
models of the subsystems of the prototype formed in [1], without the incorporation of the corrections
already ascertained in [1], like the FEM factors and the actuator measurement results. The choice not
to incorporate these actuator model corrections prior to the initial controller design, seems inefficient
and could lead to at least one extra controller tuning session.

Also the use of a flawed SIMULlN~ model possibly reduces the usefulness of the designed
controllers. A further review on the controllers will be given in section 7.4, where the testing of the
controllers on the prototype is discussed.

6.3 Reviewing conclusions

It is clear that the programmed SIMULlN~model hasn't been thoroughly checked before it was used.
Besides some mistakes that were already made in the theoretical deductions in [1], the model also
contained some additional programming errors. It would have been a good idea to let the model be
checked by a second person. After all, (almost) every human makes mistakes.

Although some mistakes have a minor influence on the extraction of the linear model around the
operating point 0, because then some parameters are equal to 0 and will disappear, the mistakes can
have influence on the testing of the designed controllers on the (flawed) model.

Are the controllers designed in [1], based on the flawed SIMULlN~ model, still suited to control the
corrected model (and possibly the real device)? Is the flawed SIMULlN~ model a possible reason
why no set of stabiliZing controllers for the prototype could be found? This can be investigated in part
2 of this thesis.
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Experiments

Chapter 8 of the Ph.D.-thesis [1] deals with the experiments that have been carried out on the
prototype of the magnetically suspended and propelled tilting mirror system.
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It describes the measurement of the resistances and inductances of the electrical coils of the magnetic
actuator system, the execution of the "stuck to the stator" calibration method on the sensor system,
the calibration of the horizontal force actuators and the testing of the designed controllers on the
prototype.

The consequences of the changes resulting from reviewing previous chapters of [1] on the outcome of
the experiments will be investigated and discussed in this chapter.

7.1 The prototype In practice

There are some differences between the original design and the actual prototype built, mostly due to
manufacturing tolerances. This section contains no corrections for [1], it just shows some information
that is needed in other sections.

7.1.1 Sensor orientation [1, section 8.2]

Finally it is stated that the capacitive sensor is positioned such in the prototype that it measures the
rotor position and orientations [u, v, z, a*and 13*]. Also the position of the vertical coils is described
according to the reference frame of figure 2.1. This is a confirmation that the corrections proposed in
the previous sections of this thesis, concerning the use of reference frames, were justified. Problem is
that it doesn't guarantee that the right reference frame has been used in practice".

7.1.2 Measured resistance and Inductance of actuator colis
[1, section 8.3]

The number of actuator coil windings that is used in the prototype differs from the originated number.
Measurement of the inductances of the coils in the prototype has given an idea of the actual number
of coil windings. In [1], the difference between the measured inductances and the designed (ideal)
inductances has been fully ascribed to the deviating number of coil windings. The concluding results in
[1] are presented here in table 7. 1.

Table 7.1 Indirectly measured number of coil windings.

•~tW
·8
42
100

• Even when the reference frame would have been used consistently throughout [1J. there would be no guarantee that it has
been used correctly in practice.
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7.2 Sensor calibration [1, .ectlon 8.4]

The proposed automatic sensor calibration method for the prototype and its limitations are already
discussed in section 4.5.2.

The adjusted sensor orientation in the prototype (see section 7.1.1) also changes the linear sensor
model parameters (30 in total) to be identified through calibration. The linear sensor model (4.10)
(4.14) is rewritten in matrix form (see section 10.1) in equation (7.1), with the truly measured rotor
position and orientation parameters expressed in the world frame.

uv, - uVo uCu uC• uC, uCa uC~. u

.Vi- .Vo .Cu .C. .C, .Ca .C~. v
,Vi - ,Vo ,Cu ,C. ,C, ,Co ,C~. z <=> V = Ccoupling X (7.1 )

aVi - aVo a Cu a C• a C, aCa aC~, a
~,Vi - ~Vo ~. Cu ~. C. ~. C, ~,Ca ~.C~. 13·

Where V =sensor output voltages minus the offset voltages; CcouPling =linear sensor model parameters
matrix; and X = true position and orientation of the rotor.

7.2.1 Correction for calibration re.ult.

The adjusted sensor orientation in the prototype (see section 7.1.1) has been incorporated correctly in
the formulae of [1, section 8.4]. However, for the processing of the calibration measurement data, the
wrong value for parameter dmax has been used. Parameter dmax should be v2·50 [lJm] (see section 3.7)
instead of 50 [lJm].

The adjustment of parameter dmax means that the numerical values in [1, (8.6)] (uCu, uC., .Cuand .C.)
all become a factor v2 smaller. The correction is displayed in (7.2).

[VIm] (7.2)

As (7.3) shows, the inverse matrix becomes a factor v2larger.

(7.3)

Using (7.3) on matrix (7.2) results in the corrected inverse coupling matrix (7.4).

- 9.4429·10-6 ]
8.4986 .10-5

[mlV] (7.4)

Also the coupling between the horizontal rotor position and the rotor orientation output voltages [1,
(89)] has to be corrected (divided) by a factor v2, so that it becomes (7.5). Note that the unit of these
parameters is [VIm] and not [rad/m] as is asserted in [1].

[
a.Cu a.C.] [6.50.10

2
2.795.10

4
] [VIm]

~.Cu ~.C. - 2.84.104 -3.700.103
(7.5)

The fact that only 12 of the 30 linear sensor model parameters in (7.1) are identified makes that the
orientation estimation is not applicable because a·Ca· and ~·C~· are not identified, the vertical rotor
position (z) sensor is not calibrated and the horizontal rotor position sensors are only partially
calibrated.
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7.2.2 T.stlng the .stlmatlon of the four stabl. positions
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Since both the sensor output voltages in the four stable "stuck to the stator" positions [1, table 8.2] and
the linear sensor model coupling parameters (7.4) are now available, a quick test can be executed:
estimate the four stable rotor positions with the calibration results. The estimation results via the
principle of [1, (8.7)] are presented in column 4 of table 7.2. The estimation results with the corrected
parameter dmax are presented in column 5 of table 7.2.

Table 7.2 Estimation of the four stable "stuck to the stator" positions with the
partially (only horizontally) calibrated sensor system.

u1 50 46.0 65.1

v1 50 35.0 49.5
2 u2 50 25.1 35.6

v2 -50 -35.0 -49.5

3 u3 -50 -24.7 -34.9
v3 -50 -35.7 -50.5

4 u4 -50 -45.6 -64.4
v4 50 35.7 50.5

Note that the ideal absolute value of the coordinates is 50,,/2 = 35.36 [~m] when the wrong value for
dmax (column 4) is used, as was done in [1].
This test just serves as a demonstration, because the influence of other degrees of freedom (z, a* and
13*) is minimized in this example. Therefore, it is not representative for the functioning of the sensor
over its complete range, especially around the operating point of the rotor.

Nevertheless, it will be shortly discussed what can be noticed in table 7.2 and what could have caused
it. It appears that the v-position estimation is quite accurate for all four rotor positions. The absolute
estimation error for the u-position in the last column is in all four rotor positions about 15 [~m] (~

30%). However, the pairs (u1 and u2) and (u3 and u4) should be equal because it is the same
position, but the difference between their estimated values is about 30 [~m]!

In theory, both horizontal sensors are equal, so explanations for the differences of the coupling and
cross-coupling parameters of the two sensors should be sought in possible discrepancies between the
two sensors.

The first explanation is revealed by [1, table 8.2] that shows that the total u-sensor output range is
about 1 M, while for v-direction the total sensor output range is about 2 M. This means that the v
position sensor is more sensitive and therefore probably more dominant than the u-position sensor.
This effect is also visible in the coupling matrix (7.2) that shows that vCv is 1.64 times larger than uCu
and the cross-coupling parameter vCu is 8.29 times larger than uCv.

Another explanation could be the air gap manufacturing tolerance which can lead to asymmetrical air
gap distances. This means that the absolute values of the coordinates of the stable positions are all
about 50 [~m] instead of exactly 50 [~m].

Extended testing of rotor position and orientation estimations, based on a linear sensor model, will be
done in chapter 10 (part 2) of this thesis, where the calibration measurement data of the test setup
sensor is used.
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7.3 Actuator calibration [1, section 8.5]

The corrections made in previous sections have influence on the conclusions drawn in [1, section 8.5].
Therefore, this section starts with an overview of the corrected calculated actuator gains that serve as
measurement expectations for the linear model parameters of the magnetic actuator system that is to
be calibrated.

7.3.1 Overview of actuator gain corrections

In chapter 3 of this thesis, the ideal model of the magnetic actuator system in [1J has been corrected.
This means that the magnetic actuator linear model parameters have been changed. The ideal model
parameters that were used for the initial controller design in [1, chapter 7J are depicted in column 2 of
table 7.3. The three corrections made so far to the model are shortly indicated below. Their effect on
the linear actuator model parameters is also shown in table 7.3.

Column 3 shows the corrections for two modeling errors explained in section 3.3: the un-modeled
electrical insulation layers between the stator rings and the horizontal coil-cores (dp1us) and the number
of horizontal coil windings that was taken two times too large in the calculations in [1J.

Column 4 shows the correction for the number of coil windings in the prototype, resulting from the coil
inductance measurements (see table 7.1 in section 7.1.2).

In Column 5, the correction factors (column 4 in table 3.3) resulting from the Finite Element Method
(FEM) modeling example are incorporated. The FEM analysis resulted in a more realistic model of a
(simplified) electromagnetic actuator system, including phenomena like fringing (magnetic flux
spreading), leaking flux, magnetic resistance of used materials and magnetic saturation. Note that
eddy currents and hysteresis remain un-modeled.
The FEM correction factor for the destabilizing force of the permanent magnets on the rotor is
unknown (marked with 1), because it is not calculated in the FEM example of [1, section 4.4J.
However, a plausible value for it is derived from the comparison of the corrected ideal modeling gains
and the measured gains which resulted in a FEM correction factor of 0.63 (see formula (7.16)). The
deduced results are presented between brackets and in italics.

Table 7.3 Actuator gain corrections.

The linear actuator model gains (see equations (3.34)) can be deduced from table 7.3, but need an
extra rectification for the corrected rotor mass (mROTOR [kg]) and the moment of inertia around the x
axis (Ix [kgm2

]) of the rotor (see table 5.1).

The correction factor for the rotor mass:

Thesis [1 Jrotor mass

Corrected rotor mass
7.2.10-

3
= 0.848

8.49.10-3
(7.6)

The correction factor for the moment of inertia around the x-axis of the rotor:

Thesis [1J moment of inertia

Corrected moment of inertia
3.26.10.

7
= 1.475

2.21.10.7
(7.7)
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The correction factors (7.6) and (7.7) are incorporated in column 3 oftable 7.4. The following columns
in table 7.4 contain the actuator gains of table 7.3 divided by the corrected rotor mass respectively the
moment of inertia (only the last row).

Table 7.4 Linear actuator model gain corrections.

1.24,107

60.31
1.16,104

4.6'10-5
1.08

The corrected theoretical (ideal) parameter expectations are now stated in column 5 of table 7.3 and in
column 6 of table 7.4. The last column of both tables shows the difference factor with the initial values
used in [1].

Later (in subsections 7.3.4 and 7.3.5), the results of the actuator calibration measurements will be
incorporated in the linear actuator model parameters. These parameters can then be used to update
the SIMULlN~model, to test (and redesign) the controllers for the prototype.

7.3.2 PUlling the rotor of the stator [1, section 8.5.1]

Formula (3.58) shows that the horizontal rotor lift-off current is a measure for the ratio between the
horizontal actuator linear model gains. Due to the previously discussed corrections, the measurement
expectation for the ratio K,/K. of the horizontal force actuators has to be revised. The corrected gain
values can be taken from column 5 of table 7.4. The revised calculated gain ratio is:

572.2 = 4.626.10-5 [m/A]
1.24.107

(7.8)

Note that the FEM correction factors haven't been taken into account. This has been done for two
reasons:
o The correction factor for K. is yet unknown.
S The FEM correction was also not incorporated in the expectation value in [1, table 8.3], which is
6.7.10-5 [m/A]. Not doing it here makes a comparison fair.
In practice this omission means that the FEM correction factor for KI and K. is presumed to be equal.

Although the magnitude of the expectation value of K1 is almost halved by the corrections, the
measured ratios K,/K. in table [1, table 8.3] still have the same order of magnitude as the corrected
ratio (7.8).

Combining (7.8) and (3.59) gives a revised magnitude of the expected horizontal lift-off current, which
replaces the previous calculated value of 1.52 [A] in formula (3.59).

I. _ K x ·um..
u.lift-off - K

I

1.24.10
7

·50·10-6 =1.08 [A]
572.2

(7.9)
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The average absolute value of the measured horizontal lift-off current in [1, table 8.3] is:

Illill-olll hortzontal. average =0.59 [A] (7.10)

Comparison of (7.9) and (7.10) shows that the measured value for the horizontal lift-off current is
smaller than calculated. When the air gap between the rotor and the stator is presumed to be exactly
50 [~m], this means that the ratio KiKI in reality is smaller than calculated. Then KI must be relatively
larger than Kx, but both gains can be smaller or larger than calculated

Lastly, the conclusion in [1] that the leakage flux must be larger than expected should be corrected,
because the number of horizontal coil windings (NHd was taken two times too large in the calculations
of [1] (see section 3.3 correction ~). In reality NHC is 0.5'1.4 =0.7 times smaller than was used in the
calculation, a reduction of 30%. This explains the measured weaker actuators!

7.3.3 Observing rotor path [1, section 8.5.2]

The gains u",KI and stiffness u",Ku'" are identified in [1] via the rotor lift-off path method (see section
3.7). The obtained values are copied from [1, table 8.3] and presented here in table 7.5.

Table 7.5 Measured linear actuator model gain corrections.

1.61,107

1.08,103

1.61,107

53
1.22,104

The measurement results indicate that the v-actuator is almost twice as weak as the u-actuator. This
difference might be caused by the poorly calibrated sensor, as is stated in [1] and confirmed by the
position estimations in table 7.2.

Although it is just a detail, it is also not clear which rotor path is displayed in [1, figure 8.2]. The path is
labeled with -u-v --> +u-v, but according to table 7.2 it is more likely that it actually is -u+v --> +u+v.

A first and fast check to verify that the numbers in table 7.5 are realistic, is to calculate the lift-off
current with formula (3.58) that follows from the measured gain and stiffness values.

I. = uKu 'umax = 1.31.10
6
·50·10~ =0.5 [A]

u,lift-off uKr 131

I. = .K•. Vmax = 7.82.10
5
·50·10~ =0.6256 [A]

•.Iift-oll • KI 62.5

(7.11 )

(7.12)

These two currents agree well with the measured lift-off currents presented in [1, table 8.3], which
have an average absolute value of 0.59 [A] (see (7.10)).
There is not only a difference between the measured strength of the two horizontal force actuators.
The measured gains also differ from (are smaller than) the expectation values. The following analysis
is an attempt to recover the cause of this. The results can be used to fill in the missing numbers in
table 7.3 and 7.4 and to scale the calculated ideal Z-, a- and l3-actuator parameters to realistic
expectation values (see the next sections).
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The calculations will be based on the u-actuator measurements and the following hypothesis: In
appendix F, the FEM correction factors for the actuator gains are calculated. These factors mainly
make the modeling of the various magnetic resistances in the actuator system more realistic. It seems
reasonable to suppose that the measurement difference is caused by the only other parameter that
could be different in reality: the effective permanent magnet flux J [Wb], for instance due to weaker
permanent magnets, flux spreading, leaking flux or counteracting magnetic fluxes by eddy currents.

So the correction factor between the corrected ideal modeling expectation values and the measured
values is linked to the modeling of the permanent magnet flux. The correction factor for it is called
factorpM and is defined in equation (7.13).

(7.13)

To calculate the numerical value of factorpM, the values of row 2 and 3 of table 7.4 and table 7.5 are
used. The u-actuator gain expression (the first term of equation (G.1) divided by mROTOR) contains the
PM-flux J in the numerator. Applying the correction factor (7.13) results in equation (7.14).

131
320 . factorPM = 131 ~ factorPM = - = 0.409

320
(7.14)

The u-actuator stiffness expression (the fourth term of equation (G.1) divided by mROTOR) contains the
quadratic PM-flux i in the numerator, but also needs to be scaled with an unknown FEM correction
factor. Applying both correction factors results in equation (7.15).

Combining (7.14) and (7.15) gives:

(7.15)

1.31.10
6

= 0.63
1.24.107

• (0.40W
(7.16)

This is a possible value, compared to the other three FEM correction factors (0.56, 0.51 and 0.84), see
table 3.3. Equation (7.16) can now be used to fill in the missing numbers in tables 7.3 and 7.4.

7.3.4 Calibration of Z·, a·, and B·actuators [1 , section 8.5.3]

Because direct calibration of the vertical force actuators was not possible with the available methods,
a reasoning was presented in [1, section 8.5.3] to come up with a prediction for the actual Z-, a-, 13
actuator linear model gains. The prediction is based on the calibration measurement results of only the
horizontal force actuators, the ideally modeled vertical actuator and the measured coil inductions.

Although the reasoning itself as presented in [1] is correct, it needs some revision because of two
modeling errors that were found (the number of horizontal coil windings that is twice as small and the
vertical actuator strength that is two times higher, see chapter 3). The revision won't be given here,
because in this thesis all the corrections are explicitly incorporated in the actuator models and directly
translated into numerical values, as the tables in this chapter show.

The calibration of the horizontal actuators makes it plausible to expect a similar deviation between the
predicted values via (the corrected) ideal vertical actuator models and the vertical actuator gain values
of the real device. Although the vertical actuators make use of another force principle (Lorentz force
instead of reluctance force), the formulae for the force Fz (G.7) and the torques Ta/ll (G.10) both
contain the permanent magnet flux J in the numerator. Applying the same PM-flux correction factor
factorpM (7.14), which was introduced in the previous section, means that both terms must be
multiplied with factorpM, to get an estimation of the expectation values for the vertical actuator gains.

The actual numerical expectation values for the gains will be calculated in the next section. These
values can then be used to fill in the missing numbers in table 7.5.
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7.4 Control [1, section 8.6]
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The controllers that were initially tested on the prototype were designed based on the ideal actuator
model without any correction factors applied and using a flawed SIMULlN~ model (see section 6.1).

Since the actuator model has been corrected and revised, an update is needed for the numerical
values of the actuator gains in the SIMULlN~model. The updated model can then be used to tune
and test the (re)designed controllers for the prototype.

7.4.1 Revised actuator model

Now that all the correction factors are available, the revised numerical values for the actuator gains in
the SIMULlN~model can be calculated.

Horizontal force actuators:

Fu,destabilizing = uKu ·mROTOR·u = 1.31.106 ·8.49·10-3 ·u = 1.11219·104 ·u [N]

F"destabilizing = ,K, ·mROTOR·v = 7.82.10
5

·8.49·10-3 ·v = 6.639·103 ·v [N]

(7.17)

(7.18)

(7.19)

(7.20)

The two middle terms of equation (G.1), that represent the force generated by the electromagnetic
coils alone, are almost negligible (2.7%) compared to generated force by the coils and permanent
magnets working together (equation (7.17)). Because it is not known how to scale the single
parameters in these expressions, an arbitrary scaling factor of 4 will be applied on the value in (G.3),
which results in a gain of:

745/4 =185 [N/A2m]

Vertical force actuator:

F z = zKI,FEM ·factorpM ·mROTOR ·Iz = 30.7.0.41.8.49.10-3 ·I z = 0.107 ·Iz [N]

Torgue actuators:

=0.882 ·1 0-3
·laI~ [Nm]

(7.21)

(7.22)

(7.23)

The numerical actuator gain values (7.17)-(7.23) are summarized in column 3 of table 7.6. The table is
expanded with column 4, which shows the difference factor between the initial thesis [1] model values
and the (expected) measurement results.
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Table 7.6 Actuator gain corrections based on measurements.

1.16,105

7.68
1.16,105

2.026'103

0.38
3.8.10-3
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It appears that all actuator gains in the initial thesis model [1] were calculated too large, ranging from a
factor 3.5 to even 17.5.

7.4.2 Controller tuning

The previous section (7.3) shows that when the modeling corrections are applied, a correction factor
of about 2 can be expected for the actuator gains (see table 7.2). When also the horizontal actuator
calibration results are included, the total correction factor for all actuators becomes about 10 (see
table 7.6). This means that the actual actuators are about 10 times weaker than they are ideally
modeled.

In [1, section 7.3.4] it was concluded from testing the controllers on the S/MULlN~model", that for a
actuator gain deviation of K<1/6 the system becomes unstable. So it shouldn't have been a surprise
that with the presented gains in [1, table 9.1 and table 9.2], that also indicate a deviation factor smaller
than 1/10, the prototype remains unstable with the initially designed controllers.

Since the proposed controllers in [1, chapter 7] were not able to stabilize the prototype, it was decided
to tune them. Unfortunately, there is no report available on the tuning of the controllers for the device,
except for the very short description in [1, section 8.6.1]. Because the tuning attempts remained
unsuccessful, even for one isolated horizontal direction, the poorly calibrated sensor system (section
7.2) was mentioned as the main cause of the failure to stabilize the prototype.

7.5 Reviewing conclusions

7.5.1 Sensor calibration

Because the automatic but incomplete ·stuck to the stator" calibration method (see section 4.5.2) was
used on the prototype, only the horizontal position sensors are calibrated. This means that the sensor
only provides valid information under the condition that the rotor parameters z, a* and ~* are all kept
equal to O. Any deviation of one of these three parameter from 0 will directly result in an estimation
error of the horizontal rotor positions and therefore act as measurement disturbance (10.22).

The effect of the wrong value used for parameter dmax (shOUld be a factor -.J2 larger than was used in
[1]) in the processing of the calibration measurement data, became visible in table 7.2, where the
horizontal rotor positions (u and v) are estimated a factor -.J2 too small.

• Guessed value, see formula (7.21).
.. Unaware of the SIMULlNK" model being flawed, see section 6.1.
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Table 7.2 also reveals the large difference between the estimation errors of both sensors. It seems
that the more sensitive sensor produces the most accurate estimation results. When the sensitivity of
both sensors are equal (as it was designed), the estimation errors of the sensors are expected to be
equal as well.

7.5.2 Actuator calibration

Despite the limiting condition for the utilization of the poorly calibrated sensor system, only for rotor
positions in the horizontal plane through the operating point (see section 7.5.1), the functioning of the
sensor system should be adequate to use the sensor for the horizontal actuator calibration via the
rotor lift-off trajectories method (see section 3.7).

The results from application of this method indicate that all actuator gains in the initial thesis model [1)
were calculated too large, ranging from a factor 3.5 to 17.5. Even when all corrections to the model
(including the removal of the errors in [1)) are carried out, there still remains a difference between the
ideally modeled actuator system and the deduced actuator gains from the calibration measurements.
To explain this difference, an extra factor (factorpM (7.14)) has been introduced. The factorpM was
subsequently used to make a prognoses for the vertical actuator gains of the prototype, which couldn't
be measured.

Note that the used position sensors are poorly calibrated and therefore not 100% accurate and that
the correction factor "2 for parameter dmax hasn't been incorporated in the measured gains that were
simply copied from [1].

Also note that the part in the lift-off trajectory plot [1, figure 8.2] that has been marked as unreliable
data, could be caused by a varying z-position of the rotor during its journey. Especially in the middle of
the trajectory, the rotor can be pulled down by gravity because there the air gap between the sensor
bowl and the rotor is the largest. The horizontal position sensors are not calibrated for z-position
changes, so the horizontal position measurements will be disturbed by it, which is visible in the plot.

7.5.3 Controller te.tlng and tuning

As already stated in [1, section 8.6.1], controller testing is hard because all controllers have to work at
the same time stabilizing the rotor. Also an accurate sensor system is necessary for the controllers to
function properly.

It is likely that, next to the poorly calibrated sensor system, the errors in the SIMULlN~model (see
section 6.1) are also part of the reason why no stabilizing controllers for the prototype could be found
in [1].
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This final chapter of part 1 of this M.Sc.-thesis contains the main conclusions resulting from reviewing
the Ph.D.-thesis [1]. The reviewing conclusions per subject can be found in each last section of
chapters 3 till 7. Based on those reviewing conclusions is decided how to continue this project.

8.1 The Ph.D.·thesis [1]

The main information source about the executed work on the latest prototype of the tilting mirror
project (see section 1.4), so far, is the Ph.D.-thesis [1]. It is clearly structured and therefore easy to
read. However, its contents is not perfect.

In general, the basis of the calculations presented in [1] is correct·. The presented analyses are mostly
clear enough to understand what is meant. However, the execution of some computations is not
flawless (is it ever?).

The presented analyses contain typos. ambiguous definitions (e.g. reference frames), incorrect
assumptions, sloppy calculation mistakes, unjustly omitted model properties or are incompletely
presented. Some (very small) parts are even incompatible with mathematical rules or electrical
engineering basics.

All this has been rectified and improved without doing any further research, just by checking, reviewing
and supplementing what has been presented in the Ph.D.-thesis [1] and the software belonging to the
project.

8.2 Main reviewing conclusion

The main conclusion in [1] is that no stabilizing controllers were found with the poorly calibrated
sensor system. Therefore, the main recommendation to make the prototype operational is to develop
an external sensor calibration system.

It is clear that an accurately and completely calibrated sensor system is the most important condition
for the prototype to become operational. In addition to the sensor calibration, other things that could
prevent the system from proper functioning were discovered while reviewing [1]:

• The sensor frame printed on the main PCB could lead to faulty wire connections.

• The theoretical- and programming mistakes in the SIMULlN~ model not only disrupt the controller
design (and testing), also the robustness margin of the designed controllers, that was reserved to
cope with the difference between the ideally modeled device and the real prototype, could be
consumed.

• Obviously, because a Ph.D.-thesis should be scientific.
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8.3 Uncertainties and missing Information

There are still some uncertainties about the modeling and functioning of the real prototype. Some of
the things that remain uncertain are summed up below.

o There is no proof that the functioning of the real sensor system is good.
The replica of the sensor has been used for the measurements presented in [1]. These measurements
prove that the principle of operation of this type of sensor is fine and that the processing electronics
work. It doesn't guarantee a proper functioning of the sensor in the prototype.

• Has the functioning of the twelve separate magnetic actuators in the prototype been checked?
The difference in strength between the u- and the v-actuator measured in [1], could be caused by the
poorly calibrated sensor system. The four vertical actuators, that haven't been calibrated at all, also
don't have to be equally strong. This can both influence the working of the vertical force actuator as
well as the tilting torque actuators.

• It hasn't been proven that the initially designed controllers are not applicable on the prototype.
The fact that the actuator gains of the real device are probably mOdeled a factor 10 too large and the
flawed SIMULlN~ model that was used in [1] for controller design and testing, certainly asks for a
reconsideration of the set of controllers to be used. But, the poorly calibrated sensor system could be
the main reason why no set of controllers is able to stabilize the prototype, because an accurate
sensor is a primary condition for the device to become operational. Therefore, it cannot be concluded
that the simple approach (linear model and 5 SISO PID controllers) is not applicable on the prototype.

• Has the tuning of the controllers really been executed?
There is no report on what alternative controllers are tested on the prototype or what tuning strategy
has been followed. Has the flawed SIMULlN~ model been used for the controller redesign?

• Has the difference between the ideal actuator model and the measured horizontal actuator gains
properly been translated to the vertical actuators that couldn't be calibrated?
In [1, section 8.5.3] it was assumed that same the difference as was measured for the horizontal coils
could be expected for the vertical coils.
In section 7.3.3 of this thesis the difference was linked to the flux of the permanent magnet, with a
factor called factorpM. Using this factor resulted in closely-reasoned calculations, but there could be
other reasons" for the measured differences then just the factorpM, which also doesn't has to be a
constant.

• Is the prototype damaged too much?
In [1, section 9.3.1] it is stated that the damage to the prototype should be repaired before it can
become operational. The repairing involves gluing the piece of lamella back on the rotor, replacing the
damaged coating on the tilting sensor electrodes and putting the mistakenly forgotten coating on the
position sensor electrodes (sensor bowl). Although these three evils all influence the operation of the
prototype to some unknown extend, they are no primary conditions for operation of the device.
To repair the device, it must be almost completely dismantled, which is diffiCUlt, time consuming and
therefore expensive. So, first will be tried to make the device operational without the damage repaired.

• like the poorly calibrated sensor, that was used for the calibration measurements.
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8.4 Project continuation strategy

The corrected SIMULlN~ model could be used immediately for controller redesign. However, it
seems better to wait for the sensor recalibration (this is also a requirement for the controllers), then
recalibrate the actuator and incorporate this more reliable and complete information into the PID
controller redesign.

81

Of course, it must be checked that the electrical wires are connected to the right sensors and
actuators of the prototype, and that all actuators and sensors of the prototype are functioning properly.

When subsequently a next attempt to stabilize the prototype also is unsuccessful, it will be necessary
to improve the modeling of the device (actuator and sensor behavior) andlor use other (non-linear)
control techniques.

8.5 Account for work presented In PART 1

What started as the introductory reading of the Ph.D.-thesis [1J led to the suggestions of
improvements for [1 J, as reported in part 1 of this thesis. The question is whether it is useful to correct
every mistake, even when it involves a lot of work?
Unfortunately, this often can only be determined after the correction has been done. The same
reasoning goes for the checking of calculations that eventually proved to be right. Is this a waste of
time?

Well, for me it has been an extra training and it provided a deeper understanding of the used
techniques. It also showed that I am capable of reading scientific material with a critical view. More
important is that the faults in [1J wouldn't be discovered when not everything was checked thoroughly.

Of course the contents of [1J is not part of my responsibility. But I am responsible when I use other
people's work, without making sure it is correct. The fact that the build prototype has to become
operational, increases the demands on the system.
Because now the device is no longer purely theoretical, words like proposal, as often used in [1J, are
no longer sufficient in the practical situation. This could be concluded from the fact that the system still
hasn't been fUlly operational!

A final note must be made about the maximum forces, torques, accelerations and angular
accelerations presented in chapter 3 of this thesis. The values of these device parameters are the
corrected theoretical ideal values. The actuator calibration measurements in chapter 7 have shown
that much smaller values are expected for the real device. The actuator gains in chapter 7, could be
used immediately to recalculate the device parameters. Because it is expected that recalibration of the
sensors and actuators will result in yet other actuator gains, the real parameters of the prototype will
be determined when this new information is available.
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PART 2
Additional work

Part 2 of this thesis contains a report on the work that has been executed, besides the reviewing and
correcting of the Ph. D. -thesis [1J, to continue the tilting mirror project.

It describes:

• The processing of the calibration measurement data of the test setup sensor in order to obtain an
optimal linear sensor model.

• The development of an external calibration setup for the capacitive sensor system of the prototype.

• The derivation of the linear model of the tilting mirror prototype in its operating point, expressed in
design parameters.

• A Relative Gain Array matrix analysis executed to investigate the diagonal dominace of the transfer
function matrix of the linearized system.

• The adaptation of the controllers for the prototype.
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In part 1 of this thesis, a project continuation strategy (section 8.4) proceeded from reviewing the tilting
mirror prototype and its documentation [1]. The work in part 1 resulted in corrections and supplements
for the presented analyses, not in improvements for future designs, the other part of the first point of
the graduation assignment (section 2.2). Also the seven other points of the assignment haven't had
any attention yet.

A further evaluation of the prototype could be helpful to make the device operational or to prove that
this can't be done with the means currently available. Useful activities could be:
• Improving the analytical modeling of the device (sensor and actuator).
• Investigating the (weak) properties of the prototype, like the digital implementation of the controllers

or the influence of surroundings properties like the temperature (see below).

A quick analysis shows that the influence of the surroundings temperature on the device is not
negligible.

The linear expansion coefficients [5] of the materials mainly used in the prototype are:

For iron: Vlec=11.7·10-6 [1<"1]
For aluminum: Vlec = 23.2,10-6 [1<"1]

(9.1)
(9.2)

These numbers indicate the relative expansion in one particular direction, here called x [m]. The linear
expansion coefficient Vlec should be used as in formula (9.3).

t:.x
-=V'ec·t.T ~ t.x=V'ec·t.T·x [m]x

(9.3)

Where t.T [K] is the absolute temperature difference between two situations, causing the change of
length t.x [m].

For example:
The rotor diameter at the iron top is dro-l\'r = 16 [mm]. This means that the size of the
rotor can change with t.dro1or = 11.7,10 . 16.10-3 = 0.18,10-6 [m/K].

The stator will also be affected by the temperature change and the sensor bowl as well. The
temperature effects on the actuator system operation (change of air gap sizes) and the operating of
the sensor system could both be investigated.
Since the reviewing in part 1 indicated that there is room for improvement without doing additional
research, first will be focused on activities that are necessary or might help to make the prototype
operational:

• The design of a calibration setup for the sensor of the prototype has the highest priority and is
described in chapter 11.

• The sensor calibration measurement is prepared in chapter 10.
First a theoretical and experimental set of measurement expectations are calculated for the linear
sensor model. After that, the linear sensor model is tested and it is investigated how it can be
optimized.
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• In chapter 12, the five original controllers for the prototype are adjusted, based on the corrections
proposed in part 1.
First a linear model of the prototype in its operating point is calculated. Then the adjusted
controllers are tested on the corrected and supplemented SIMULlN~ model of the prototype. The
controllers can't be tested on the prototype as long as its sensor isn't properly calibrated.

• In section 14.2 the results of a obligatory literature survey are presented.
The survey focused on finding information about the modeling and control of similar devices and
the implementation of switching between several controllers (point 8 of the graduation
assignment).
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Chapter 10

Processing the calibration measurement
data of the test setup sensor

In [1, section 5.6.3] the collected data from measurements on the test setup (replica) of the sensor
system was mainly used to plot and to get a visual impression of the sensor behavior of the test setup
sensor (and the almost equal sensor in the real device). Because this data also provides some other
research opportunities, a supplemental analysis of the measurement data is executed in this chapter.

This chapter starts with the definition of the linear sensor model in matrix notation
with the local test setup frame used. Then the ideal linear sensor model parameters are calculated,
based on formulae in [1]. Subsequently, the linear sensor model parameters for the sensor in the test
setup are extracted manually from the measurement data of the test setup. The ideal and extracted
parameters are compared, because both serve as measurement expectations for the sensor of the
real device. The extracted linear sensor model is tested and evaluated by doing some rotor position
and orientation estimations based on the same data. Lastly, it is investigated how to optimize the
linear sensor model (parameters).

Besides the testing of the applicability of a linear sensor model for the real device, the analyses
presented here serve two other purposes:

o It is an exercise for processing the data to be measured on the real device.
It could indicate what to reckon with when the calibration of the real sensor system is executed and
possibly results in improvement of the data to be collected.

• Only in case of need, the values of extracted parameters from the test setup sensor can be used to
substitute linear parameters of the sensor of the real device that couldn't be extracted with the
proposed automatic "stuck to the stator" calibration method in [1].

10.1 The linear sensor model In matrix notation

The linear sensor model (4.10)-(4.14) can be written in matrix form, as was shown in section 7.2, only
here (in (10.1)) the local setup sensor reference frame is used!

xVj- xVo xCx xCy xCz xCa xC~ X

yVj - yVo yC x yC y yCz yCa yC~ Y
zVj- zVo zCx zCy zCz zCa zC~ z <=:> V =Ccoupljng X
aVj-aVO aCx aCy aCz aCa aC~ a
~Vj - ~VO ~Cx ~Cy ~Cz ~Ca ~C~ ~

Where:
V = Sensor output voltages minus the offset voltages.
CcouPling =Linear sensor model parameter matrix.
X = True (exact) position and orientation of the rotor.
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With a calibration method the 25 parameters in the coupling matrix and the five offset voltages must
be determined. When all these parameters are known, the five sensor output voltages can be used to
estimate the position and orientation of the rotor.
The principle for doing this is displayed in formula (10.2).

x xCx xCy xCZ xCa xC~
-1

xVi-xVO

Y yC x yCy yC Z yCa yC~ yVi - yVO

X= Cd.couplingV ~ Z zCx zCy zCz zCa zC~ zVi - zVo (10.2)

a aCx aCy aCz aCa aC~ aVi - aVo

~ ~Cx ~Cy ~Cz ~Ca ~C~ ~Vi - ~Vo

Where:
V = Sensor output voltages minus the offset voltages.

CdeCOUPling = C~Upling = Inverse of the linear sensor model parameter matrix.

X = Estimated position and orientation of the rotor.

In formula (10.2) the inverse of the linear sensor model parameter matrix Cd.coupling (= C~UPling) is

used. This inverse matrix can be calculated both numerically and analytically with MATLASe.

10.2 Measurement expectations

A measurement expectation for the linear sensor model parameters can be calculated based on the
ideal model of the sensor of the real device [1, section 5.4]. Expectation values for the 25 linear
parameters in the 5x5 coupling matrix CcouPIing in (10.1) can be calculated by making a first order linear
model approximation of the capacitive position and orientation sensor near the operating point of the

rotor (X = "5).

10.2.1 Expected linear sensor mode. parameters

Each linear model parameter can be calculated with formula (10.3), which uses the first partial
derivative of one of the five sensor output voltages Vi.

(10.3)

To obtain numerical values for the expected linear model parameters, some sensor parameters must
be known: the modulation voltage V. = 2.5 [V], the sensor separation angle A = 34.6°, the nominal air
gap distance d =0.25 [mm], the average sensor electrode angles k1 =25.25° and k2 =37.45° and the
rotation sensor overlapping area parameters Aa~ = 1.036726.10-5 [m2

] (4.5) and ko~ = 2.376.10-5

[m2/rad] (4.6).

Presented next are the predictions of the linear sensor model parameters that differ from O. The other
parameters are either not modeled (like aC~ and ~Ca) or equal to 0 in the operating point.

C = aXVi I = V.sinA = 2.5sin(34.6°) = 5678 [VIm]
x x ax x = '0 d 0.25.10-3
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c = 0yVi I = V.sinA = 2.5sin(34.6°) = 5678 [VIm]
y y Cty x~o d 0.25.10-3

c = °zVi I = V.(cosk 1 - cosk 2 ) = 2.5(0.90 - 0.79) = 550 [VIm]
z z fJz. x ~ 0 2d 2.0.25.10-3

89

(10.5)

(10.6)

c = aaVi Ia y
Cty x=o

V.
d

2.5 =104 [VIm]
0.25.10-3

(10.7)

aCa = aaVi I = V.ka~ = 2.5.~ = 0.1 [V/O] '" 5.72958 [V/rad]
oa x = 0 Aa~ 25

(10.8)

C = a~Vi I
~ x iJx _

x=o

V.
d

2.5 = -10 4 [VIm]
0.25.10-3

(10.9)

aVI Vk 1~C~ =i-
13

' =~ = 2.5·- = 0.1 [V/O] '" 5.72958 [V/rad]
a x = 0 Aa~ 25

(10.10)

Substitution of (10.4)-(10.10) in (10.1) results in an expression for the complete coupling matrix of the
sensor of the real device to be expected.

5678 0 0 0 0

0 5678 0 0 0

Ccouplinll...ideal = 0 0 550 0 0 (10.11)

0 104 0 0.1 0
_104 0 0 0 0.1

The first three columns of (10.11) are expressed in [VIm], the last two in [V!"].

10.2.2 Finding the operating point

From the analysis above, a property of the sensor that might be interesting to use has come up. It
started with the calculation of the linear sensor model parameter that couples the z-position of the
rotor to the output voltage of the x-sensor.

xCz = axVi I = - V. 'X'Si~A'COSAI = 0 [VIm]
fJz. x=o d x=o

(10.12)

As (10.12) shows, the z-translation doesn't influence the x-sensor output voltage, when the x-position
of the rotor is kept equal to O. The same reasoning goes for the y-sensor output voltage, which has an
eqUivalent expression, when the y-position of the rotor is kept equal to O.
When the rotor is slightly moved in the x-direction, for example 1 [lJm], the x-sensor output voltage
becomes sensitive for a rotor translation in the z-direction. This is shown in (10.13).

xCz = axVi I = - 2.5·10-8 ,sin34'~:'~S34.6° = -18.7 [VIm]
fJz. X=110·',O.O.O.O]' (0.25·10 )
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In fact, formula (10.12) shows that the more the x-position of the rotor differs from 0, the more
sensitive the x-sensor output voltage becomes for a translation of the rotor in the z-direction. As
already said, the same coupling is present between the y-position and the sensitivity of the y-sensor
output voltage for a rotor translation in the z-direction.

It seems that the property described above can be used to find the x- and y-position of the operating
point of the rotor by minimizing the cross couplings for the z-translation of the rotor to the x- and y
sensor output voltages.

10.3 Testing of the linear sensor model

In [1], the collected data from the measurements on the test setup of the sensor was mainly used to
plot and to get a visual impression of the sensor behavior of the test setup sensor and the almost
equal sensor in the real device.

The available calibration measurement data of the test setup also provides the opportunity to
investigate the applicability of a linear sensor model for the sensor in the real device. To do this, first
the data is used to extract the linear sensor model parameters for the sensor in the test setup. After
that the linear sensor model is tested and evaluated with the same data.

The available data is stored in the MATLAB<R>-file data.m (CD-ROM (section 1.8)), made by the author
of [1]. This file contains the measurements taken on a virtual grid with steps of 50 [lJm] over a range of
±200 [lJm] in the horizontal x- and y-direction for four different rotor heights (z-positions), namely: -0.1,
0, 0.1 and 0.2 [mm].
According to [1. section 5.6.3.2] the accuracy with which the rotor can be positioned is approximately
5... 10 [lJm]. This is a property of the used positioning tables.

The data-file also contains measurements for the angular sensor in grid steps of 5 degrees over a
range of ±15 degrees for only one of the two measurable rotations. Therefore, these results will be
used for both sensors, because in theory they should be almost the same (except for some signs).

The following evaluation of the measurements is done in the MATLAB<R>-file sensorcaldata. m. This
evaluation serves multiple purposes:

• It is a practice for the processing of the data from measurements to be taken on the sensor of the
real device.

• A realistic (non-ideal) expectation for measurements on the real device is created.

• It is checked if a linear sensor model is applicable on the real device.
For instance: is a linear sensor model always accurate enough?

Another option is to compare the performance of the fully calibrated linear sensor model with the rotor
position and orientation estimation done based on only the linear sensor model parameters that can
be extracted with the incomplete "stuck to the stator" sensor calibration method. Also see the next
section and [1, section 5.6.4.1 and section 8.4], where the "stuck to the stator" calibration method is
explained.

10.3.1 Linear sensor model parameter extraction

The measurement data in data.m has been used to extract linear sensor model parameters for the
sensor in the test setup. Based on the straight lines in the plots of [1, figure 5.30], especially within the
rotor range of the real device, it seemed reasonable to first use a simple linear approximation
technique. When necessary, the linear model parameters (the coupling matrix and the offset voltages)
could be tuned in an attempt to get better estimation results.
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For a first try, the sensor output voltage graphics are approximated by straight lines between the two
(measurement) points on the edge of the rotor range of the real device. Formulae (10.14) and (10.15)
show how this technique was used to extract the linear sensor coupling parameters.

For varying position parameter j = (x, y or z) and k = (x, y, z, a or 13):

c _ average value kVj (50·10-6) - average value kVj (-50·10-6) [VIm]
k j - 10-4

For varying rotation parameter j = (a) and k = (x, y, z, a or 13):

(10.14)

(10.15)

Formulae (10.14) and (10.15) are used for all possible combinations of j and k. The 20 resulting linear
sensor model coupling parameters are presented in (10.16). Measurement data for the l3-rotation is
not available, so the values in the fifth column were derived (and copied) from the a-sensor coupling
values (column 4).

Note that all parameters are extracted from the MATLAB® figures with an accuracy of 0.001 [VIm]. The
zoom-in function was used to get the necessary accuracy, and multiple measurements were
averaged.

5320 1192.5 -1501.5 7.609.10-3 7.609.10-3

2210.75 3165 -5760 9.0467.10-3 9.0467.10-3

CcouplinlL••lup = -232 -302 4856 - 6.0533 .10-3 - 6.0533.10-3 (10.16)

-84.5 9065 3671.25 -3.1867.10-3 -7.8067.10-3

9136 -314.5 2573 -7.8067.10-3 -3.1867.10-3

The first three columns of (10.16) are expressed in [VIm], the last two in [V/°].

The dominating linear parameters in the first three columns of (10.16) are all of the same order of
magnitude = 103 [VIm]. This means that the:

Sensor translation sensitivity = 103 [VIm] ~ 10.3 [V/~m] (10.17)

The linear parameters in the last two columns of (10.16) are extracted from one figure and used for
both rotation sensors. All parameters seem to be of the same order of magnitude = 10.2 [VI"]. This
means that the:

Sensor rotation sensitivity =10.2 [VI"] (10.18)

The offset voltages of the five sensors are also part of the linear model of the test setup sensor. The
second column of table 10.1 shows the offset voltages that were obtained from [1, figure 5.30] in
MATLAB®. These offset voltages can be taken from any of the four plots, because on the vertical
middle line (were the varying parameter is 0) all the five position and orientation parameters are equal
to O. Therefore, on the vertical axis of all four plots, the five sensor output voltages are the offset
voltages.

For the estimation of the position and orientation of the rotor as is done in (10.2), the inverse of the
coupling matrix (10.16) is needed. Equation (10.19) shows the numerical decoupling matrix of the test
setup sensor. It is calculated with MATLAB®.
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1.6305.10-4 -3.5003·10-4 -4.7780·10-4 8.7895 ·10-5 8.7895 .10-5

-1.4802 .10.4 4.4090.10.4 4.8774.10.4 - 8.1875 ·10-6 - 8.1875 ·10-6

6.5283.10.5 3.0455.10.4 7.0898.10.4 -9.4582.10-5 - 9.4582 .10-5

3.3195.102 -7.1518.102 -8.5740.102 1.7607.102 -4.0380·10'

-2.7844.102 9.5092.102 1.2549.103 -2.5490.102 -3.8454.101

(10.19)

The first three columns of (10.19) are expressed in [mN], the last two in [oN].

10.3.2 Comparison of the Ideal and extracted linear sensor
model

The extracted linear model (coupling) parameters for the test setup sensor in Ccouplinvetup (10.16) can
be compared with the ones derived with the ideal sensor model in Ccouplingjdeal (10.11).

The ideal coupling matrix contains seve~ non-zero elements (.C., yCy, zCz, aCa. ~C~. aCy and ~C.). Only
three parameters (.C•. yCyand aCyl show matching magnitudes and signs. The deviating parameters,
which are an indication for a possible practical problem, are discussed below:

o Parameter ~C. was expected to be _104 [VIm] but the extracted value from the setup measurements
is 9136 [VIm]. The magnitude is matching. but not the sign.
This problem was already found in section 4.5.1 at observation @, where it was concluded that the
wires of the l3-rotation sensor electrodes must be interchanged.

• The magnitude and the sign of the measured parameter aCa seem incorrect. The ideal value of aCa
is 0.1 [VI"] and the measured value is --0.0031867 [VI"]. So the measured value is approximately -31
times smaller than the expected one. This large difference cannot be explained by the difference in
shape of the rotation sensor electrodes in real device (ideal model) and the electrodes of the test
setup sensor.
Moreover, in the fourth column of Ccouplinvetup (10.16), representing the influence of the a-rotation on
the five sensor output voltages, the parameter aCa has the smallest magnitude, while it should have
the largest. In fact, the other three parameters (.Ca, yCa and zCa) should be equal to 0 or at least very
small, because the device was designed such that the translation sensor output voltages are rotation
independent!
Note that the influence of the a-rotation on ~Vi has not been taken into account in the ideal sensor
model (~Ca = 0), while in reality it will be present.

The magnitudes of parameters .Ca. yCa and zCa (all smaller than 0.0091 [VI"]) seem reasonable
compared to the expected value of aCa (0.1 [V/O]). The fact that they are not equal to 0, could have
been caused by an imperfect spherical rotor shape or by a small eccentric misalignment of the sensor
electrodes and the rotor.
It is hard to recover what exactly and if something went wrong with the measurements concerning the
varying a-rotation, from which the parameter aCa has been extracted.

Looking solely at parameter aCa, it could be that the measured aVi is actually I3Vi as is shown in (4.8).
This would perfectly explain the minus sign and also the very small magnitude of aCa. On the other
hand, ~Vi in [1. fig 5.30d] should probably show a higher sensitivity for the a-rotation, because this
would then actually be aVi.
Apparently. this is not the case.

Other possibilities are that:
• the measurements are done by hand. so maybe the positive and negative a-rotation direction have

been mixed up.
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• the sensor wires were interchanged in between the measurements that were taken for the different
plots in [1, figure 5.30].

• something is wrong with the rotation electrodes or the processing electronics.

Unfortunately no measurement results for the l3-rotation sensor are available, so it is not known if this
sensor shows the same sort of behavior.

The explanations given above are just speculations, because the circumstances during the taking of
the measurements cannot be checked anymore. Therefore, I have chosen for the following strategy.

First the calibration measurements will be done on the real device, paying extra attention to the
connection of the sensor electrode wires. When the same problems as described above occur, they
can be investigated directly.

• The magnitudes of the measured ?Cz parameters are very large and zCz is nine times bigger than
expected (4856 instead of 550 [VIm]). This cannot be explained by the off-center parameter influence
demonstrated in (10.12), as is shown below:

With xCz =-1505.1 ~ x-offset =80,31 [l.Im] (10.20)

With yCZ =-5760 ~ y-offset = 308,08 [l.Im] (10.21)

The large values of the parameters ?Cz mean that the z-position of the rotor has a dominating effect on
the five sensor output voltages.

10.3.3 Estimation of some rotor positions and orientations

To test the linear model of the test setup sensor, some exactly· known rotor positions with their
corresponding measured sensor output voltages are required. The sensor output voltages are used
together with the decoupling matrix (10.19) and the sensor offset voltages to estimate the rotor
position (and orientation) that goes with the sensor output voltages, via the principle of (10.2).
Comparison of the estimated rotor position and the known rotor position provides information about
the quality and the applicability of the linear sensor model.

10.3.3.1 Selected rotor positions for estimation testing

In this section the linear sensor model will be tested with seven selected positions of the rotor. Six
positions near the edge of the rotor range were chosen:

• The highest and the lowest position that the rotor can reach in the real device, based on the
calculation of the vertical rotor range in appendix H.1. The sensor output voltages for the top- and
bottom-position of the rotor were read from [1, figure 5.30c] in MATLAB~.

• The four "stuck to the stator" positions, or in this case the four positions among the measurement
points closest to them. The sensor output voltages for the four positions were directly taken from
the file data.m

The other position was chosen near the operating point of the rotor in the middle of the rotor range.
The sensor output voltages for this point (the closest point to the operating point of the rotor) were also
directly taken from data.m.

Notice that at all seven positions the angles 0 and 13 are always equal to zero, simply because no
measurement data is available where the translation parameters (x, y, and z) and the rotation
parameters (0 and 13) are varied simultaneously.

• Due to the inaccuracy of the used positioning tables. the rotor position is not exactly known. The rotor can be positioned with
an accuracy of 5... 10 [~ml.
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The five sensor output voltages for all seven positions are displayed in table 10.1 together with the
offset voltages of the sensors (second column).

Table 10.1 Sensor output voltages derived from measurements on the test setup.

xVI -0.19495 -0.42035 -0.0893 -0.26630 0.0474 -0.0844 -0.43950 -0.31260
V -3.53975 -4.2804 -3.1175 -3.6237 -3.3083 -3.6357 -3.7305 -3.4180

,V, 2.0944 2.722765 1.6990 2.0754 2.0610 2.0911 2.1333 2.1083
aV, 0.742067 1.4326 0.46705 1.1470 1.5862 0.66200 0.8954 1.7658

VI 0.8812 1.36245 0.6760 0.68630 1.1609 1.1814 0.2597 0.2331

10.3.3.2 Coupling matrix adaptation

In principle, the complete coupling matrix (10.16) and decoupling matrix (10.19)
should be used for the estimation of the position and orientation of the rotor. Throughout this section
this is done in the situation called B.

In situation V, only the linear sensor model parameters that can be identified with the "stuck to the
stator" calibration method are used for the estimation of the position and orientation of the rotor.

The estimation results in situation B show some extremely large estimated rotation angles. They
should all be 0, but the estimated angles mostly lie far out of the real range (±22.5°) of the rotor. This
problem is most likely caused by the small magnitudes of the couplings from the rotations to the output
voltages of the two rotation sensor. Consequently, there is also a small difference between the
couplings from the rotations to the output voltages of the two rotation sensors and the couplings from
the rotations to the output voltages of the three translation sensors.

To investigate the effects of (presumably) too small couplings from the rotor rotations to the sensor
output voltages, two more situations were created: situation A and situation C.

Table 10.2 Full description of the four different coupling matrices that were used for testing.

In situation V, only the parameters that can be identified with the "stuck to the stator"
calibration method proposed in [1, section 5.6.4.1) are used for the position and
orientation estimation from the five sensor voltages, see [1, section 8.4).
For the x-position only .C., .Cyand .Voare used and
for the y-position only yC., yCyand yVoare used.
The z-position can't be estimated without zCz..

V In principle, also the angles cannot be estimated without aCa and ~C~, but for the test
setup sensor they are available, so:
for the a-rotation aC., aCy., (aCa) and aVo are used and
for the -rotation C. and C, C and Va are used.
In situation A, the linear sensor parameters .Ca, .C~, yCa, yC~, zCa and zC~ are all

A presumed to be equal to 0, as they are supposed to be.
The other 19 arameters are used with the values as in 10.16.
In situation B, the complete coupling matrix (10.16) for the sensor of the test setup is

B used. Remember that the last column (l3-rotation) consists of values copied form the
a-rotation measurements, sim I because the necessa data is not available.
In situation C, the lack of sensitivity of the a/l3-rotation sensors is compensated by

C enlargement of the parameters aCa, aC~, ~Ca and ~C~ by a factor 10, to a value that
the were su osed to have see 10.11 .
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10.3.3.3 Position and rotation .stlmatlon r.sults

The measured sensor output voltages in table 10.1 of seven points have been used to test the
extracted linear sensor model, via the calculation in (10.2). Four different (de)coupling matrices, all
described in table 10.2, have been used for this testing.
The estimation results are shown in table 10.3-10.9.

Table 10.3 Estimation of the top position of the rotor.

Table 10.4 Estimation of the bottom position of the rotor.

489.79
16.258

Table 10.5 Estimation of a position near the operating point.

The four ·stuck to the stator" positions of the real device are all on the boundary of the horizontal rotor
range and therefore interesting to use as testing points. Because the four positions do not exactly
match any of the measurement points in the data file, measurement data from points nearest to the
four "stuck to the stator" positions is used. Using an interpolation technique is unnecessary since this
is only a fast check.

The five measured sensor output voltages at the four positions are shown in table 10.1. In tables 10.6
10.9 the estimation results are presented. For columns 3 the complete coupling matrix is used
(situation B). Columns 4 shows the estimation errors for situation B. In columns 5, 6 and 7 the
estimation is done with an artificially adapted coupling matrix (see table 10.2).
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Table 10.6 Estimation of "stuck to the stator" position 1.

Table 10.7 Estimation of "stuck to the stator" position 2.

Table 10.8 Estimation of "stuck to the stator" position 3.

Table 10.9 Estimation of "stuck to the stator" position 4.

Situation B
Most notable about the estimations obtained with the complete linear decoupling matrix of the sensor
(10.19) is that the estimated rotor angles are much too large. They should be equal to zero.

Situation A
Setting the linear sensor parameters xCa, xC~, yCa, yC~, ,Ca and ,C~ all to 0 has a limited though mostly
positive effect on the estimations.
Limited because the parameters that were set to 0 were already very small.
Positive because the ratio between aCa and ~C~ and the O-parameters was increased
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Situation C
The artificial enlargement (10 times larger than actually measured) of the linear sensor model
parameters of the rotation sensors not only has a positive effect on the estimation of rotation angles a
and 13, also the rotor position estimations are improved.
The estimated rotor position and orientation in situation C are clearly the most in accordance with the
real position and orientation of the rotor.

Situation V
The omission of the unidentified linear sensor model parameters in the estimation of the horizontal
rotor position produces an extra estimation error (ill<, t:.y) as is shown in equation (10.22).

(10.22)

The effect of equation (10.22) is demonstrated in the estimation of the top- and bottom position of the
rotor (respectively table 10.3 and 10.4) where the vertical position of the rotor (z-position) differs from
O.

10.4 Optimization of the linear sensor model

Optimization of the linear sensor model means minimizing the estimation error of all five position- and
orientation parameters for the complete range of the rotor, but especially around the operating point.

When the position and orientation sensor is to be used for the actuator calibration measurements, it is
necessary that the sensor is accurate over its complete range. For normal operation of the tilting
mirror device, the sensor must be accurate around the operating point of the rotor. Far away from the
operating point, the controllers of the device should be able to bring the rotor back to its operating
point even with only a rough estimation of the rotor position available.

In this subsection two optimization methods will be discussed. The first optimization attempt is done
manually and is called the pragmatic approach. The second method does a least squares fit via the
Multiple Regression function in MATLASe.

10.4.1 Pragmatic approach

In section 10.3.1 the sensor calibration measurement data was approximated with linear lines fitted
manually. Such a line is described by two parameters: the offset (voltage) and the slope of the line.
The slopes of the lines are the linear parameters in coupling matrix of the sensor (10.16).

Figure 10.1 on the next page shows plots of the estimation errors of the rotor position (x, y and z). The
plots are created by using the sensor calibration measurement data with only one parameter varied [1,
figure 5.30] combined with equation (10.2).

Looking at the estimation errors in figure 10.1.a two things can be done to make the
estimation error equal to zero, especially around the operating point of the rotor:
CD The difference at the operating point (0 parameter value) can be compensated by adjusting the
offset voltage of the respective sensor.
~ The (curved) slopes further away from the operating point can be compensated by adjusting the
linear parameters in the coupling matrix of the linear sensor model.

For figure 10.1b the earlier determined offset voltages (column 2 of Table 10.1) were slightly changed,
based on the estimation errors in figure 10.1a:
• delta x is too large in all the a-plots; compensation by enlarging .va.
• delta y is too small in all the a-plots; compensation by making yVo smaller.
• also delta z is too small in all the a-plots; compensation by making zVo smaller.
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The alteration of one offset voltage influences the estimation of all five rotor position and orientation
parameters, therefore it was done simultaneously. Keeping in mind the sensitivities of the position
sensors (10.17), the new sensor offset voltages become:

Vo =VO_Old + [0.050; -0.050; -0.020; 0; 0] M (10.23)

The alteration of the offset voltages (10.23) has three effects (see figure 10.1 and table 10.10):
o The rotor position estimation near operating point is improved. Also the estimation error range is
made smaller for the x- and y-position.
e The estimation of the z-position has become worse.
@) The estimation of the seven rotor testing positions (Top position, Bottom position, Operating point
and ·Stuck to the stator" positions 1-4) in general gets worse.

Table 10.10 Rotor positions estimation errors in figure 10.1.

+30 -5

-40 0

-33 -8

20/38

-48/-32

-32/-25

-15/3

-9/9

-8/0

+35 0
-15 24

-42 -16

34/37

-22/-10

-44/-40

-2/2

18/28

-18/-13

+10 -22

-24 20

-10 15

-34/0

-35/5

-35/-13

7/38

-10/30

10.4.2 Least squares linear model fit

A more scientifically based method to make a linear model fit the sensor calibration measurement
data, is the least squares method. The Multiple Regression function in MATLAB<Il> [6,6-19)] can be
used to perform a least squares fit.

When each sensor output voltage Ni is considered to be a function of five independent variables [x, y,
z, a and 131. the Multiple Regression function identifies the five linear sensor model parameters hCx,
?cy, ?CZ , ?Ca and ?C~] (10.1) and the offset voltage No belonging to that single sensor output voltage.

The Multiple Regression function can be used over the complete rotor range. For a more accurate
linear sensor model around the operating point of the rotor, only the calibration measurement data
from a small range around the operating point of the rotor should be processed.

10.5 Conclusions

This last section contains a short summarization of chapter 10 and some conclusions.

10.5.1 Test setup sensor calibration measurement

Because expectation values for the linear sensor model of the real prototype were not yet available,
no fewer than two sets were obtained in this chapter. The first model was calculated with the ideal
sensor model presented in [1]. The second model came from processing the sensor calibration
measurement data of the test setup sensor.

Comparison of the ideal linear sensor model and the model extracted from the calibration
measurement data of the test setup sensor exposed some deviations.
Especially the extremely low sensitivity of the of the rotation sensor (aCo is 31 times too small) cannot
be explained and is a problem.

Equation (10.12) shows that the z-translation sensitivity of the horizontal positions sensor output
voltages can be used to find the x- and y-coordinates of the operating point of the rotor.
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Figure 10.1
Position estimation errors for data of [1, figure 5.30abc].
The area within the red dotted quadrangles represents the real rotor range.
a) Estimation done with the complete Cdecoupling (10.19) and sensor offset voltages Vo.
b) Estimation done with slightly adjusted offset voltages in an attempt to reduce the estimation errors.
Here Vo = VO_Old + [0.050; -0.050; -0.020; 0; 0] (10.23).
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10.5.2 Linear sensor model testing

Although the linear sensor model testing presented in this chapter has an investigative character,
because the used test setup sensor calibration measurement data was incomplete (no l3-rotation) and
only seven test points were used, it revealed that the estimation of the rotor rotation angles contained
an extremely large error.

This problem is most likely caused by the measured low sensitivity of the rotation sensor, which was
also used for the l3-rotation sensor. An artificial enhancement of the parameters aCa, aC~, ~Ca and ~C~

(by a factor of 10) improved both the orientation and the position estimations of the sensor.

An attempt to redo the calibration measurements on the test setup sensor, to check the sensitivity
and functioning of both rotation sensors, failed. So, this has to be done on the prototype when a
calibration setup (chapter 11) is available for it.

10.5.3 Optimization of the linear sensor model

The pragmatic approach (section 10.4.1) for optimizing the sensor offset voltages resulted in
theoretical improvement of the estimation results, but when tested on the seven test points it resulted
in worse estimations. Changing the offset voltage of one sensor also influences the estimation results
of the other sensors. The process of simultaneously optimizing 30 linear sensor model parameters is
hard to perform manually.
Automatic optimization can be done by means of a least s~uares linear model fit (section 10.4.2), for
example with the Multiple Regression function in MATLAS . Depending on the chosen range, the
linear sensor model can be optimized around the operating point of the rotor or over the complete
range of the sensor.

10.5.4 Overall

It has been shown that a linear sensor model is applicable for the test setup sensor, even though the
used calibration measurement data was incomplete and corrupted.

To minimize potential negative effects on the sensor of the prototype, the extraction of its linear sensor
model should comply with the following (obvious) conditions:

• A complete sensor calibration measurement must be executed on the real device. This can be
done in the same way as was presented [1], including both rotation sensors.

• The linear sensor model parameters must be determined accurately. For example with an
automatic least squares data fit.

• Special attention must be paid to the rotation sensors. The rotation sensor electrodes in the real
device are shaped differently than those of the test setup and will therefore probably work better.
Hopefully, the sensitivity of these rotation sensors will be more in accordance with the expected
ones. When this proves not to be the,case, the rotation sensor electronics should be checked for
malfunctioning.
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Chapter 11

Design of a calibration setup for the
prototype

101

The main conclusion in [1] and part 1 of this thesis was to use an external calibration setup to calibrate
the sensor (and actuator) system of the prototype. This chapter describes some parts and aspects of
the development of such a setup.

11.1 Rotor fixation

To attach an external measurement or calibration device to the rotor, a connection must be made with
it. The rotor doesn't seem to be specially equipped or suited to make a connection. Even the promised
special holes in the rotor [1, section 9.3.1 and figure E.1] to grab it, are not present.

Still, a connection with the rotor must be developed to be able to keep the rotor in a certain position
and orientation inside the stator while calibration measurements are done. Only the top-side of the
rotor is freely accessible and therefore suited to make the connection. An extra difficulty is that, unlike
the test setup, the rotor cannot be taken out of the stator, unless the stator is disassembled.

11.1.1 Technical demands

Some important technical demands to create an ideal connection with the rotor are:

• The fixation must be in force for all six degrees of freedom of the rotor.

• No movability or flexibility of the connection is allowed. A slightly moved connection results in
necessary recalibration. A flexible connection means that the position and orientation of the rotor is
not certain within a (small) range, which results in a calibration uncertainty. In practice this means
that the connection should be able to withstand (actuator) forces in all possible directions.

• The actuator system and the sensor system of the device should not be disturbed by the
connection, because they both need to be calibrated as they are in the original state.

• The total system should not sustain permanent damage by the making or the removing of the
connection. After calibration, the system must be restored to its original state.

• The connection must be (easily) detachable.

11.1.2 Fixation methods

Next, a number of common connection or fixation methods and their feasibility on the rotor will be
discussed. The methods that seemed to be the most appropriate for this application (vacuum suction
and clamping) are investigated more elaborately.

11.1.2.1 Glue

The advantages of a glued connection are that it can be super strong and glue can easily be applied.
Ultrasonic sound is used to break the glued connection.
A possible problem with the application of glue on the rotor is that the rotor itself consists of parts that
are glued together. When ultrasonic sound is used to break the glued connection, it would also loosen
the several rotor parts, which makes the rotor fall apart. That would certainly be permanent damage.
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11.1.2.2 Magnetic

Master ofScience ThesIs PART 2: Additional work

A magnetic force could be used to make the rotor connection, because the rotor partially consists of
magnetic iron (iron with a high magnetic permeability). A strong enough magnetic source
(electromagnet or permanent magnet) to fixate the rotor in all directions must be found.
A possible problem is that the extra magnetic fields can disturb the magnetic actuator system of the
device and therefore the calibration of it. However, this still might be an option for only the capacitive
sensor calibration.

11.1.2.3 Screw

Another connection method is to make use of screws.
A possible problem with this method is that it is difficult to precisely drill holes and make screw-thread
in the loose unsupported rotor. Besides that, the screw-holes can be regarded as damage to the rotor,
which is not allowed by the owners of the device (TU/e) as long as another non-damaging method can
be used instead. A third problem is that the properties of the system are changed by the screw-holes.
This means that the model, and possibly the controllers, of the system have to be adapted also.

To keep the influence of the changes to the system as small as possible, it is important to maintain a
symmetrical rotor. This must be kept in mind when the positions of screw-holes are determined. It
might be an option to cut a screw-thread on the vertical wall of the cylinder shaped caVity above the
mirror. The cavity then becomes one screw hole with a radius of 3 [mm] (size M6) and a height of 0.8
[mm].

11.1.2.4 Weld

A connection with the rotor could be made by welding some metal to the iron top of the rotor. Making
the connection should not be a problem. Removal of the connection and bringing the rotor back in the
original state without any damage can be difficult.

11.1.2.5 Vacuum

In normal operating conditions the prototype is surrounded by air. On a macroscopic scale the air
pressure on the surface of the device results in a pushing force on that surface. This pushing force
can be used to make a connection with the rotor by means of a vacuum pump. How this can be done
is investigated next.

The principle of vacuum force is based on air pressure and the removal of the air· on one side of an
object wall. A vacuum pump can remove air molecules from a confined space, thereby lowering the air
pressure. The quality of the pump determines the quality of the vacuum and the minimal obtainable air
pressure. The difference in air pressure between the two sides of the object wall results in a force
acting on that wall from the high air pressure side to the low air pressure side.

As a calculation example, the box with the gray loose lid in figure 11.1, that serves as a confined
space, is contemplated next.

The magnitude of the resulting vacuum force is calculated in formula (11.1).

Fvacuum =(Pout - Pin)' A =6p· A [N] (11.1)

Where A is the effective area of the gray lid [m2
] and 6p is the difference in air pressure inside and

outside the box [N/m 2
].

" Or any other gas, but the prototype of the tilting mirror is surrounded by normal air.
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(a)

• Pout

(b) (c)

Figure 11.1
a) Simple display of the (homogeneous air) pressure inside (Pin) and outside (Pout) a box with a gray
loose lid.
b) View of the gray lid alone. The two arrows symbolically show the air pressure inside and outside the
box. When these two are the same (e.g. both Po (11.2)), there is no resulting force on the lid (when
gravity is omitted).
c) With vacuum inside the box, (Pin == 0) < (Pout = Po) [N/m 2

]. This situation results in a force on the lid,
pushing it on the box.

The numerical value for normal air pressure (Po) is taken from [5]:

(11.2)

This is the maximum force that can be exerted by the normal atmospheric air pressure and goes for
100% vacuum (Pin =0 [N/m 2

]).

As formula (11.1) shows, there are two ways to increase the maximum vacuum force:
• artificially increase the air pressure outside the confined vacuum space.
• maximize the effective area A.

The basic horizontal cross-section shape of the rotor is a circular disc, so it seems a logical choice to
use a circular shaped vacuum suction area with a radius r. (see figure 11.2) to connect a vacuum
pump to the rotor.

y

Integration parameters:

r = .J(; + ()

2r.
x = rcosq>
y = rsinq> (11.3)

Total area A: x2 + (y - ri s r;
0 x

Figure 11.2
Circular shaped vacuum suction area with a radius r•. Also depicted are a reference frame and
cylinder coordinate parameters that are used for integration.

By using (11.1), the magnitude of the vacuum force on the center of gravity (middle) of the virtual disc
is expressed in (11.4).

r =• [m] (11.4)
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The magnitude of the generated vacuum torque on the edge of the disc can be calculated by
multiplying the vacuum force (11.4) with the radius of the disc.

Tvacuum = Fvacuum·rs = TTtopr: [Nm] (11.5)

To verify equation (11.5), the magnitude of the generated vacuum torque will also be calculated by
means of integration. For this purpose, the border of area A is expressed in integration parameters:

x2 +(y-rs)2 = r; ~ x2 +y2 - 2rsY+ r; = r; ~ x2 +y2 = 2rsY ~

~ r2 = 2r.rsintp ~ r = 2rssintp

The integration borders of area A are:

O:5<pSTT
o :5 r :5 2rssin<p

Combining (11.3), (11.6) and (11.7) and integrating over (half of) the total area A results in an
expression for the magnitude of the generated vacuum torque:

iP"=n r=2r.sin9' 9'=n tp=f
= top fSintp[+r3] dtp=top f tr:sin4tpdtp=ttopr:.2. fSin4tpdtp=

1"=0 r=O 1"=0 1"=0

= [3,5tandardintegral(t.29)] = ~topr: ·f+t = TTtopr: [Nm]

(11.6)

(11.7)

(11.8)

When an almost perfect vacuum is reached inside the vacuum pump and there is an atmospheric air
pressure of Po outside the pump, top in the formulae above can be replaced by Po (11.2).

Ideas for practical implementation of rotor connection with vacuum force

A first option is to connect a tube (strong enough not to be deformed when it is used) to a vacuum
pump and hold it to the top-side of the rotor to make the vacuum connection. In principle this vacuum
connection can then only directly compensate for forces exerted on the rotor in its z-direction. 50 in
this simple situation, the vertical rotor fixation is attained by air pressure.

At the same time, a weaker horizontal rotor fixation is realized by the friction between the contact
surfaces of the tube and the rotor. It is hard to determine the maximum friction force (see subsection
11.1.2.6) exactly. A possible rotation in the v-direction is also prevented by the fiction force.

A second option is to make the tube fit tightly in the cylinder shaped cavity above the mirror on the
rotor (r2 = 3 [mm], height = 0.8 [mm] see figure and table 8.1). The tube then mechanically helps to
block rotor rotations and horizontal translations. In this situation, the effective vacuum force area A is
limited by rs < r2.

A third option is to add a suction cup to increase the total effective suction area A.
The suction cup enlarges the effective area A (rs < 8 [mmJ) as is demonstrated in figure 11.3.

To investigate the feasibility of a vacuum connection, practical data (see figure 11.4) is gathered from
the Internet site of the suction cup and vacuum systems manufacturer Festo [W1].
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This information indicates limitations of using a vacuum suction cup:

• The effective size (area A) is always smaller than the size of the suction cup.

• The size of the work piece (here the rotor) must be larger than the suction cup.

• The breakaway force (given for 70% vacuum) is smaller than the ideally calculated one (about
20%, as is shown in (11.10)).

Tube to the
vacuum pump

Fixation tube

Hole in tube
for vacuum

105

Rotor

(a)

Rotor

(b) (c)
Figure 11.3
Rough vacuum suction mouth design to support the horizontal rotor fixation, by using the vertical wall
of the cylinder shaped cavity above the mirror.
a) Vertical cross-section of the rotor and the vacuum suction mouth.
b) Vertical cross-section of the vacuum suction mouth positioned on the rotor. The edge of the mouth
is sealed and the fixation tube is inserted in the mirror cavity.
c) 3D sketch of the vacuum tube connected to the fixation tube with special holes that enables
vacuum suction under the whole vacuum suction mouth. The hole in the tube is not necessary when
only the surface of the mirror is used as effective area A.

The suction cup information displayed in figure 11.4 makes it possible to compare the breakaway
force of this practical suction cup with the maximum magnitude of the vacuum force (11.4).

Suction cup 189282 ESS-8-SF

Min. workpiece radius
Nominal size
suction cup diameter
suction cup volume
Effective suction diameter
Design structure
Operating medium
Breakaway force at 70% vacuum

20 [mm]
2 [mm]
8 [mm]
0.03 [cm 3

]

7.2 [mm]
round, standard
Atmospheric air
2.3 [N]

Figure 11.4
A selection of practical information about one of the vacuum suction cups of the company Festo AG &
Co. KG.

First the air pressure for 70% vacuum must be determined. A 70 % vacuum means that 70% of the air
particles is removed from the confined space. The resulting air pressure can be calculated with the
general gas-law [5]:

pV = R
nT

=> p'V'1
nT

1 1 p, = Po

(11.9)
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Where situation 1 is the starting situation (before the vacuum suction process has started) and
situation 2 is the situation of the gas during the vacuum suction process.
The volume V, the temperature T and the gas constant R (= 8.3145 [Jmor1K-1) not needed here) are
(almost) the same for both situations (1 and 2), so constant. From (11.9) then follows that P2 =
PO(n2/n1), so the air pressure (p) changes with the same ratio as the number of air particles, during the
vacuum suction process.

Using (11.4), (11.9) and filling in Po (11.2) and the effective radius rs (figure 11.4), gives the theoretical
maximum magnitude of the vacuum force:

(11.10)

This value is a little bit larger than the typical value supplied by the manufacturer of the suction cup,
which is 2.3 [N), probably due to a safety margin.

Besides the practical limitations contemplated above, also some practical problems are expected
when a vacuum suction connection is to be used:

• It has to be investigated if a vacuum connection with the rotor can withstand all the forces and
torques exerted on the rotor during the sensor (and actuator) calibration process. This will be done
in section 11.1.3.

• The suction cup might be flexible, which can result in an unwanted position and orientation
tolerance of the rotor.

• The fixation tube designed to provide extra mechanical fixation might be hard, if not impossible, to
integrate inside a relatively small suction cup.

• An easy way has to be figured out to reconnect the suction cup each time the device needs
(re)calibration. How can possible position or orientation offsets (most likely v-rotation) be avoided
or compensated.

11.1.2.6 Clamp

The basic idea for a clamping connection with the rotor comes from [1). Because there is no space to
grab around the whole rotor, it is proposed to use the cylinder shaped cavity above the mirror (figure
11.5).

z

L
x

(a)

Figure 11.5
Grabbing the rotor by clamping to the upright cavity wall above the mirror.
a) Insertion of the fixation device in the cylinder shaped mirror cavity.
b) Expansion of the fixation device.

(b)

Figure 11.5 shows an expandable peg fitting tightly in the mirror cavity. When the peg expands, it
applies forces to the upright cavity wall. These contact forces are absorbed by elastic deformation and
oppose a sliding motion of the rotor in its vertical direction. Also translation in horizontal directions as
well as rotation of the rotor around a horizontal axis are mechanically blocked. Rotation around the z
axis (y-direction) is opposed by the dry friction force between the contacting surfaces, that is caused
by the expansion force.
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In figure 11.5, the expansion force is pointing perpendicular to the z-axis of the rotor in every
horizontal direction away from the z-axis. The resulting force generated by the pressed iron of the
rotor is the normal force pointing to the z-axis.
The maximum magnitude of the dry friction force is described by Coulomb's law [8], which was found
through experience:

Flriction,max = ~.tal ·Fn [N] (11.11)

Where ~.tal is the dimensionless coefficient of static friction (typical value'" 0.15), depending on the
two materials making contact and the state (roughness) of their contact surfaces. Fn is the magnitude
of the normal force which is a reaction force to the expansion force (Fexpansion), equal in size but acting
in the opposite direction.

The maximum friction surface is the surface of the cavity wall above the mirror (see appendix 8.1 for
rotor dimensions):

(11.12)

Note that the mirror surface itself must be protected and should not be used as friction force surface.

Idea for practical implementation of a clamped rotor connection

The clamping device that has been designed and manufactured for the real prototype is described
elaborately in section 11.3. The used expansion principle does not distribute the expansion force
equally over the total surface of the cavity wall. That is, closer to the mirror the forces are larger as is
exaggeratedly depicted in figure 11.6.

z-axis z-axis

(a) (b)
Figure 11.6
Vertical cross-section of mirror cavity shoWing the expansion force distribution.
a) Expansion force not equally distributed over the total surface of the cavity wall.
b) Average forces, that can be used for calculations.

Some possible practical problems of clamping the rotor inside the mirror cavity are:

• The glued connections between the rotor lamellae must be strong enough to withstand the
expansion force in combination with other forces acting on the rotor, like the actuator forces and
gravity.

• The maximum expansion forces should not exceed the non-elastic deformation limit of the used
materials for the rotor (iron) and expansion peg (still to design).

• The total friction surface (11.12) is very small. Can it prevent the rotor from shifting a little, or even
come loose, by the (actuator) forces acting on it during calibration?
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11.1.3 Maximum forces and torques to withstand

The rotor connection should be able to withstand the maximum forces (and torques) exerted on the
rotor. There are two ways to analyze this: Calculate the minimal connection forces (Fvacuum and
Fexpansion) needed to maintain the rotor connection during the calibration processes. Or calculate the
maximum forces and torques the two connections can withstand for a given connection force (Fvacuum
or FexpanSion).

The connection to the rotor must compensate the exerted forces and torques on the rotor with reaction
forces and torques, otherwise the rotor will move. This condition to keep the rotor in a static
equilibrium is shown in the force and torque balances.

Force balance:

Torque balance:

L:Frotor = Fg + L:Factuators + L:Freaction = 0

L: Trotor = Tg + L: Tactuators + L: Treaction = 0

(11.13)

(11.14)

11.1.3.1 Calibration situations

For (external) sensor calibration, the electromagnetic actuators of the prototype are off (Iu = Iv = 'z = 10

= I~ = 0 [AJ), so in that situation only two types of forces act on the rotor: the force exerted by gravity

Fg and the force generated by the permanent magnets Fulv.PM .

For actuator calibration with a ForcefTorque sensor (section 11.2.2), first the rotor is kept in the
operating point (u = v =z = 0 [m] and a = ~ = V= 0°). Then the actuators are activated one by one
while the force/torque-sensor measures the exerted forces and torques on the rotor.
As an option this procedure can be repeated with the rotor in any other position than the operating
point, to examine the influence of this deviation from the ideal position. Provided that a suited
ForcefTorque sensor is available and integrated in the measurement setup.

11.1.3.2 Maximum magnitudes of actuator torques

The maximum values of the actuator torques can be derived from the ideal actuator model in [1].

From [1, (6.16)]: IVgTul = 11~vF: + 11~vF: = ~ l~vF: = luvFu (11.15)

l~i\1 =From [1, (6.17)]: 11~vF: + 11~vF: = ~ l~vF: = luvFv (11.16)

From [1, (6.16/17)]:

From (5.2), which is a correction for [1, (6.22)]:

(11.18)

These are all torques with their rotation axis in the xy-plane, so they can be used for a 2D analysis.
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11.1.3.3 Vertical rotor fixation with a vacuum connection
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The most critical to investigate is the vacuum connection and especially its vertical rotor fixation. The
vacuum force connection should be able to withstand the forces on the rotor in the prototype. These
forces are caused by gravity, the permanent magnets and the electromagnetic coils. To investigate
this demand, a 3D force vector analysis (as described in [1, chapter 6]) is necessary for all rotor
positions within the rotor range.

To avoid unnecessary complicated calculations, first will be started with a simple 2D force analysis
with the rotor in its operation point. Because when the vacuum force connection does not hold in this
situation, it is not feasible at all.

For sensor calibration, the electromagnetic actuators of the prototype are off, so in that situation only
two types of forces act on the rotor: the gravity force and the force generated by the permanent
magnets.

In the ideal case, the permanent magnet forces will equalize each other when the rotor is in its
operating position. The magnitude of the gravity force can be calculated with the gravitational
acceleration g = 9.81 [m/s2

] and the mass of the rotor (table 5.1).

Fg = mROTOR'g = 8.49.10-3.9.81 = 83.29 [mN] (11.19)

In the operating point of the rotor, this gravity force acts on the work-line through the center of the
suction disc area. When also the actuator system is to be calibrated, via for example a ForcefTorque
sensor (see section 11.2.2), the vacuum connection must be able to withstand the maximum actuator
forces together with gravity. An ideal theoretical value for the maximum vertical actuator force Fz,max =
1.92 [N] (G.9) has been calculated. However in chapter 7 of this thesis, the processing of the available
(inaccurate and flawed) sensor- and actuator calibration measurements resulted in a smaller
expectation value for the maximum vertical actuator force:

Fz,max,expected = 0.107'2.5 = 0.27 [N] (see table 7.6). (11.20)

The minimal surface radius to withstand the maximum vertical actuator forces and gravity (11.19) can
be calculated with formula (11.4) as is shown in (11.21).

Fvacuum = ~p. rrr; = FZ,lotal rs,min = [m] (11.21)

The vertical actuators can also be used as torque actuators. A large torque force on the rotor could
pull it loose from the vacuum pump, see figure 11.7.

(a)

z-axis

: Tilting point
I

F J.V F.

(b)

Figure 11.7
a) Schematic vertical cross-section of rotor and vacuum pump. The rotor is pulled loose from the
pump by the torque actuator Ta.
b) Force diagram for situation (a), showing the two actuator forces Fa, the tilting point and the torque
force Fa "generated" by the vacuum pump.
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The magnitude of the gravity torque with respect to the tilting point in figure 11.7b can be calculated
using the magnitude of the gravity force Fg (11.19).

Tg = rsFg [Nm] (11.22)

An ideal theoretical value for the maximum torque of one actuator Ta/~,max = 9.6.10.3 [Nm] (G.12) has
been calculated. However in chapter 7 of this thesis, the processing of the available (inaccurate and
flawed) calibration measurements resulted in a smaller expectation value for the maximum actuator
torque:

Ta1~,max,expected = 0.882.10.3 '2.5 = 2.21-10.3 [Nm] (see table 7.6). (11.23)

Figure 11.8 shows that when the two rotation actuators are used simultaneously, the torque is
doubled, but the effective arm decreases with a factor 'h~2, so the maximum torque magnitude of the
two actuators together is:

Ta+~ = 'h~2'2'Ta/~ = ~2TaI~ [Nm] (11.24)

"

R~M"-0,,
,,,,,,,,,

+13 Figure 11.8
Top-view of the rotor, showing the
effective torque arm (red) when both rotation
actuators (0 and 13) are working in the same direction,
at the same time.

-13 i+--+i +0
I I

'h~2'RpM

The minimal surface radius (rs,m;n) to withstand the maximum vertical actuator torques and gravity
(11.19) can be calculated with formula (11.5) as is shown in (11.25).

T = IT· f1p .r 3 = T <=> r . = 3 TtOlal,max = 3 (Tactuator,max + Tg) [m]
vacuum S tolal,max s,m'n IT . f1p IT . f1p (11.25)

The magnitude of the maximum vacuum force Fa on the edge of the circular shaped suction area can
be derived from (11.5).

[N] (11.26)

The previously derived formulae can be used in two ways:
o Directly calculate the minimum radius rs that is necessary to withstand gravity and the actuator
forces.
e Choose a suitable radius rs for the suction mouth of the vacuum pump. Calculate the maximum
(actuator) forces and torques that a connection with this radius can withstand. Make sure that during
utilization of the vacuum force connection these maximum values are not exceeded.

11.1.4 Choice of the rotor fixation method

After the short orienting investigation in the previous subsections, a clamp connection to fixate the
rotor is preferred to a vacuum connection for the following reasons:

• A clamp connection seems the most simple to design, manufacture and use.
• No permanent extra devices (like a vacuum pump and suction cup) are needed.
• It can be build and installed by the Technical Service of the E-department.
• A clamp connection is more likely to provide a non-flexible rotor fixation.
• The available rotation micro-manipulator provides a limited amount of vertical space between it and

the rotor (36 [mmJ).
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11.2 Possibl. calibration s.tup f.atur.s

11.2.1 Link to the meaaurement device

The link between the rotor and the calibration setup can have several functions, depending on its
construction.

A rigid link can be used for the capacitive sensor calibration.

111

A flexible link in one direction can be used for the horizontal actuator calibration with the back EMF
method [1, 4.10.3]. A practical implementation of this link could be a vertical thin plate that is (limited)
bendable in the u-direction and is stiff in the v-direction or vise versa.

For controller testing a link that provides free movement in one (or more) direction while blocking
(stabilizing) the other OOF could be useful.

11.2.2 Force/Torque sensor Integration

The use of an ForcelTorque sensor is an interesting option because it not only enables the calibration
of the complete actuator system, it also makes it possible to measure the forces generated by each
individual electromagnetic coil.

The Internet web-site Sensor Show [W2] contains links to manufacturers of several sensor systems.
The links are sorted by sensor type. The available force sensors are reviewed for important properties
like their size, range, number of axis, Force and Torque measurement, resolution, accuracy,
sensitivity, stiffness, repeatability, (non)linearity, overload capacity, bandwidth, speed, compensation
for temperature effects and whether it is easy to mount.

Only two of the found manufacturers seem to produce appropriate sensors:

Bokam Engineering Inc. [W3]
Product: F-sensors that can measure three perpendicular forces (Fx, Fy and Fz).
Price: $ 500 (sensor alone)

Actuator torques can't be measured with these sensors. Though it is possible to measure the force of
the rotation actuators in pairs of two (exited in the same direction) and calculate the generated torque
from this measurement.

ATI Industrial Automation [W4]
Product: FIT-sensors (transducers) that can measure three forces and three torques (Fx, Fy, Fz, Tx, Ty

and Tz). The sensors are all cylinder shaped. The smallest one is of the type Nan017. It measures (0
17 [mm], height = 14.5 [mm]). The sensor is available in different ranges that are all covered by the
16-bits of the data acquisition system, which means that the sensor with the smallest range has the
highest resolution.

To choose the sensor with the appropriate specification~, it is necessary to know the maximum forces
and torques that are to be measured. Table 7.6 combined with the maximum actuator currents Imax =
2.5 [A] and the maximum rotor position Umax = 50 [~m] gives the maximum forces and torques that are
expected to be measured based on the actuator calibration attempt in [1].
Appendix G provides the maximum forces and torques that are calculated based on the corrected
ideal actuator model (chapter 3).

The datasheet of the Nan017 multi-axis ForceITorque sensor of ATI is printed in appendix K. Although
expected to be smaller, the modeled forces ask for the sensor with the second smallest range (SI-25
0.25), which still has sufficient resolution. Table 11.1 gives an overview.
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There are some aspects about the use of this sensor:

• The price of a complete package including a transducer interface, cables, a data acquisition PC
card, software and documentation is: $ 6175 + $350 for the temperature compensation option
(transportation, insurance and import taxes not included). This means that it is not economically
responsible to purchase the sensor and accessories for only a one time use on this project. It might
be useful to check if some similar sensor is already available somewhere on the TUle campus.

• The delivery time is normally 4-6 weeks (could be faster).

• It is not clear if the nearest associated company (Schunk Intec, Germany) can provide technical
assistance.

Note that this information dates from the beginning of the year 2002. Nowadays, developments may
have led to better and cheaper sensors being available.

11.2.3 Rotor r.I.... m.ch.nlsm

The basic function of the sensor calibration setup, to stabilize the rotor, could be used to avoid the lift
off problem of the rotor at the start-up of the prototype. The idea is to use the calibration setup to hold
the rotor in its operating point, activate the sensors and controllers of the device and then somehow
disconnect the rotor from the calibration setup, leaving it free of contact, while the device is active.
This way it can be checked if the controllers are able to keep the rotor in its operating point, without
first having to pull it loose from the stator. A special rotor release mechanism should be designed for
this purpose.
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11.3 The expansion-gripper

113

In subsection 11.1.4 it was decided to first try to implement a clamp connection with the rotor that
stabilizes it inside the stator by exerting an expansion force (section 11.1.6) on the wall of the cavity
above the mirror on the rotor with a 3 [mm] radius and a height of 0.8 [mm]. In this section the design
of an expansion-gripper and its integration in a calibration setup for the sensor of the prototype is
presented.

11.3.1 The de.lgn

The original thought was to design a setup for the complete calibration of the sensor and actuators of
the prototype and incorporate all the possible features (section 11.2), like the optional flexible link, a
ForcelTorque sensor, a rotor release mechanism and a special double rotation table, which enables
the calibration of both rotation directions without having to re-install the rotor fixation.

The designing started with the connection, the most important aspect. The designed clamp connection
is based on the one that is commonly used for the handle-bar of a bicycle. The micro-manipulators of
the test setup sensor, which had the basic (minimal) function of two horizontal translations, one
vertical translation and one rotation, were still available. The idea was to start with this setup and try to
further expand and adjust the design to accommodate the extra features. Unfortunately, due to the
limited means: available equipment, (human) resources, time and mechanical engineering experience,
the extra features could not be realized.

Rotation micro-manipulator

I'
L __ . ' _._,

@

<Z> I' ;".,,'

(8) Schroer M2x5

D""'-r Q)

.-+-- Horizontal coil core,
orientation sensor electrode

Position sensor electrodes

Figure 11.9
Vertical cross-section view of the designed expansion-gripper, installed between the rotation micro
manipulator (top) and the rotor inside the prototype (bottom).
In Dutch, see table 11.2 for English naming for the corresponding part numbers.

Figure 11.9 shows the final expansion-gripper design as part of the sensor calibration setup for the
prototype. A detailed view of the parts of the expansion-gripper and the complete sensor calibration
setup can be found in the blue-prints in appendix I. An overview of the separate parts and their
function is given in table 11.2.
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Table 11.2 Parts of the expansion-gripper and their function.

Pin-guider

Pin

Adjustment wheel

M4 7mm Nut

Expansion piece

Wedge-disc

M2x5 Screw

Range blocking pin

Washer

Holds the in <3> in lace.
Fixates the main pin (<3» in the horizontal rotor
directions (u and v) and enables it to slide in the
vertical rotor direction z.
Connection rod between the rotor and the micro
mani ulator.
Adjusts the length of the total expansion-gripper
device to make it equal to the rotation radius of the
micro-manipulator, which is 36 [mm].
It compensates for the length increase when the
ex ansion nut <5> is screwed down.
Controls the expansion force applied on the rotor.
Turning it down (counter clockwise) increases the
expansion. Turning it up (clockwise) decreases the
ex ansion.
When this part is pushed down by the nut (<5»,
its separated expansion legs are pushed outwards by
the wedge-disc inside it. This way, the expansion
gripper clamps to the vertical wall of the cavity above
the mirror on the rotor.
The top of this part is also a six sided 7 [mm] nut
head, which can be used to hold this part in place with
a icklock durin installation.
Conical shaped piece that drives the legs of the
ex ansion ieee @ outwards.
Screw that connects the wedge-disc to the main pin,
so that parts <3>, (7) and ~ become one part.
This construction is necessary to manufacture and
install the ex ansion- ri er.
Limits the vertical range to ±1 [mm] and avoids
rotation around the z-axis of the rotor.
Smoothens the tightening of the nut (<5» that controls
the ex ansion force.
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11.3.2 Dimensioning of the design

115

Because of the low level of complexity of the design, the dimensioning of it was done at sight. This
means that it must be checked if the total calibration setup functions properly, so that necessary
corrections can be made before the expansion-gripper is manufactured. The installation and assembly
of the calibration setup must be possible and it must have sufficient range to calibrate the capacitive
sensor system of the prototype.

Installation
Only two parts don't have dimensions in appendix figure 1.2: the height of the washer (Q:») and the M4
7mm Nut (<Sl) together must not exceed 3 [mm).

Horizontal range
The horizontal rotor range is dmax = .J2·50 [lJm) (4.17), which is far less than the available space
between the expansion piece (@) and the horizontal coil-cores (see figure 11.9). So horizontal rotor
movements are not restricted by the calibration setup.

Vertical range
The range of the rotor in its vertical direction is not limited by the calibration setup. The vertical rotor
range of the prototype is calculated in appendix H.

Rotation range
The rotor rotation could possibly be blocked by three contact points (figure 11.10). Based on the
dimensions of the calibration setup (appendix I), these points are calculated using geometry and
(inverse) circular functions.

Optical Center Point

R+d

Figure 11.10
Sketch of the calibration setup shoWing three possible contact points (0, e and G) that limit the
rotation range of the rotor around the Optical Center Point.

The numerical values for the parameters in figure 11.10 are taken from appendix I: heXP1 =8 [mm), hcore
= 5.5 [mm), rexp l = 3 [mm), rexp2 = 3.5 [mm), rotor radius R = 8 [mm), the nominal air gap d = 0.25 [mm),
hstator =10 [mm), rwheel =25 [mm) and
hwheel =17 [mm).
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Contact point 8: the base of the expansion piece (@) contacts the horizontal coil-core.

a =90° - arCSin( r
eXp1 J- arCSin( hcore J=26.87°max1 R + d R + d

This contact point is positioned at a height of hcontsct above the mirror surface:

hcontact =~(R + dy - re~Pl =7.69 [mm]

(11.13)

(11.14)

Contact point 8: the top of the expansion piece (@) contacts the top-side of the horizontal coil-core.

amax2 = 90° - arctan( ~eXP2 J-arcsin( 2hcore 2 ] = 27.33°l axp1 ~haxPl + raxp2

Contact point .: the adjustment wheel (Q'» contacts the top-ring of the stator.

a = 90° - arCSin[ hststor ] _ arcsin[ rwhaa, ] =14.9°
max3 ~2 2 ~2 2

rwheal + hwhee' rwhaa' + hwhaal

(11.15)

(11.16)

It is clear that the radius of the adjustment wheel determines the maximum rotation range and that the
top of the expansion piece (@) cannot contact the top-side of the horizontal coil-core (situation e),
because amsx3 < amax1 < amax2. The radius of the adjustment wheel (Q'», rwheel = 25 [mm], was chosen
because the wheel must be large enough to be turned by hand. The wheel limits the calibration
rotation range to approximately 15°, which is enough.

Note that the rotation range becomes smaller when a horizontal translation is executed at the same
time.
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11.3.3 Assembly and Installation of the expanslon.grlpper
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The sensor calibration setup with the expansion-gripper is depicted in appendix figure 1.1 and figure
11.9. This subsection contains instructions how to assemble and install the expansion-gripper in the
calibration setup.

Assembly program/order:

• First turn the z-position micro-manipulator up to its maximum position, to make enough space to
install the separate pieces. Then detach the corner-support, with the rotation micro-manipulator
attached to it, from the z-position micro-manipulator.

• Attach the pin-guider ((2») with the two screws to the rotation micro-manipulator.

• Put in the coil spring (<1» and also insert the main pin (3)) in the pin-guider.

• Position the main pin such that the hole for the range blocking pin (CD» is aligned with the slot for it
in the pin-guider.

• Insert the range blocking pin (CD».

• Now the main pin cannot get out of the pin-guider, although it is pushed by the coil spring to the
maximum range of +1 [mm].

• Put on the adjustment wheel (a» and turn it till the range blocking pin is in the middle of its range
(-1,+1) [mm].

• Turn the expansion nut (<3» on the main pin as far as possible.

• Slide the washer (~) on the tip of the main pin, followed by the expansion piece (Gl».

• Lastly, screw (I)) the wedge-disc (<1» onto the main pin.

Now the expansion nut (<3» can be turned down a little bit till there is no space left between it and the
expansion piece, without letting the expansion piece expand. Mount the corner-support, with the
rotation micro-manipulator, and now also the expansion-gripper attached to it, back on the z-position
micro-manipulator.

When the expansion-gripper is assembled it is ready for installation:

First turn the z-micro-manipulation table of the calibration setup down, and align the tip of the
expansion-gripper with the cavity above the mirror on the rotor. Then gently insert the tip of the
expansion-gripper into the cavity. Make sure it touches the mirror and that it is positioned
perpendicular to the mirror. Now tighten the expansion nut (<3» by turning it clockwise with a picklock,
while holding the expansion piece (Gl» in place with another picklock, to avoid rotation around the z
axis of the rotor.

Disassembly:

Execute the assembly program in reverse order.
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11.3.4 Points of attention
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Some practical problems are expected when this clamp connection is to be used:

• The expansion nut (~) must be tightened very carefUlly, because it is hard to determine when the
expansion force is sufficient and the surplus force starts to deform the materials.

• Rotor movements must be blocked during the installation of the expansion-gripper. Maybe a
special tool must be developed to accomplished this.
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Chapter 12

Control
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Reviewing [1] in part 1 of this thesis revealed that next to the lacking (and essential) sensor calibration
some other problems (electrical wires to sensors and/or actuators might be wrongly connected and the
controllers were tested on a flawed and incomplete (no gravity) SIMULlN~ model) might also have
contributed to the fact that the instability problem of the tilting mirror prototype was not solved.

The combination of these three problems makes that the chosen control strategy (part 1 section 6.2)
can't be written off yet, which is also confirmed by literature (see the additional literature list in section
14.2.1) wherein the classical PID control approach is successfully applied to similar magnetic devices.

This chapter starts with the calculation of the linear model approximation of the device with the rotor in
its operating point: the center of the stator. In [1] the linear model is presented in numerical form. Here,
gravity is added to the model and the flaws (Part 1) are removed from the model. The model will be
expressed in device parameters.

Secondly, as part of a MIMO systems analysis, the Relative Gain Array (RGA) is calculated to
investigate if the actuator system was justly considered fully decoupled in [1]. In principle the actuators
of the device were designed to function decoupled. Unfortunately, the center of gravity does not
coincide with the optical center point and not with some points of attack of actuator forces. Also the
introduction of gravity to the model gives some unwanted coupling between the vertical actuators and
the horizontal rotor positions. These effects are represented as non-diagonal terms in the transfer
function matrix G(s) op the linearized system.

Lastly the controllers for the device [1] are adapted, based on the corrected actuator gains (Part 1).
Because there is no report on the tuning of the controllers in [1], this will be tried first (section 12.4)
before using other control techniques. In the first instance the controllers from [1] are adapted (not fully
redesigned) based on the linear model that is calculated in section 12.1. Of course, the other problems
must be solved before the adapted controllers can be tested on the real device. Therefore, the
adapted controllers are tested on the corrected and supplemented SIMULlN~ model first.

12.1 Linear model calculation

Based on the corrected actuator models (Part 1, chapter 3) and the equations of motion [1, (6.1)-(6.3)]
of the rotor, a linear model approximation of the non-linear tilting mirror prototype can be calculated.
The linear model will be expressed in device parameters, which provides insight for control
engineering and facilitates the implementation of improvements for possible future prototype designs.

12.1.1 Notation

Throughout this chapter, the notation for the force/torque vectors (;F3 ) and the position/orientation

parameters (;x 3 ) from [1] is used.

The prefix and suffix in this notation have the following meaning:
1: Vector/parameter expressed in the static stator frame (0) or rotating rotor frame M.
2: The center of gravity of the rotor (g) or the optical center point of the mirror (0).
3: Name of the parameter.
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12.1.2 System description
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An elaborate description of the tilting mirror prototype can be found throughout this thesis and in [1]. In
this chapter the prototype is regarded as a plant (or system) with five outputs (12.2) that are to be
controlled via its five inputs (12.1). The sixth DOF, the v-rotation around the z-axis, is omitted because
this DOF is presumed to be passively damped.

For a (linear) state variable model description, the system must be described with three sets of
variables, namely the inputs, states and outputs of the system. The inputs of the system are the
actuator currents:

Inputs: (12.1 )

The outputs of the system are the position and orientation of the optical center point of the mirror,
which is positioned above the center of gravity:

Outputs: (12.2)

The states of the system are the position, orientation and speed of the center of gravity of the rotor:

States: (12.3)

Normal operation of the device means that the optical center point of mirror must be kept in center of
stator:

(~x=o;~y=o;~z =0) (12.4)

The mirror tilting angles are variable to set the deflection angles of the mirror to any value within the
range [-22.5°, +22.5°]:

(12.5)

Throughout this subsection some device parameters are used in the linear model functions. For
convenience they are repeated below in table 12.1. The values for the rotor parameters are the
corrected ones taken from table 5.1.

Table 12.1 Device parameters that are used in this subsection.

leg [m]

luv [m]

Iz [m]

Permanent ma net flux

Number of horizontal coil turns

Nominal air a with insulation rin s

Permeabili of vacuum

Horizontal coil core cross-section surface

Number of vertical coil turns

Len th of one vertical coil

Rotor radius at Permanent Ma net

Gravitational acceleration

Vertical position of center of gravity of the rotor with
res ect to the 0 tical center oint of the mirror

Distance between point of attack of the horizontal
force actuators and the center of ravi of the rotor

Distance between point of attack of the vertical
force actuator and the center of ravit of the rotor

Mass of the rotor

Moment of inertia around the rotor x-axis

Moment of inertia around the rotor -axis

42
2.77.10.4

4TT' 10.7

2.88-4.8·10-6

150
12.9.10-3

9.81

-1.4.10-3

0.75.10-3

8.49.10-3

2.21.10-7

2.21.10-7
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12.1.3 Operating point
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In addition to the demand that the rotor is kept in the middle of the stator during normal operation of
the device (12.4), for the operating point the tilting angles are chosen to be also equal to 0 (so that the
mirror is orientated horizontally).

So, the operating point is chosen to be:

Yap = (~x, ~y, ~z, ~o. ~13)T = 0

Note that (12.6) also sets the position and orientation of the center of gravity of the rotor.

12.1.4 Approximations near the operating point

(12.6)

In the operating point (12.6), the reference frame of the moving rotor (V-frame) and the world fixed
reference frame (O-frame) coincide.

So then ~F = ~F and ~T = VgT (see equations (J.1) and (J.5)) (12.7)

The conversion of the Bryant angles (<1>, e, 40') [1, chapter 2] to the mirror tilting angles (a, 13) for small
angles is given by:

<1> = a (12.8)
e= arctan(tanl3coso) = arctan(tanl3) = 13 (with 0=0 then cos a =1) (12.9)
40' =0 (The rotation around the z-axis of the rotor will be neglected in this analysis)

12.1.5 Equilibrium conditions

To obtain an equilibrium in the operating point, the following must hold:
The speed, acceleration, angular speed and angular acceleration of the rotor must be equal to 0 in the
fixed world frame (O-frame).

Substitution of these conditions in the Euler Equations of Motion [1, (6.1 )-(6.3)] leaves one resulting
equation: (12.10). This equation shows that in the ideal device only the gravity force has to be
counteracted by the actuator system (z-force actuator) to keep the rotor in its operating point:

F, =0 11, =Fg =mROTOR-g ~ 1'0 = mROTOR .g =-.JL
0, ,K,

(12.10)

To meet the equilibrium conditions and keep the rotor in the operating point, the input currents of the
prototype must be:

(12.11)

Where 1'0 (12.10) is the vertical actuator current necessary to overcome gravity.

12.1.6 Equations of motion for the center of gravity of the rotor

The Euler Equations of Motion [1, (6.1) - (6.3)] describe the resulting movement of the center of
gravity of the rotor, caused by the actuator forces (J.1), actuator torques (J.5) and gravity (J.4) acting
on it. Filling in that the initial rotor translation- and rotation speeds are all equal to 0, which is the
equilibrium condition (section 12.1.4) for the operating point (section 12.1.2) of the rotor, reduces the
equations of motion to:
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(12.12)

(12.13)

12.1.7 System outputs: position of optical center point

The prototype of the tilting mirror system is designed such that the position of the optical center point
of the mirror, which is measured, doesn't coincide with the center of gravity of the rotor.
Transformation [1, (6.23)] can be used backwards to calculate the position of the optical center point
of the mirror by combining the position of the center of gravity of the rotor and the orientation of the
rotor:

(12.14)

A linear approximation of the system outputs (12.14) can be calculated by using the transformation
matrix °Rv [1, (2.6)], the Bryant angle conversions for small angles (12.8) and (12.9) and the small
angle approximation formulae for the circular functions sine and cosine:

Then:

sin(k) .. k and cos(k) .. 1 for parameter k .. 0 (12.15)

~ x == ~x -legsin8 .. ~x - legsinl3 .. ~x - legl3

~y == ~y -leg(-cos8sinq» .. ~y + 'egcosl3sino .. ~y + lego

~z == ~z -leg(cos8cosq» .. ~z -legcosl3coso" ~z -leg

(12.16)

(12.17)

(12.18)

The orientation of the optical center point is the same as that of the center of gravity of the rotor, since
the difference between these two points is only a translation along the z-axis of the rotor (over a
distance -leg), so:

°0 == °0o g

~13 == ~13

12.1.8 Linearization by first order Taylor series approximation

In general the equations of motion to be linearized are non-linear functions of the position and
orientation of the rotor and the actuator input currents:

(12.19)

(12.20)

(12.21)

The first order Taylor series approximation [9] of the function f (12.21) around the operating point
(Yop (12.6) and uop (12.11)), for the small deviations l!.y == (l!.x, l!.y, l!.z, l!.o, l!.13) and

l!.u == (l!.l x ' l!.ly , l!.lz ' l!.lo ' l!.1~), is given by:
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This is only a first order approximation, which means that the higher order terms are neglected.

12.1.9 Linearization of the equations of motion

12.1.9.1 Dlnerentlatlon of multiplied matrices: the chain rule

The chain rule for differentiation of a vector product, a' b • is [4]:

d (- -) da - - db-a·b =-·b+a·
dt dt dt

123

(12.22)

(12.23)

This rule can be used for matrices which can be seen as a stack of vectors, as is shown in (12.25).
First consider the 3x3 matrix R and the 3x1 vector b as stated in (12.24):

andIf

Then:

d~ .b + r . db
dk 1 dk
dr2 -b - db_. +r·-
dk 2 dk
dr3 -b - db-. +r3 ·dk dk

dR - db
=-·b+R·-

dk dk

(12.24)

(12.25)

12.1.9.2 Linear approximation of the force vector

The chain rule (12.25) can be applied to calculate the first order derivatives of the force vector (J.1):

(12.26)

The actual calculation of the first order derivatives of all the components of equation (12.26) is
presented in appendix J. The resulting first order Taylor series approximation (12.22) of the force
vector in the operating point of the rotor (12.6) is given below.
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12.1.9.3 Linear approximation o' the torque vector

The chain rule (1225) can be applied to calculate the first order derivatives of the torque vector (J.5):

(12.28)

The actual calculation of the first order derivatives of all the components of equation (12.28) is
presented in appendix J. The resulting first order Taylor series approximation (1222) of the torque
vector in the operating point of the rotor (12.6) is given below.

(12.29)

12.1.10 State Variable Model expressed In device parameters

Now the first order Taylor series approximations of the force vector (1227) and the torque vector
(12.29), both acting on the center of gravity of the rotor, can be filled in the equations of motion (12.12)
and (12.13) of the rotor. The result is a linear model approximation of the device in its operating point.
Since the operating point (12.6) is 0, the fl-parameters can be replaced by the actual parameters,
except for fllz, which is indicated in (12.30) and (12.31).

flx = (ill(, fly, lJ.z, fla, flW = x - x op ~ (x, y, Z, a, I3)T

The resulting model is presented below (12.32) in the standard State Space Model format.

x=Ax+Bu

'1= CX +Du

Where the State Space Matrices (A, B, C and D) are:

(12.30)

(12.31)

(12.32)

A=
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

r 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
2J2

0 0 0 gl2 o 0 000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 IJOAHCdplUSmROTOR

xKx 0 0 0 xK~ 0 0 0 0 o =
0

2i
0 -g/2 0 000 o 0

0 K 0 K 0 0 0 0 0 0 lJoAHCdpluSmROTORy y y a
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0

0 aKy 0 aKa 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2/ J2 -lz~OTORg
0 uv 0 0 000 o 0

~Kx 0 0 0 ~K~ 0 0 0 0 0 IJO~CdplusJx 2Jx

21 P -lzmROTORguv 0 0 0 000 o 0
IJOAHCdplusJy 2Jy

(12.33)
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12.1.11 Resulting transfer functions In the Laplace domain

The transfer functions from the inputs of the system u = (Ix, Iy, I., la, I~) to the outputs of the system

y = (~x, ~y, ~z, ~a, ~~) can be derived from the State Space Model above (12.32)-(12.36), using the

Laplace transform with the initial conditions (start values in the time domain) of these parameters.

The initial conditions of the optical center point of the mirror are:

(~x(O) = 0, ~y(O) = 0, ~z(O) = 0, ~a(O) = 0, ~~(O) = 0)

The initial conditions of the center of gravity of the rotor are:

(~x(O) = 0, ~y(O) = 0, ~z(O) = leg, ~a(O) = 0, ~~(O) = 0)

and

(~i«0) = 0, ~y(O) = 0, ~i:(0) = 0, ~a(O) = 0, ~~(O) = 0)

The resulting transfer functions in the Laplace domain are presented next.

The x-coordinate of the optical center point of the mirror:
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(12.40)
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Equation (12.40) expressed in device parameters (table 12.1) is:

(12.41)

The v-coordinate of the optical center point of the mirror:

(12.42)

Equation (12.42) expressed in device parameters (table 12.1) is:

The z-coordinate of the optical center point of the mirror:

(
4JNvc )

Z(s) = Z~IZ Iz(S) = Ivcm~oToR Iz(S)
s s

The tilting angle a around the x-axis of the mirror:

Equation (12.45) expressed in device parameters (table 12.1) is:

The tilting angle 13 around the y-axis of the mirror:

Equation (12.47) expressed in device parameters (table 12.1) is:
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12.1.12 Linear model transfer function matrix

The transfer functions in the previous section (12.40)-(12.48) can be rewritten in the structure of
(12.49), where all outputs (12.2) are expressed solely in inputs (12.1).

127

Y(s) = G(s)TI(s)

The result is (12.50):

(12.49)

X(s)

Y(s)

2(s)

a(s)

~(s)

Where

Ix(s)

Iy(s)

~(s)

I.(s)

I~(s)

(12.50)

(12.51)

(12.52)

(12.53)

(12.54)

(12.55)

(12.56)

(12.57)

(12.58)

(12.59)

In appendix L, three sets of numerical values of the transfer functions (12.51)-(12.59), the elements of
G(s), can be found. Each set belongs to one of the three actuator models as described in Part 1 of this
thesis: the ideal model in [1 J, the corrected ideal model (Part 1, chapter 3) and the model based on the
actuator calibration measurement in [1J (expected model in Part 1, chapter 7). See table 12.2.
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12.2 Coupled MIMO system analysis

When a system has multiple inputs that can influence multiple of its outputs, it is a coupled MIMO
system. The analysis of controlled MIMO systems is the subject of [10], from which the information in
this subsection is largely taken from.

12.2.1 Control design methods

For MIMO systems it is not always necessary to use more than one input to control one output of a
system, like with full multivariable control or centralized control. Under certain conditions (e.g.
when a system is approximately diagonal dominant), decentralized control can be used.

Decentralized control is defined in [10] as when the control system consists of independent feedback
controllers which interconnect a subset of the output measurementslcommands with a subset of
manipulated inputs. These subsets should not be used by any other controller.

When the transfer matrix G(s) of a system is not a diagonal matrix, decentralized control becomes a
two step controller design method:

Step 0 a) Design pre-compensators for decoupling control; or
b) An appropriate input-output pairing must be chosen (e.g. by using the RGA matrix

(section 12.2.2) to decide which output is to be controlled by which input).

Step 8 Design decentralized feedback controllers to control the system.

There are three controller design strategies [10] for decentralized control:
a> Fully coordinated design: all controllers are designed simultaneously.
(2) Independent design: all the controllers are designed one by one.
Gl Sequential design: The controllers are designed one at the time with the previous controllers
implemented.

A number of conditions for stabilitl and performance·· of decentralized control systems can be found
in [10], along with sensitivity and controllability analyses.

12.2.2 Relative Gain Array (RGA) matrix

The Relative Gain Array (RGA) matrix is a tool to evaluate a MIMO system. The mathematical formula
to calculate the RGA matrix is given by [10]:

RGA(G(s)) = I\(G) ~ G x (G-')T

Where x denotes element-by-element multiplication (the Hadamard or Schur product). With
MATLASilll

, (12.60) is written as:

RGA = G.*inv(G).'

(12.60)

(12.61 )

The original interpretation of the RGA matrix (12.60) is to see its elements as an interaction measure
between the various inputs and outputs of a multivariable plant. The elements of the RGA matrix
(12.61) are:

(12.62)

• Stability questions are:
Is stability guaranteed for the complete operating range of the system?
Does the system remain stable as the gain in various loops is reduced (detuned) by an arbitrary factor? (Complete

detunability)
Does the complete system remain stable when one or more controllers fall-out (e.g. by input saturation)?

•• Performance loss by not directly controlling the non-diagonal elements in G(s).
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Each RGA matrix element Aij (12.62) is the ratio between the open-loop gain (gij) and the closed-loop

gain ( Qij ) for the corresponding input-output pair. Where in this application "closed-loop" means partial

control with the other outputs perfectly controlled.

The elements of the RGA matrix have the following properties:
• Large RGA elements indicate strong interactions.
• Negative RGA elements indicate a gain change between the open-loop and closed-loop transfer

functions, which is incompatible with integral action.
• RGA elements that are close to 1 indicate the best input-output pairing for decentralized control·.

12.2.3 Performance Relative Gain Array (PRGA)

Especially for analyzing decentralized control systems based on independent controller design(e.g.
stability and sensitivity), the Performance Relative Gain Array (PRGA) can be used. The mathematical
definition of the PRGA matrix is:

where G = diag{gii} (12.63)

Matrix <3(s) is the same as the transfer function matrix G(s), except that it only contains the diagonal

elements of G(s). r is the normalized inverse of a plant (system). It is called the Performance RGA,
because its calculation is similar to that of the RGA matrix (12.60) and the fact that a large element in
the PRGA matrix indicates that fast control is needed to get acceptable reference tracking
(performance).

12.2.4 Diagonal dominance

Two methods are mentioned in [10], to investigate the diagonal dominance of a MIMO system.

The first method involves using the RGA number, which is a norm that is used as a measure of
diagonal dominance and is defined for diagonal input-output paring as:

RGA number ~ II A(G) - IlI..m (12.64)

The RGA number is equal to the sum of all the elements of the matrix that results from subtracting the
Identity matrix from the equally sized RGA matrix (12.60). Unfortunately, there is no guarantee for
systems larger than 3x3 that a small RGA number (close to 0) indicates diagonal dominance.

The second method uses the singUlar values of the error matrix E, defined in (12.65).

E ~ (G - (3)<3-1 (12.65)

Where the matrix <3(s) is already defined in (12.63). The magnitude of the error matrix E is commonly

used as an "interaction measure". The transfer function matrix G(s) is generalized diagonally dominant
if and only if:

~(E) < 1

Where ~(E) is a structured singular value of matrix E (12.65).

• In general, there are some exceptions, see (10).
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12.3 Application of MIMO system anal,sls on the
linear model of the prototype

The (linear model) transfer function matrix G(s) (12.50) of the prototype shows that it is a two way
interactive system for the coupled position and orientation parameters (x, 13) and (y, a) of the optical
center point of the mirror.

12.3.1 Calculation of the RQA matrix

The Relative Gain Array matrix (12.60) of the linear model transfer function matrix G(s) (12.50) is
calculated for the frequencies within the operating range of the tilting mirror prototype and for all three
actuator models (see PART 1).

The results in figure 12.1, show that:
• The diagonal RGA matrix elements are all ~1 and typically 1.
• The non-diagonal RGA matrix elements are all SO and typically O.

So, the RGA matrix is (close to) the Identity matrix for the complete frequency range of the prototype.
This means that the system is diagonal dominant, because the RGA number (12.64) is close to O.

The RGA matrix analysis also suggests that the best input-output pairing (for the analyzed frequency
range) for decentralized control is the diagonal pairing.

12.4 Controller adjustment

In part 1 of this thesis, the corrections for the ideal actuator model of the prototype resulted in
adjustment of the actuator gains and additional graVitational components. Also the actuator calibration
measurement in [1], although flawed, indicated that the actuator gains of the real device probably are
much smaller than the corrected ideally modeled gains. So now there are three models (table 12.2).
The setup of these models is basically the same, only the actuator gains are different. The controllers
designed for the original model (1) can be optimized for the corrected (COR) and the measured (MES)
model. This will be the subject of investigation of this section.

Table 12.2 Three different models that are distinguished in this section.

The ideal actuator model that contained some errors and was incomplete,
1 but was used in [1, chapter 7] to design the five original controllers for the

roto e.
The corrected ideal model (part 1, chapter 3). This is also the model for
which the linear model a roximation has been done in section 12.1.
The model that is based on the (flawed) horizontal actuator calibration

MES measurements carried out in [1]. For this model the expected actuator
ains, calculated and resented in table 7.6 art 1 , are used.
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Figure 12.1 RGA matrix elements of G(s) (12.50) that are not equal to 0 for every frequency.
The three lines in each plot represent the three (actuator) models, see table 12.2.
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12.4.1 Original and adapted controllers

The original PIO controllers (1) for all 5 OaF that are presented in [1, chapter 7] are principally the
same. They all consist of a gain, two zeros and three poles.

The original controllers (1) are adapted (section 12.4.2) for the corrected ideal model (COR) and the
model based on the horizontal actuator calibration measurement results (MES). The original and the
adapted controllers are presented in table 12.3.

Table 12.3 Compensators for the three ideal actuator models.

Controller Gain Zeros Poles
Kc z1 z2 D1 D2 D3

CXV1 -2.25'10 -500 -4·10' 0 -3·10
Q

-3·10'

CXVCOR -1.036,1012 -500 -6170 0 -52813 -3,105

CXYME!l -2.1896,1012 -500 -3847 0 -56885 -3.105

CZ1 -5.41'1011 -300 -500 0 -3.104 -3.105

CZCOR -9.34'1011 -300 -500 0 -3,104 -3,105

CZME!l -7.27,10 12 -300 -500 0 -3.104 -3.105

Car31 -2.43,109 -300 -500 0 -3.104 -3.105

Car3coR -6.23.109 -300 -800 0 -3,104 -3,105

CaBMES -2.6'1010 -300 -788 0 -3.104 -3.105

12.4.2 Controller adaptation

Since the difference between the original model (1) and the corrected- (COR) and "measured" model
(MES) is only the modified actuator gains, the controller design strategy (pole and zero placement)
from [1] can still be used:

Zero z1 neutralizes the system pole close to the origin of the s-plane.
Zero z2 is necessary because there are two active poles near the origin of the s-plane. This second
zero helps to pull the root locus of the closed loop system (actuator and controller) to the stable left
side of the s-plane.

Pole p1 is placed in the origin of s-plane, this pole has an integrator function that realizes a zero
steady state error.
Pole p2 reduces the damping effect of zero z2 and increases the bandwidth of the closed loop
system.
Pole p3 is placed far away on the real axis in the stable left side of the s-plane. It only has the function
of making the controller strictly proper. It has no influence on the system behavior for low frequencies.

For the execution of the controller adaptation the MATlASI!) root locus-tool is used to check the
following criteria:

• Find a balance between the maximum overshoot and a fast settling time for the step response of
the five main actuator transfers that are contrOlled.

• Prevent oscillation in the step response. Keep the response smooth to reduce the negative effect of
the coupled transfers that are not directly controlled.

• Make sure that the root locus indicates enough gain margin to prevent stability problems when the
actuator gains of the real model differ from the expected ones or are not constant.
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Table 12.4 Step response characteristics for different controllers tested
on the three ideal actuator models (H1• HeoR and HMES)'

45 0.138 3.94
57 0.345 3.49

35 0.12 2.7

HXYMES
60 0.685 3.04

22 0.18 0.8
HZ1 17 1.2 3.49

HZcOR
12 0.79 3.02

9 0.403 2.33

HZMES
43 3.18 14.0

8 0.34 2.16

Ha 1 17 1.2 3.54

HapCOR 12 1.2 2.4
11 0.27 1.72

HaPMES 35 2.62 9.31
11 0.29 1.74

133

Two characteristics of the step responses (the overshoot and the settling time) of the five systems are
shown in table 12.4. First the original controllers are tested on the three models, so that the effect of
the modified actuator gains can be investigated.

To obtain better control results, the original controllers are not significantly changed. Only the position
of one zero (z2) and one pole (p2) as well as the controller gain (Kc) are adjusted. The resulting
adapted controllers for the corrected ideal model (COR) and the model based on the actuator
calibration measurements (MES) are presented in table 12.3.

Table 12.4 shows that the adaptation of the controllers resulted in closed loop step responses that are
faster and have less overshoot compared to the step responses obtained with the original controllers.
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Chapter 13

Conclusions of PART 2

135

This final chapter of part 2 of this M.Sc.-thesis contains the conclusions of chapters 10, 11 and 12 and
the overall conclusions for the complete graduation work.

13.1 Processing the calibration mea.urement data of the
te.t .etup .en.or

Two sets of measurement expectation values are now available for the 25 linear sensor model
parameters of the prototype. The first set was calculated with the ideal sensor model in [1], the other
set was extracted from the available calibration measurement data of the test setup sensor. The latter
set showed significant couplings from the vertical rotor position (z) to all sensor outputs. These
couplings are not present in the ideal set. The 5 sensor offset voltages can be easily extracted from
calibration measurement data, but they cannot be predicted, because they depend on the used sensor
electronics.

Position estimation tests have proven that a linear sensor model is applicable, at least for the static
measurements performed on the sensor replica. There are three main differences between the sensor
replica and the sensor system of the prototype:
• The horizontal coil cores are the orientation sensor electrodes of the prototype.
• The electromagnetic actuator system is present and active in the prototype.
• The sensor system of the prototype must be able to measure rotor movements (horizontal lift-off

and mirror tilting). So it is used dynamic instead of just static.
These differences could influence the functioning of the sensor system of the prototype.

The sensitivity of the orientation sensors must be improved. Luckily the rotation sensor electrodes of
the prototype are shaped differently as the ones of the replica, which will probably result in better
functionality .

It was discovered that the sensitivity for vertical translations of the horizontal sensor output voltages
can be used to find the horizontal coordinates of the operating point of the rotor: the center of the
stator.

For the optimization of the linear sensor model that is based on the static calibration measurements,
two choices must be made:
• Extract the linear sensor coupling parameters by hand or use an automatic extraction method.
• Optimize the linear sensor model for the full sensor range or only near the operating point of the

rotor.

13.2 Design of a calibration setup for the prototype

A lack of means (people and money) forced to start with a simple calibration setup for the sensor of
the prototype, where the rotor is fixated by a clamping device: the expansion gripper.
Micromanipulators can be used to perform static sensor calibration measurements for 4 sensors (u, v,
z and a). For calibration of the other rotation angle (13) the device has to be reinstalled, rotated over a
90· angle around the z-axis of the stator frame.
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Extra options for the calibration setup are discussed, like:
• Various (flexible) connection links.
• The integration of a ForcelTorque sensor for full actuator calibration.
• A rotor release mechanism that avoids the lift-off problem of the rotor and could be used for

controller testing.

Instructions for the installation and use of the calibration setup are given. Also the maximum range
(horizontal, vertical and rotation) of the rotor in the setup is calculated.

13.3 Control

A linear model apprOXimation for the rotor in its operating point, the center of the stator, has been
calculated, based on the corrected and improved ideal model (Part 1) of the prototype with gravity
added to the system. The linear model is expressed in device parameters, which provides insight for
control engineering and facilitates the implementation of improvements for possible future prototype
designs. The linear model is presented in the standard State Space Model notation and shows which
device parameters cause transfers between the inputs and outputs of the system.

Also the transfer function matrix of the linear model was calculated. It contains four non-diagonal
elements, which represent (unwanted) couplings between the inputs and outputs of the system.
These unwanted couplings have three causes:
• The optical center point of the mirror and the center of gravity of the rotor do not coincide.
• The work-lines through the points of attack of actuator forces do not cross the center of gravity of

the rotor.
• The actuators that have to compensate gravity act in the direction of the normal axis of the mirror.

When the rotor is tilted, this normal axis does not lie on the work-line of the gravity.

Relative Gain Array (RGA) matrices are calculated to investigate the effect of the couplings, for the
frequency domain of the system. Because the RGA matrices are almost equal to the Identity matrix for
the whole frequency domain of the system, it can be concluded that the choice in [1] to consider the
system as fully decoupled, was justified.

Lastly, the original controllers proposed for the prototype in [1] were tested on the corrected ideal
model and the expected model (based on the actuator calibration in [1] that indicated even weaker
actuators). The controllers seemed robust enough to cope with the possible smaller actuator gains
and the added gravity. However, adaptation of the controllers resulted in faster feedback systems with
less overshoot in the step-response compared to the original control results.

13.4 Main conclusions

No crucial theoretical mistakes were found in the design and modeling of the prototype of the
magnetically levitated tilting mirror presented in [1]. So in theory the system could be operational.

However, several theoretical- and sloppy mistakes were corrected. Also some analyses were
supplemented. Together these improvements resulted in a more accurate and complete modeling and
calibration of the system.

The essential (re)calibration of the capacitive sensor system has been prepared with:
• The design and production of a calibration setup.
• The investigation of how to process the calibration measurement data, to obtain an optimal linear

sensor model.

With the RGA analysis performed on a calculated approximating linear model, it is shown that this
MIMO system can be contemplated as a decoupled system in its intended frequency domain. Via
simulations with an ideal nonlinear model of the system, it is shown that five simple SISO controllers
can keep the rotor in the middle of stator, but are also capable of performing the rotor lift-off at the
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start up of the prototype. The five 5150 controllers proposed in [1] are slightly adapted (for mistakes,
added gravity and expected weaker actuators) to get a better performance.

Despite the thorough preparations, the necessary practical execution on the prototype did not take
place (by a lack of time and means). 50 the sensor system of the prototype hasn't been recalibrated
yet and therefore the adapted controllers could not be tested on the real device. This means that the
prototype still isn't operational.

13.5 Additional commentary

This thesis doesn't contain radical suggestions for improvements of the prototype design, or the
proposed calibration procedures in [1], because the emphasis was on making the available prototype
operational, not redesigning it.

However, a proposal for two simple improvements would be:
• For the next design, try to let the point to be controlled (the optical center point of the mirror)

coincide with the center of gravity of the rotor. Also let the actuator forces act on the center of
gravity, so that unwanted couplings (torques) are avoided.

• The long flat-cable that transports high frequency digital modulation signals of the sensor system
could be replaced by short coaxial cable, to reduce signal noise and other disturbances.

Possible practical problems that can be expected are:
• The double function of the vertical actuators, lifting the rotor (against gravity) and rotating the rotor

to get a preferred mirror orientation, combined with the expected smaller actuator gains, could lead
to instability when the rotor is tilted.

• When the sensitivity of the rotation sensors is not imprOVed by the differently shaped sensor
electrodes of the prototype, there could be a problem with the sensor electronics.

• The ambiguous use of reference frames has probably led to at least one faulty electrical wire
connection, so it would be smart to check the wiring of the complete prototype.
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14.2 Literature survey
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As part of the graduation process, a literature survey was carried out to support the work on the tilting
mirror project. The survey was executed from August 1 till October 15 in the year 2002. The search
focused on articles and papers that where directly available, either as hardcopy in the TU/e library or
as a digital pdf-file.

An extensive report on the survey was written. Some parts of that report are also presented in this
thesis. In particular the list of found literature (subsection 14.2.1), important publications (subsection
14.2.2) and a table showing the links between the contents of the pUblications and the main research
subjects of the tilting mirror project and the prototype (subsection 14.2.3).
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MAGNETIC BEARINGS.
Magnetics, IEEE Transactions on , Volume: 38 Issue: 1 Part: 2 , Jan. 2002 Pagels): 250 -256
Useful; Full-text: (00990115.pdf)

[L57) Motee, N. and M.S. de Queiroz, Y. Fang, D.M. Dawson
ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARING CONTROL WITH ZERO STEADY-STATE POWER LOSS.
American Control Conference, 2002. Proceedings of the 2002 , Volume: 1 , 2002
Pagels): 827 -832
Useful; Full·text: (01024917.pdf)

[L58] Chln.Teng Lin and Chong.Plng Jou
GA-BASED FUZZY REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FOR CONTROL OF A MAGNETIC BEARING SYSTEM.
Systems, Man and Cybernetics, Part B, IEEE Transactions on , Volume: 30 Issue: 2 , April 2000, Pagels): 276 ·289
Might be Useful; Full-text: (00836376.pdf)

[L59] Tsiotras, P. and E. Velenis
LOW-BIAS CONTROL OF AMBS SUBJECT TO SATURATION CONSTRAINTS.
Control Applications, 2000. Proceedings of the 2000 IEEE International Conference on , 2000, Pagels): 138 -143
Might be Useful; Full-text: (00897413.pdf)
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[l60] Knospe, C.R.
THE NONLINEAR CONTROL BENCHMARK EXPERIMENT.
American Control Conference, 2000. Proceedings of the 2000 , Volume: 3 , 2000
Pagels): 2134 -2138 vol.3
Useful; Full-text: (00879578.pdf)

[l61] Li, L. and J. Mao
FEEDBACK L1NEARISATION OF MAGNETIC BEARING ACTUATORS FOR A UNIFORM UPPER BOUND OF
FORCE SLEW RATE.
Electric Power Applications, lEE Proceedings- , Volume: 146 Issue: 4, July 1999, Pagels): 378 -382
Might be Useful; Full-text: (00796069.pdf)

[l62] Duan, G.R. and Z.Y. Wu, C.M. Bingham, D. Howe
ROBUST ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARING CONTROL USING STABILIZING DYNAMICAL COMPENSATORS.
Electric Machines and Drives, 1999. International Conference IEMD '99,1999, Pagels): 493 -495
Very Useful; Full-text: (00769156.pdf)

[l63] Kai-Yew Lum and V.T. Coppola, D.S. Bernstein
ADAPTIVE AUTOCENTERING CONTROL FOR AN ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARING SUPPORTING A ROTOR WITH
UNKNOWN MASS IMBALANCE.
Control Systems Technology, IEEE Transactions on, Volume: 4 Issue: 5, Sept. 1996, Pagels): 587 -597
Very Useful; Full-text: (00531925.pdf)

[l64] Zhang Siyi and Zhao Lei, Zhang Xiantong, Zhang qing chun
IMPROVEMENT OF PHASE MARGIN OF AMB CONTROL SYSTEM BY FLUX TIME DERIVATIVE.
Computer, Communication, Control and Power Engineering. Proceedings. TENCON '93., 1993 IEEE Region 10
Conference on Part: 40000 , 1993, Pagels): 544 -547 vol.4
Useful; Full-text: (00320552.pdf)

[l65] Williams, R.D., F.J. Keith, P.E. Allaire
DIGITAL CONTROL OF ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARINGS.
Industrial Electronics, IEEE Transactions on, Volume: 37 Issue: 1 , Feb. 1990, Pagels): 19 -27
Might be Useful; Full-text: (00045839.pdf)

[l66] Ming Cheng and K.T. Chau, C.C. Chan, E. Zhou, X. Huang
NONLINEAR VARYING-NETWORK MAGNETIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS FOR DOUBLY SALIENT PERMANENT
MAGNET MOTORS.
Magnetics, IEEE Transactions on , Volume: 36 Issue: 1 Part: 2 , Jan. 2000, Pagels): 339 -348
Useful; Full-text: (00822544.pdf)

[l67] Morera, X.A. and AG. Espinosa
MODELING OF CONTACT BOUNCE OF AC CONTACTOR.
Electrical Machines and Systems, 2001. ICEMS 2001. Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on , Volume:
1 , 2001, Pagels): 174 -177 vol. 1
Useful; Full-text: (00970637.pdf)

[l68] Hung, J.Y.
MAGNETIC BEARING CONTROL USING FUZZY lOGIC.
Industry Applications, IEEE Transactions on, Volume: 31 Issue: 6, Nov.-Dec. 1995, Pagels): 1492 -1497
Useful; Full-text: (00475746.pdf)

[l69] Wang, T.C. and Yeou-Kuang Tzeng
A NEW ELECTROMAGNETIC lEVITATION SYSTEM FOR RAPID TRANSIT AND HIGH SPEED
TRANSPORTATION.
Magnetics, IEEE Transactions on, Volume: 30 Issue: 6 Part: 1-2, Nov. 1994, Pagels): 4734 -4736
Useful; Full-text: (00334205.pdf)

[l70] Abrl, A and R. Nordgren, S. Kjellnas, L. Banghammar, S. Lindgren
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETS AND CONTACT SYSTEMS IN lOW VOLTAGE CURRENT
LIMITING CIRCUIT BREAKERS.
Magnetics. IEEE Transactions on, Volume: 26 Issue: 2 , March 1990, Pagels): 960 -963
Might be Useful; Full-text: (00106478.pdf)

[l71] Srairi, K. and M.Feliachl, Z. Ren
ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTUATOR BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS USING FINITE ELEMENT AND PARAMETRIZATION
METHODS.
Magnetics, IEEE Transactions on, Volume: 31 Issue: 6 Part: 2 , Nov. 1995, Pagels): 3497 -3499
Useful; Full-text: (00489548.pdf)

[l72] Charara, A and J. de Mlras, B. Caron
NONLINEAR CONTROL OF A MAGNETIC lEVITATION SYSTEM WITHOUT PREMAGNETIZATION.
IEEE Transaction on Control Systems Technology., vol 4, pp.513-523, Sept. 1996
Useful; FUll-text; Source: Snowball method
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[L73] Levine, J. and J. Lottin, J.C. Ponsart
A NONLINEAR APPROACH TO THE CONTROL OF MAGNETIC BEARINGS.
IEEE Transaction on Control Systems Technology., vol 4, pp.S24-S44, sept. 1996
Useful; Full-text; Source: Snowball method

[L74] Namerlkawa, T and M. Fujita
MODELING AND ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF A MAGNETIC SUSPENSION SYSTEM CONSIDERING
STRUCTURED UNCERTAINTIES.
Proc. 36'" IEEE Conf.Decision Contr., 1997, pp. 2559-2564
Very Useful; Full-text; Source: Snowball method

[L75] Nakashima, K. and T. Tsujlno, T. FuJII
MULTIVARIABLE CONTROl OF A MAGNETIC LEVITATION SYSTEM USING CLOSED LOOP IDENTIFICATION
AND H~ CONTROL THEORY.
Proc. 3S'" IEEE Conf. Decision Contr., 1996, pp. 3668-3673
Useful; FUll-text; Source: Snowball method

[L76] Trumper, D. and S. Olson, P. Subrahmanyan
LINEARIZING CONTROL OF MAGNETIC SUSPENSION SYSTEMS.
IEEE Transaction on Control Systems Technology., vol 5, pp.427-437, July. 1997
Very Useful; Full-text; Source: Snowball method

[L77] Charara, A and B. Caron, G. Lemarquand
MODELLING AND NONINTERACTIVE CONTROL OF AN ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARING.
International-Journal-of-Applied-Electromagnetics-in-Materials. vol.2, no.4; April 1992; p.359-68.
Check on TUfe campus

[L78] KwangSuk-Jung and YoonSu-Baek (Dept. of Mech. Eng., Yonsei Univ., seoul, South Korea)
DESIGN, MODELING, AND CONTROL OF A NOVEL SIX D.O.F POSITIONING SYSTEM USING MAGNETIC
LEVITATION.
IEICE-Transactions-on-Electronics. Dec. 2000; E83-C(12): 1937-49.
Inst. Electron. Inf. & Commun. Eng
Check on TUfe campus

[L79] Chln-E.-Lln and Jinn-Yln-Wang (Inst. of Aeronaut. & Astronaut., Cheng Kung Univ., Tainan, Taiwan)
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A 5-DOF MAGNETIC LEVITATED PLATFORM.
Proceedings-of-the-National-Science-Council,-Republic-of-China,-Part-A-Physical-Science-and-Engineering. Sept.
1997; 21(S): 428-436.
PUBLISHER: Nail. Sci. Council, Taiwan
Check on TUfe campus

[L80] Fouad, FA and T.W Nehl, NA Demerdash (Virginia Polytech. Inst. & State Univ., Blacksburg, VA, USA)
MAGNETIC FIELD MODELING OF PERMANENT MAGNET TYPE ELECTRONICALLY OPERATED
SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES USING FINITE ELEMENTS.
IEEE-Transactions-on-Power-Apparatus-and-Systems. vol.PAS-l00, nO.9; Sept. 1981; p.4125-4135.
Check on TUfe campus

[L81) Gaspalou, B. and F. Colamartino, C. Marchand, Z. Ren (CNRS, Paris Univ. VI-XI, Gif-sur-Yvette, France)
SIMULATION OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTUATOR BY A COUPLED MAGNETOMECHANICAL MODELLING.
COMPEL-The-International-Journal-for-Computation-and-Malhematics-in-Electrical-and-Electronit-Engineering. Dec.
1995; 14(4): 203-6.
PUBLISHER: MCB University Press
Check on TUfe campus

[L82) Gul, E. and WD. Seider, l.H. Ungar (Dept. of Chem. Eng., Pennsylvania Univ., Philadelphia, PA, USA)
CONTROL OF NONLINEAR PROCESSES USING QUALITATIVE REASONING.
Computers-&-Chemical-Engineering. vol. 18, suppl.issue; 1994; p.S189-93.
Check on TUfe campus

[L83) D. Lynch and A. Alleyne (Dept. of Mech. & Ind. Eng., Illinois Univ., Urbana, IL, USA)
VELOCITY SCHEDULED DRIVER ASSISTED CONTROl.
International-Journal-of-Vehicle-Design. vo1.29, no.1-2; 2002; p.1-22.
Check on TUfe campus

[L84) Nonaml, K. and H. Ueyama, Y. Segawa
H CONTROL OF MILLING AMB SPINDLE.
JSME International Journal, Series C: Dynamics, Control, Robotics, Design and Manufacturing, Volume 39, Issue 3,
September 1996, Pages 502-508
Check on TUfe campus

[L85] Antlla, M
ELECTROMECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF RADIAL ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARINGS.
Acta Polytechnica SCandinavica, Electrical Engineering Series, 1998, Pages 2-94
Check on TUfe campus
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[L86] Dol, T. and K. Yoshida, Y. Tamai, K. Kono, K. Naito, T. Ono
FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC VIBRATION FEEDER (APPLICATION OF TWO-DEGREES-OF
FREEDOM PROPORTIONAL PLUS INTEGRAL PLUS DERIVATIVE CONTROLLER WITH NONLINEAR ELEMENn.
JSME International Journal, Series C: Mechanical Systems, Machine Elements and Manufacturing, Volume 44, Issue
1, 2001, Pages 44-52
Check on TUle campus

[L87] Foggla, A. and N. Burals, l. Krahenbuhl, A. Nicolas (Dept. d'Electrotech., CNRS, Ecully, France)
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF A FAST ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTUATOR.
IEEE-Transactions-on-Magnetics. Sept. 1984; MAG-20(5) pt. 2: 1942-4.
Check on TUie campus

[L88] Kasarda, M. and J. Imlach, P.A. Balajl, J.T. Marshall
CONCURRENT USE OF MAGNETIC BEARINGS FOR ROTOR SUPPORT AND FORCE SENSING FOR THE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION OF MANUFACTURING PROCESSES.
Proceedings-of-the-SPIE --The-International-Society-for-Optical-Engineering. vol.3985; 2000; p.352-363.
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L89] Shyh-Leh-Chen and Tlng-Chyl-Yeh
MODELING AND ROBUST CONTROL OF A 4-POLE MAGNETIC ROTOR-BEARING SYSTEM WITH OPTIMAL
BIAS CURRENTS.
Journal-of-the-Chinese-Society-of-Mechanical-Engineers. April 2002; 23(2): 173-83.
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L90] Shi, J.
MODELLING AND FUZZY LOGIC CONTROL OF AN ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARING SYSTEM.
MS'97.-Proceedings-of-the-Third-International-Conference-on-Modelling-and-Simulation. 1997: 194-9. Ed. by A.
Zayegh.
Dept. of Electr. & Electron. Eng., Victoria Univ. of Technol., Melbourne, Vic., Australia
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L91] Chln-E.-Lin and Huei-Long-Jou (Inst. of Aeronaut. & Astronaut., Nat. Cheng Kung Univ., Tainan, Taiwan)
MODEL ATTITUDE CONTROL FOR MAGNETIC SUSPENSION WIND TUNNEl.
Proceedings-of-the-National-Science-Council,-Republic-of-China,-Part-A-Physical-Science-and-Engineering. May
1997; 21 (3): 222-32.
PUBLISHER: Natl. Sci. Council, Taiwan
COUld be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L92] Tchaban, V. and Y. Kovlvchak, V. Maday (Lviv Polytech. Nat. Univ., Ukraine)
SIMULATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF ELECTROMAGNET.
MA'2001-Lvivo -International-Conference-on-Modeling-and-Simulation.-Proceedings. 2001: 19-20.
PUBLISHER: Lviv Polytechnic National Univeristy, Lviv, Ukraine
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L93] Shaglrov, EA.
SIMULATION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD AND ION TRAJECTORIES IN A DEFLECTING ELECTROMAGNET.
Computational-Mathematics-and-Modeling. July-Sept. 1992; 3(3): 347-51.
Could be usefUl, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L94] Sadowski, N. and Y. Lefevre, M. Lajole-Mazenc, J.P.A. Bastos (Lab. d'Electrotech. et d'Electron. CNRS, Toulouse,
France)
CALCULATION OF TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCES IN AN AXISYMMETRICAL ELECTROMAGNET
WITH CONDUCTIVE SOLID PARTS.
COMPEL-The-International-Joumal-for-Computation-and-Mathematics-in-Electrical-and-Electronic-Engineering.
March 1992; 11(1): 173-6.
Could be usefUl, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L95] Chlampi, M., A. Piazzoll, E. Serra, M. Tartaglia (Istituto Elettrotechnico Nazionale Galileo Ferraris, Torino, Italy)
MODELLING ANALYSIS OF A DC ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTACTOR.
International-Journal-of-Modelling-and-Simulation. 1990; 10(1}: 22-6.
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L96] Chlampl, M. and M. Tartaglia (lstiMo Elettrotecnico Nazionale Galileo Ferraris, Torino, Italy)
ELECTROMAGNET MODEL THROUGH MAGNETIC FIELD ANALYSIS.
International-Journal-of-Modelling-and-Simulation. 1987; 7(1): 43-6.
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L97] Gennann, l.M.; D.R. Lutter (Left Hand Design Corp., Longmont, CO, USA)
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC ACTUATOR WITH SIMPLE MAGNETIC PATH INCREASES EFFICIENCY AND REDUCES
COST.
Proceedings-of-the-SPIE-The-International-Society-for-Optical-Engineering. 1996; 2665: 84-92.
PUBLISHER: SPIE-Int. Soc. Opt. Eng
Could be usefUl, but no (hard)copy directly available
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[L98] Boukhtache, S. and Z. Ren, A. Razek (CNRS, Paris VI Univ., France)
MODELLING OF MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTUATOR ACCOUNTING FOR
DAMPER EFFECT
ICEM-94.-lntemational-Conference-on-Electrical-Machines. 1994: 134-9 vol.3.
PUBLISHER: Soc. Electr. Electron, Paris, France
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L99] Nowak, L.(lnst. of Ind. Electr. Eng., Poznan Tech. Univ., Poland)
DYNAMIC OPERATION OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTUATOR TAKING NONLINEARITY AND EDDY
CURRENTS INTO ACCOUNT.
15th-Symposium.-Electromagnetic-Phenomena-in-Nonlinear-Ci rcuits. -Proceedings. -EPNC'98. 1998: 26-9.
PUBLISHER: Polish Soc. Theoretical & Appl. Electr. Eng, Poznan, Poland
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L100] Ylng, TF. and H.H. Chlu, C.L. Liang, Y.T. Huang, H.H. Cheng, C.D. Wu (Mater. Res. Lab., Ind. Technol. Res. Inst.,
Hsinchu, Taiwan)
DYNAMIC MODELING OF EM ACTUATOR FOR CAMERA SHUTIER.
MRL-Bulletin-of-Research-and-Development. Ocl. 1991; 5(2): 27-30.
Could be usefUl, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L101] Wagner, N.G. and K. Steff
DYNAMIC LABYRINTH COEFFICIENTS FROM A HIGH-PRESSURE FULL-SCALE TEST RIG USING MAGNETIC
BEARINGS.
NASA Conference PUblication, 1997, Pages 95-111
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L102] Wang, H. and Z. Wu
EFFECTS OF AMB PARAMETERS ON THE DYNAMIC STABILITY OF THE ROTOR.
Applied Mathematics and Mechanics (English Edition), Volume 15, Issue 4, April 1994, Pages 347-351
Not available on TU/e campus (series only got to 1986, searched by ISSN number)
Could be usefUl, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L103] Sheu, Jla·Shlng and Tyng-Ych Wu, Jyh.Chlng Juang
MODELING AND ROBUST CONTROL OF A MAGNETIC BEARING SYSTEM.
Journal of the Chinese Institute of Engineers, Transactions of the Chinese Institute of Engineers,Series AlChung-kuo
Kung Ch'eng Hsuch K'an, Volume 22, Issue 2,1999, Pages 139-148
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L 104] Chen, Shyh-Leh and Tlng-Chyi Yeh
MODELING AND ROBUST CONTROL OF A 4-POLE MAGNETIC ROTOR-BEARING SYSTEM WITH OPTIMAL
BIAS CURRENTS.
Journal of the Chinese Society of Mechanical Engineers, Transactions of the Chinese Institute of Engineers, Series
C/Chung-Kuo Chi Hsueh Kung Ch'eng Hsuebo Pao, Volume 23, Issue 2, 2002 April, Pages 173-183
Could be usefUl, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L105] Tsunashlma, H. and T Fujioka, M. Abe, K. Sasaki
INFLUENCE OF GUIDEWAY SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON A MAGNETICALLY LEVITATED VEHICLE WITH
MECHANICAL LEVITATION CONTROL (4TH REPORT, INFLUENCE OF NONLINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF
MAGNEn·
Nippon Kikai Gakkai Ronbunshu, C HenlTransactions of the Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers, Part C, Volume
62, Issue 594, February 1996, Pages 530-535
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L106] Tsunash'ma, H. and T Fujioka, M. Abe
DYNAMICS OF A MECHANICALLY CONTROLLED PERMANENT MAGNET SUSPENSION FOR MAGLEV
TRANSPORT VEHICLE.
Transportation Systems; American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Dynamic Systems and Control Division
(Publication) DSC, Volume 54,1994, Pages 265-275
Could be usefUl, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L107] Roberts, P.w. and P. Tcheng
STRAIN-GAGE BALANCE CALIBRATION OF A MAGNETIC SUSPENSION AND BALANCE SYSTEM.
ICIASF Record, International Congress on Instrumentation in Aerospace Simulation Facilities, 1987, Pages 308-321
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L108] Brusa, G.and A. Riccardi, S. Ragland, S. Esposito, C. Del Vecchio, L. Flnl, P. StefanIn', v. Blllottl, P. Ranfagnl,
P.; Sallnarl et al.
ADAPTIVE SECONDARY P30 PROTOTYPE: LABORATORY RESULTS.
Proceedings of SPIE - The International Society for Optical Engineering, Volume 3353, Issue 2,1998, Pages 764-775
Could be usefUl, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L109] Durall, M. and H. Batenl
NONLINEAR BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL OF ACTIVE ELECTROMAGNETIC BEARINGS.
International Journal of Modelling and Simulation, Volume 19, Issue 4, 1999, Pages 397-404
Could be usefUl, but no (hard)copy directly available
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[L110] Brusa, G. and A. Riccardi, V. Biliotti, C. Del Vecchio, P. Salinari, P. Stefanini, P. Matengazza, R. Biasi, M.
Andrighettoni, Franchini et al.
ADAPTIVE SECONDARY MIRROR FOR THE 6.5M CONVERSION OF THE MULTIPLE MIRROR TELECOSPE:
FIRST LABORATORY TESTING RESULTS.
Proceedings of SPIE - The International Society for Optical Engineering, Volume 3762, 1999, Pages 38-49 (this paper
is like 21CU)
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L111] Barrett, TK. and D.G. Bruns, TJ. Brinkley, D.G. Sandler, B.C. FitzPatrick, J.R.P. Angel, T Rhoadanner
ADAPTIVE SECONDARY MIRROR FOR THE 6.5-M MMT
Proceedings of SPIE - The International Society for Optical Engineering, Volume 3353, Issue 2,1998, Pages 754-763
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

[L112] Liu, S.and H. Xu, L. Yu
ROBUST PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DIFFERENTIAL CONTROLLER DESIGN BASED ON H INFINITY THEORY
FOR ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARING.
Hsi-An Chiao Tung Ta Hsueh/Journal of Xi'an Jiaotong University, Volume 35, Issue 6, 2001 June, Pages 625
628+651
Could be useful, but no (hard)copy directly available

14.2.2 Important literature survey results

Table 14.1 Publications rated as Very Useful.

Article Year Subject
L21 2002 An electro maanetically driven X-Y-a stage.
L30 2001 The modellina of an electromagnetic actuator.
L39 2002 Real-time adaptive control of AMB's using LPV models.
L46 2000 Self-tunina control of electromagnetic levitation systems.
L51 1996 A simple dynamic model for Eddy currents in a magnetic actuator.
L54 2002 A framework for anti-windup, bumpless transfer and reliable designs.
L55 2002 Supervisory multiple regime control (controller switching).
L62 1999 Robust AMB control.
L63 1996 Adaptive autocentering control for an AMB.
L74 1997 ModelinQ and robustness analysis of a maQnetic suspension system.
L76 1997 LinearizinQ control of maQnetic suspension systems.

Table 14.2 Publications that contain information about a nearly similar device.

Article Year Subject
L21 2002 An electro magnetically driven X-Y-e stage.
L27 2002 The design and control of a maglev positioner.
L41 2000 3-00F micro-positioning system using EM actuators and air bearings.
L42 2001 A moving magnet type precision miniature platform for fine positioning and compliant motion.
L50 1999 A single mirror tip/tilt laser scanner.

Table 14.3 Publications that contain information about quite similar devices.

Article Year Subject
L22 2002 The desiQn and control of an electrostatic micro-actuator.
L26 1996 Real-time motion control of a multi-OOF spherical motor.
L34 1990 The design and characterization of a linear motion piezCH!lectric micro-positioner.
L43 2000 The design, implementation and self-tuning adaptive control of a maglev guiding system.
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14.2.3 Relation between literature contents and the main re.earch
topic.

Matrix table 14.4 shows a summery of the relation between the contents of found literature and the
main research sUbjects of the tilting mirror prototype.

Valuation of the literature: (VU = Very useful, U = useful, MU = Might be useful).

The publication's contents is marked in the corresponding columns:
(Black marking = sUbject is worked out in publication; Grey marking = subject is only mentioned in
publication; Simulation: A = (Magnetic) Actuator, S = Sensor, C = Controller).

Table 14.4 Relation between the contents of found literature and the project.

VU L1 2001
I U L2 2002

U L3 1998
MU L4 1998
U L5 2002
U L6 1996
U L7 1999 AC
U L8 1998 A
U L9 1994 A

MU L10 1999 S
MU L11 1997
MU L12 2000 C
MU L13 1999
U L14 1997
U L15 1997 C

MU L16 2002
U L17 2001 AC
U L18 2000 C
U L19 1996
U L20 1993

VU L21 2002
MU L22 2002
MU L23 1999 S
U L24 1997
U L25 2002

MU L26 1996
U L27 2002

MU L28 1997
U L29 2001

VU L30 2001
MU L31 2000 A
MU L32 1997 S
MU L33 1996
MU L34 1990 A
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U L35 2001
U L36 2000

MU L37 1996
MU L38 2001
VU L39 2002 AC
MU L40 2002
U L41 2000
U L42 2001
U L43 2000 AC

MU L44 1999
MU L45 1994
VU L46 1999
U L47 2002
U L48 2002
U L49 2001
U L50 1999

VU L51 1996
MLI L52 2000
MU L53 1996
VU L54 2002
VU L55 2002
U L56 2002
U L57 2002

MU L58 2000
MU L59 2000
U L60 2000

MLI L61 1999
VU L62 1999
VU L63 1996
U L64 1993

MU L65 1990
U L66 2000
U L67 2001 A
U L68 1995 AC
U L69 1994

MU L70 1990 A
U L71 1995
U L72 1996 AC
U L73 1996

VU L74 1997 AC
U L75 1996 AC

VU L76 1997 EXP.

• The valuation is based on the complete paper. The columns 4-13 are marked when a paper contains information about the
subject belonging to it. It doesn't necessarily mean the content of that subject is valuated.

.. Multiple controllers working together to control one device, not multiple controllers that are being compared, controlling the
same device separately.
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14.3 Used Internet web-pages

Master ofScience Thesis

[W1] Festo AG & Co, KG
Manufacturer of amongst other things: vacuum systems, suction cups and suction grippers,
www.festo.com

[W2] Sensor Show
Sorted links to all kinds of sensor manufacturers,
www.sensorshow.com

[W3] Bokam Engineering Inc,
Producer of multi-axis Force sensors,
www.bokam.com

[W4] ATllndustrial Automation
Producer of multi-axis ForcefTorque transducers,
www.ati.com

14.4 Used software

[51] MATLAB" 5,3 R11
The MathWorks Inc" 1999
Mathematical software package (especially for matrix manipulations and control engineering),

[52] Mathematica 2,2,3 For Windows
Wolfram Research Inc, 1994
Mathematical software package (especially for computer algebra),

[53] DesignCAD 3DMAX
2001
Mechanical engineering design tool.
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After reading the Ph.D.-thesis [1]. I was impressed by how relative simple techniques were combined
to form a complex whole: the prototype of the magnetically levitated tilting mirror.

What I found was an intelligent design merging several fields of electrical engineering
(electromagnetism, electronics, modeling and control).

Unfortunately, the Ph.D.-thesis proved not to be flawless. It is my impression that one person alone
working on a complex project makes the work vulnerable for (unintentional) mistakes. Reviewing of
the work [1) by others would have saved me a lot of work and time and it might even resulted in an
operational device at the end of the Ph.D. period.

Although the device still is not operational, I think I have made a step forward towards making it stable,
after first setting a step back, making the Ph.D.-thesis corrections and supplements (Part 1).

In general, with my work I hope to have made a valuable contribution to the research of the MBS-CS
division.
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Appendix A Corrected expressions
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A.1 Corrected formula for I..Y. [1, (D.16)]

Rotor-part A is part of a sphere with radius R. When the sphere is thought of as a stack of horizontal
flat discs, its moment of inertia can be calculated with the standard inertia of a disc and the Steiner
rule [2]:

IDISC = %(dm)~ + (dm)z2

r is radius of a disc at height z: r = ~R2 - Z2

dm is the mass of the disc: dm = mDISC = PArrr~'dz = PAI'rr (R2- z2)dz

Combining (A. 1), (A.2) and (A.3) yields:

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

Now the total moment of inertia (around the x-axis of the rotor) of part A can be calculated taking the
sum of all horizontal discs between z = -R and z = -a, together forming the spherical shape A:

IA.V • = zT IDISC = rr~A1 z=J(R 4 +2R2z2-3z 4 )dz = rr~A1 [R 4 z +fR2z 3 -tz5l::=~ =
z=-R z=-R

(A.S)

A.2 Corrected formula for Ie,Y. [1, (D.18)]

Proposed corrections for this formula are:
Parameter b should be r,. Parameter hpM should be replaced by a + h2. The last a in the formula
should have a minus-sign. The last cylinder-term should have a minus-sign (caused by unnecessary
and therefore only confusing nesting!!!)

The corrected formula:

(A.6)
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A.3 Corrected formula for ID,Y. [1, (D.19)]

Master ofScience Thesis

Besides the typo (PFe switched for mD) the outcome of the calculation in [1] differs from mine:

h, 67.50 b

ID,•• = 4PFe J J J(h2
+r

2
sin

2
q» rdrdqJdh =

-h=-BlI'=22.5° r=r1

(A.7)

Remember this formula is just an approximation and the uncorrected Ph.D,-thesis parameter values
are used!

A.4 Corrected formula for I.,Y• [1, (D.20)]

The permanent magnets on the y-axis also have a Steiner distance of (a - hpM/2) in the -z-direction,

Together with their displacement in the y-direction (R) the total Steiner distance is ~R2 +(a-hPM/2)2

instead of only R. For this reason, the last term in the formula should be doubled:

(A.8)
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A.5 Corrected formulae for generated torque. by vertical coli.
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Formulae (3.14) are the corrections for division by the angle a of the total coil length over the top- and
bottom-part of a vertical coil. Together with the permanent magnet flux distribution, (3.14) can be used
to calculate the generated torques by the vertical coils. This is the magnitudes, not the directions!

Top part +a1: permanent magnet flux = -J/2 and is coupled Nvc[k;k
a

) times.

Bottom part +a2: permanent magnet flux = J/2 and is coupled Nvc(k;ka) times.

Together this gives for the +a coil:

<I> - -~N ((~) - (~)) - JNvc a
c:oupled,O,+O - 2 vc 2k 2k - 2k

The contribution to the total torque Toby the +a coil alone can now be calculated:

T = d<l>c:oupled,o,+o (I + I ) = JNvc (I + I )
+0 da 0' 2k 0 ,

Top part -a1: permanent magnet flux = -J/2 and is coupled Nvc ( k;ka) times.

Bottom part -a2: permanent magnet flux =J/2 and is coupled Nvc( k;ka) times.

Together this gives for the -a coil:

<I> = -~N ((~) - (~)) - - JNvc a
c:ouplod,O,-o 2 vc 2k 2k - 2k

The contribution to the total torque Toby the -a coil alone can now be calculated:

T = d<l>c:ouplod,O,-o (_I + I ) = _ JNvc (_I + I )
-0 da 0' 2k 0 ,

Combining (A. 10) and (A. 12) gives the total torque To:

T T JNvc ( I JNvc
0= +0 + T_o = -~ -21 0 -1, + ,) = -k-Io

The derivation of the magnitude of torque T~ is equivalent.

TUie Department of Electrical Engineering MBS·CS
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(A. 12)
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Appendix B Exact formulae for approximated
rotor parameters

The properties of rotor-part C and 0 can be calculated exactly using cylinder coordinates. To do this
properly, first the definition of the rotor dimensions has slightly been changed (section B.1). These
dimensions are only used in this appendix and the MATLAB®-file in which the numerical values of all
the rotor parameters are calculated. The results of the MATLAB®-calculations are presented in table
5.1 (see chapter 5).

B.1 Altered rotor dimensions

The illogical choice (for me) of rotor dimensions in [11 has been changed to simplify the correcting and
reviewing of found expressions. The altered definition of dimensions of the rotor is presented below.

Table 8.1 Rolor dimensions.

3

5

6
8

4
4.3

Rsin15° '" 2.07

Rcos15° '" 7.73

2.5/lan26.5° '" 5.01X1 mm

R mm

X2 mm

§· .....l_.I'~
a mm

A

I

:f4.-----'~
I

I:.

26.5°

Figure 8.1
Double cross-section of the rotor showing the dimensions of the rotor. Left side: uz-plane with X
shaped rotor leg. Right side: xz-plane with a permanent magnet.

B.2 Derivation of the z·coordlnate of the center of gravity

As figure B.1 and [1] show, the rotor is composed of parts that are positioned symmetrical around the
z-axis of the rotor. This means that the center of gravity of these separate parts (A, B, C and D) and
the composition of the four permanent magnets (E) are all located on the z-axis. Because of this
property, the center of gravity of the complete rotor is positioned on the z-axis too.

For the derivation of the (z-coordinate of the) center of gravity of an object, a mathematical integration
technique can be applied.
The following two properties are used:

CD The parts in which the integration is done are homogenous·,
so the mass density p is constant.
The total is the sum of the parts, so ITOT mTOT = I Idm (B.1)

" In reality the rotor-parts C and D consist of thin layers of iron (with a high magnetic permeability) that are glued together. The
layers of glue can and will be left out of consideration here.
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8ecause I is equal to the z-coordinate (8.1) can also be written as:

Since <D is valid, the masses in (8.2) can be converted to volumes:

ITOT pVTOT =Lzdm =LzpdV =Lzpdxdydz =Lzprdrd~z

When both sides of equation (8.3) are divided by p, the result is:

181

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

Formula (8.4) can be interpreted as follows:
Ldxdy (or pdrd<p) is the surface of the horizontal cross-section of an object at height z. This quantity
is multiplied by the height z. Subsequently these values are calculated and summarized over the total
height of the object. To get the wanted z-coordinate, this last sum must be divided by the total volume
of the object.

B.3 Exact formula for Ie

Parameter Ie is the z-coordinate of the center of gravity of rotor-part C. It is expressed with respect to
the plane z = O. For calculation purposes, rotor-part C will be divided in two parts, see figure 8.2. For
these parts the z-coefficient of the center of gravity (Ibote and Itope) will be calculated separately.
Subsequently these values are used to calculate the height of the center of gravity of the complete
part C.

___ h,

h,

x-axis

___ -a

Figure B.2
Half of rotor-part C with its dimensions drawn at the
vertical cross-section. The green bottom-part is a tube
and the red top-part is also a tube, cut off at an angle
of 15°.

r,

Bottom-part of C

The volume of the bottom-part of Cis:

h,

Vbote = TT f~12 -ri )dz = [TT~12 -ri )zt_a = TT~12 -ri1h2+a) =3.5689.10-7 1m3
]

Z=-8

(8.5)

The center of gravity of bottom-part C is positioned on the z-axis. A horizontal plane at half the height
would split this part in two equal halves. Consequently the center of gravity is located in this plane and
on the z-axis, so calculated with respect to the plane z = 0 this is:

lbote =(a~h2 -aJ= (h22-a) = -9.9808.10-4 1m]
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Top-part of e

The outer radius of this part is constant and equal to r,.
The inner radius is dependent on the height z: rin =(z / tan15°).

The volume of the top-part of Cis:

h, (( )2 J [ (1 J]h
1

V - TT r2- _z_ dz - TT r2z- .1z3

topC - zJ, , tan15° - 1 3 tan215° z=h,

Master ofScience Thesis

(B.7)

(B.8)

The z-coordinate of the center of gravity of the top-part of C can be calculated by substituting rout =r"
rin =(z / tan15°), (h2s z S hI) and (B.8) in formula (B.4):

h, (( J2 J [ (1 )]h'TT 2 Z TT 1221 4I =-- z r - -- dz--- -r z --ztopC V I 1 tan150 - V 2 1 4 tan2150
topC z=h2 topC z=ooh'l

(B.9)

Total parte

Using formula (B.1) and filling in (B.5), (B.6), (B.8) and (B.9) gives the z-coordinate of the center of
gravity of whole part C:

I ·V +1 ·VIc = bote botC topC topC = _ 7.6838.10-4 [m]
VbotC + VtopC

8.4 Exact formula for mD

(B.10)

For calculation purposes, rotor-part D will be divided up in several parts. First the mass of the total
D-ring (mOT) is calculated (see figure B.3). After that, the mass of the four cut-outs for the permanent
magnets (moeut) is calculated (see figure B.4). These two values are subtracted to obtain the mass of
rotor-part D: (mo =mOT - mDcut).

z-axis

Figure 8.3
Half of the total D-ring, so with the cut-outs
for the permanent magnets. Its dimensions
are drawn at the vertical cross-section.
The black bottom-part is a tube with a
spherical outer surface. The gray top-part
is also a tube with a spherical outer
surface, cut off at an angle of 15°.
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The surface of a horizontal cross-section of the total O-ring at height z =

2TT rovl 2TT foul 2TT

I IrdrdqJ = f I~2] dqJ = f I(r;ut -ri~ )dqJ = f[(r;ut -ri~)qJ]::0 =TT(r;ut -ri~)
9"=0 r=rln 11'=0 r=rjn 9"=0

The outer radius of this part is dependent on the height z: rout = ~R2 _Z2

Bottom-part O-ring

The inner radius of this part is constant: rin = r,.
Using (8.11) and (8.12), the volume of the bottom-part of the total O-ring is:

z=h1 h, h1

VbotDT = Lcross - sections = ITT (r;ut -ri~ )dz = TT I(R2- Z2 - r,2 )dz =
Z=-8 Z=-8 Z=-8

Top-part O-ring

The inner radius of this part is dependent on the height z: rin = (z I tan15°).

Using (8.11) and (8.12), the volume of the top-part of the total O-ring is:

Total O-ring

The mass of the total O-ring can now be calculated using (8.13) and (8.14):

mOT =PFe (VbotOT + VtOPOT) =2.9991.10.
3

[kg]

Cut-outs for permanent magnets

183

(8.11)

(8.12)

(8.13)

(8.14)

(8.15)

To get the mass of the four cut-outs for the permanent magnets, the same strategy is used as for the
calculation of mOT (since the cut-outs are imaginary parts of the O-ring). The cut-outs will also be split
up in two parts: a bottom-part (botOcut) and a top-part (topOcut). For both parts the surface of the
horizontal cross-section at height z will be determined. These surfaces will then be summarized over
the total height of the bottom- and top-part.

The resulting volumes of these calculations will be multiplied with the mass-density of the iron, to
obtain the total mass of the cut-outs (mOcut).
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However, there are two main differences with the previous calculations:

<D The integration is not done with respect to the z-axis of the rotor, but with respect to the cross
line of the two cut-out planes making an angle of 53°. This line is shifted over a distance X2 on
the x-axis of the rotor (see figure B.4b).

The integration radius of the bottom-part doesn't start at r = r1, but at the straight inner border
of the cut-out: r = rq> (see figure B.5).

Because the four cut-outs have the same shape and are symmetrical with respect to the vertical plane
(y = 0 for cut-outs on x-axis and x = 0 for cut-outs on y-axis), only 1/8 part of the total cut-outs will be
calculated. Later the outcome will be multiplied by 8 to obtain the total value.

Bottom-part Cut-outs

2.5'10-3 1m]
f----L..... x-axis

I
I
I ,
I ,

~
I X2 I X1 :
: i<ll:.f---'---)~:
" I

'".;: ):

y-axis

"(O,O,z-=::.-__~..L-_--

(a) (b)

Figure B.4
a) Horizontal cross-section in plane z = 0 of O-ring. On the y-axis the two cut-outs are removed and
the permanent magnets are placed. On the x-axis the borders of the cut-outs are drawn. In reality all
four cut-outs are replaced by permanent magnets. This drawing is only meant to give an idea of what
is going to be calculated.
b) Horizontal cross-section of one cut-out for a permanent magnet, showing the dimensions. The red
surface is 1/8 of the total surface of the cut-outs at a certain height z.

The inner radius of botDcut must be defined with respect to the new integration z-axis:

y-axis

Figure B.5
Partial horizontal cross-section (like figure B.4b),
defining the inner radius rq>, used for integration:

(8.16)I
I
I
I

),

,,
, X1:.

....- ....=-.........----f--.L-. x-axis
"(O,O,Z)
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The outer radius of botDcut must also be expressed with respect to the new integration z-axis. The
outer radius is a circle with the z-axis of the rotor perpendicular through its center-point. This circle can
be expressed with respect to the new integration z-axis using the following formula:

=> x2+ y2 +2xx2+ x~ -R~rcIe = 0 => {with: x2 +y2 =r2 and x = rcostp} =>

2 2 2 R2 _ 0 _ - 2X2COStp±~4X~COS2tp-4(X~ -R~rcle)
=> r + rx2costp +x2- circle - => rill - =>. 2

{with: sin2tp+cos2tp = 1} => r = -x2COStp+~R~rcle-x~Sin2tp (8.17)

Formula (8.17) can be used to convert the outer radius of the rotor-part D (8.12) to the integration z
axis:

(8.18)

Now (1/8 part of) the surface of a horizontal cross-section at height z of botDcut can be determined
using the formulae for rcp (8.16) and rout (8.18):

<P,

= {with: -x~sin2tp = X~COS2tp - x~} = Sl +S2 + S3 +S4 = fx~cos2tpdtp+
q>~O

These four integrals can be calculated one by one:

fl'2 1{J2

Sl = fX~COs2tpdtp = tx~ f(1+cos2tp)dtp = tX~[tp+tsin2tp]::o = tXHtp2 +tsin2tp2]
q>~O <P~O

S2 =- "'J (x2COStp~R2 _Z2 -x~sin2tp ) dtp = - u,~xr<P'( ~R2 _Z2 -x~sin2tp )d(X2sintp) =
q>~O u~O

u,~x,sin<p, ( ) 1[3, Standard ] I
= - f ~R2 _Z2 _u2 du = =

u~O integral (t.24)

[ { l]
~~~~

u 2 2 2 R2_Z2 . U
= - -~R -z -u + ---arcsi

2 2 ~R2_Z2
u=o
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'1'2

83 =t J(R2
_Z2 -x~)dlp = t[(R2

_Z2 -x~)lpl::o = t(R 2
_Z2 -X~)lp2

,,=0

Master ofScience Thesis

Finally, the surface (of 1/8 part) of a horizontal cross-section at height z of botOcut is:

(1/8 part of) the total volume of the bottom-parts of the cut-outs of the O-ring is calculated by
summarizing all the surfaces of the cross-sections (B.19) between the heights z = -a and z = hI:

(B.19)

= 2.11932909.10-8 1m3
] (MATLABGl> approximation) (B.20)

The integral is numerically approximated using the MATLABGl> quad-function. An analytical working-out
of the integral is presented in appendix E. This is done to compare the approximated value (B.20) with
the exact outcome.

It turns out that the quad-function returns an answer with an accuracy of 5 decimals, which is enough
for this application. From now on complex integrals won't be worked out analytically to save time and
avoid mistakes in (for humans) unmanageable large algebraic expressions.

Top-part Cut-outs

Both the outer and the inner radius of the top-part have to be converted to the new integration z-axis.
For the outer radius this was already done in (B.18) which is repeated below:

Formula (B.17) can be used to convert the inner radius of the top-part of the cut-outs
(rin = (z / tan 15°)) to the new integration z-axis:

(B.21)

(1/8 part of) the total volume of the top-parts of the cut-outs of the O-ring is calculated with a standard
volume integral using cylinder coordinates and the radii (B.18) and (B.21):
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hJ 1'2 fool hJ flJ2 h) fIJ?,

Vtopoc..t = J J JrdrdqJdz = t J J ~2 t::. dqJdz = t J J ~;ut -ri~ ]dqJdZ =
z=h1 11'=0 (=fro z=h, 11'=0 zo::h1 9'=0

hJ '1'2

= t J J(x~cos2qJ - 2X2COSqJ~R2 _Z2 -x~sin2qJ + R2_Z2 - x~sin2qJ +
z=h, rp=O

-Z2(1+ ; )]dqJdZ = 1.2298.10-9 [m 3
] (MATLA8® approximation) (8.22)

tan 150

Total Cut-outs

The total mass of the four cut-outs from the D-ring is found by combining the volume of the bottom
part (8.20) and the volume of the top-part (8.22):

Total part 0

Total mass of rotor-part D is calculated using (8.15) and (8.23):

mo = mOT - mOCUt = 1.5820.10.3 [kg]

The four cut-outs are mOeul ·100% = 47.25% of the total D-ring.
mOT

B.5 Exact formula for ID

(8.23)

(8.24)

(8.25)

Parameter 10 is the z-coordinate of the center of gravity of rotor-part D. It is expressed with respect to
the plane Z = O. The technique to calculate the z-coordinate of the center of gravity of an object has
been described in section 8.2, resulting in formula (8.4). This formula consists of two integrals. The
denominator is an integral calculating the volume of the object. The numerator is the same integral,
only the integrand is multiplied with the height z, before it is calculated.

For calculation purposes, rotor-part D will be divided up in the same parts as in the previous section,
see figure 8.3 and 8.4.
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Bottom-part Coring

MasterofSc~nceThes~

The volume of this part is calculated in the previous section. Using the result and the integrand in
(B.13), the z-coordinate of the center of gravity of this part can now be calculated with formula (B.4):

h,

fZTT (R 2- z2- r1
2) dz

z=-a

(B.26)

Top-part Coring

The volume of this part is calculated in the previous section. Using the result and the integrand in
(B.14), the z-coordinate of the center of gravity of this part can now be calculated with formula (B.4):

h, [ ( )2 Jf 2 2 ZZTT R -z - -- dz
tan15° h, [ ( )JIloPDT = z=h, = _TT_ r zR2- Z3 1+ ~ ° dz =

VIOPDT VtOPDT Z~h, tan 15

= -TT_[tR2(h~ -h~) - +(1+ ~ o)(h1- h~)] = 1.7651.10-3 [m]
VIOPDT tan 15

Total Coring

(B.27)

Using formula (B.1) and inserting (B.13), (B.14), (B.26) and (B.27) gives the z-coordinate of the center
of gravity of whole O-ring:

I .\l +1 ·VIDT = bolDT bolDT lopDT topDT =-4.0599.10-4[m]
VbotDT + VIOPDT

Cut-outs for permanent magnets

(B.28)

The calculation of the z-coordinate of the center of gravity of the four cut-outs is actually done on one
half of a cut-out. This is 1/8 part of the total volume of cut-outs. Due to the symmetrical shape of one
cut-out and the symmetrical composition of the four cut-outs, the calculated z-coordinate is the same
as for one whole cut-out and for the four cut-outs together.

Because of the nasty integrands, the integrals for the cut-outs have again been numerically
approximated with MATLAB®. As shown in appendix E, the approximation has an negligible effect on
the total outcome.
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Bottom-part Cut-outs
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The volume of this part is calculated in the previous section. Using the result and the integrand in
(8.20), the z-coordinate of the center of gravity of this part can now be calculated with formula (8.4):

= -5.1465'10-4 [m]

Top-part Cut-outs

(MATLA8® approximation) (8.29)

The volume of this part is calculated in the previous section. Using the result and the integrand in
(8.22), the z-coordinate of the center of gravity of this part can now be calculated with formula (8.4):

Total Cut-outs

-Z2(1+ ~ )]dqJClZ= 1.7655·10-3 [m]
tan 15°

(MATLA8® approximation) (8.30)

Using formula (8.1) and inserting (8.20), (8.22), (8.29) and (8.30) gives the z-coordinate of the center
of gravity of the cut-outs for the permanent magnets:

IDcut = IbotDcut' VbotDcut +ltoPDcut 'VtoPDcut = -4.8701.10-5 [m]
VbotDcut + VtopDcut

(8.31)

Total part 0

Filling in formula (8.1) with the values of mo (8.24), mOT (8.15), lOT (8.28), mOCUt (8.23) and IDcu! (8.31)
gives the z-coordinate of the center of gravity of rotor-part D:

I m I I I IOT·mOT-IDcu!·mOcut =-7.2605·10-4 [m]OT' OT = 0 ·mo + Ocut ·m OCU! ~ 0 mo
(8.32)

B.6 Exact formula for ID,Y.

Parameter lo,vz is the moment of inertia of rotor-part D around the z-axis of the rotor-frame (rotating
V-frame). The general formula to calculate this moment of inertia is stated below (8.33). The use of
cylinder-coordinates for the calculation has the benefit that the length of the integration radius r is also
the distance between a small piece of mass (dm) of the D-ring and the z-axis, at least for now.

For calculation purposes, rotor-part D will be divided up in the same parts as in the previous sections,
see figure 8.3 and 8.4.
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The moment of inertia around the z-axis of both the bottom-part and the top-part of the total D-ring can
be calculated with:

Z2 2n rwl Z2 2n Z2

IOT,v z = L:r
2
dm = PFeL:r

2
dV =PFe J J Jr

3
drdlpClz = fPFe J J(r:"t -ri~)dlpClz = fPFe J(r:"t -ri~)dz

Z=Z1 9'=0 r""rin Z=Z1 q'ooO Z=Z,

(8.33)

Bottom-part D-ring

The moment of inertia of this part around the z-axis of the rotor can be calculated with

rout =~R2 _Z2 , rin = rl and (-a $ z $ hI) substituted in(8.33):

h, h1

IbotOT,Vz = fPFe J((R2_Z2)2 -rndz = fPFe J(R4_2R2z2+Z4 -rt)dz =
Z=-8 Z=·8

(8.34)

Top-part D-ring

The moment of inertia of this part around the z-axis of the rotor can be calculated with

rout =~R2 _Z2 , rin = __z_ and (hI $ Z $ h3 ) substituted in(8.33):
tan15°

_z-,-4_) dz =
tan415°

Total D-ring

The moment of inertia of the complete D-ring around the z-axis of the rotor can be calculated by
adding (8.34) and (8.35):

(8.36)

Next the moment of inertia of the four cut-outs for the permanent magnets (around the z-axis of the
rotor) will be calculated. The result of that computation will be subtracted from IOT,VZ (8.36) to obtain
the wanted inertia of rotor-part D.
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Cut-outs for permanent magnets
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Now the moment of inertia of the four cut-outs for the permanent magnets around the z-axis of the
rotor must be calculated. First the distance vector r, is determined. This is necessary because the
integration vector r doesn't start on the z-axis of the rotor (see figure 8.6), like before. The length of rz
(8.37) is the distance between a small piece of mass (dm) of the cut-out and the z-axis of the rotor. It
is used in the general formula for calculation of the moment of inertia of an object around a rotation
axis (8.38).

y-axis

(8.37)

Figure B.6
Y:z part of a horizontal cross-section of one cut-out (like figure 8.4b) with the definition of the inertia
distance vector rz. This vector lies in the horizontal plane of the cross-section. It starts on the z-axis of
the rotor and it ends on the same piece of mass (dm) as the integration vector r.

Again, the symmetrical shape allows that the integration is done for only Y:z part of one cut-out. The
integral will be multiplied with 8 to obtain the value for the four cut-outs together. For both the bottom
part and the top-part of the cut-out, the moment of inertia around the z-axis of the rotor can now be
calculated using (8.37):

2 2 f/}z rout

loeut,V z = II rz 1
2

dm = PFeII rz 1
2

dV = 8'PFe I I II rz 1
2

rdrdrpdz =
Z=21 '1'=0 r=fi1

2 2 <{J2 rout

=8· PFe I I I(r 2 + x~ + 2x2r cOStp) rdrdrpdz =
z=z, 1/'=0 r=f..

Z2 11'2 'oul

= 8· PFe I I I(r 3 + x~r + 2x2r
2costp) drdrpdz =

Zo=Z11p=O (=fin

22 /fJ'J.

= 8'PFe I H+r
4

+ tx~r2 + tX2r3costp];: drpdz =
2=21 '1'=0 n

22 <fJ2

=8'PFe I I(+ro~t -ri~]+tx~r;ut -ri~]+tx2COStpr;ut -ri~DdrpdZ
Z=Z11/'=0

(8.38)

Bottom-part Cut-outs

The moment of inertia of this part around the z-axis of the rotor can be calculated with

substituted in (8.38):
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+ tx~ [(- x2CosqJ+ ~R2 _Z2 - x~sin2qJr-(c~~qJr] +

+ tX2COSqJ[(-x2cosqJ+~R2 _Z2 -x~sin2qJr-(c~~qJ r]]dQJdZ =

= 6.7109.10-8 [kgm2] (MATLAB® approximation) (B.39)

Top-part Cut-outs

The moment of inertia of this part around the z-axis of the rotor can be calculated with

and (h1 S z S h3) substituted in (B.38):

(MATLAB® approximation) (B.40)

Total Cut-outs

The moment of inertia of the four cut-outs combined around the z-axis of the rotor can be calculated
by adding (B. 39) and (B.40):

(B.41 )

Total part D

Finally, the moment of inertia of rotor-part D around the z-axis can be found by combining (B.36) and
(B.41 ):
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B.7 Exact formula for ID,Y.
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Parameter la,v. is the moment of inertia of rotor-part D around the x-axis of the rotor-frame (rotating V
frame). The general formula to calculate this moment of inertia is stated below (8.44). 8ecause
cylinder-coordinates are used for the integration over the volumes in this section, the distance
between the small piece of mass (dm) and the x-axis (lr.1 in (8.43)) must also be expressed in the
cylinder-coordinates (r, q>, z). This is done in figure 8.7c.

For calculation purposes, rotor-part D will be divided up in the same parts as in the previous sections,
see figure 8.3 and 8.4.

y-axis

(a)

r,
x-axis ztsJ

y = r'sinq>

(b)

Ii'. 1= ~Z2 + y2 =

(c)

(8.43)

Figure B.7
a) Horizontal cross-section of the complete D-ring, with the definition of the inertia distance vector i'•.
b) Vector i'. doesn't lie in the horizontal plane of the cross-section (except for z =0). It starts on the x

axis of the rotor and it ends on the same piece of mass (dm) as the integration vector i' .
c) The length of vector i'. (8.43) is the distance between the x-axis and the piece of mass (dm).

The moment of inertia around the x-axis of both the bottom-part and the top-part of the total D-ring can
be calculated with:

IOT,V. =II r. 1
2

dm =PFeIl r. 1
2

dV =PFe '1 1) r. 1
2

rdrdtpdz =
z=z, 11'=0 (=r..

Z2 2TT rOLlI Z2 2".

= PFe J J J(z2r+r
3Sin2Q')drdtpdZ = PFe J J~z2r2+-tr4Sin2Q't:'r.. dtpdz =

z=z, 11'=0 (=r... Z=Z1 1f'=0

%2 2".

- J J(1 2[ 2 2] 1 • 2 [4 4])d,nrI-- PFe '2 Z rout -rin + ..sm Q' rout -rin '!""z -
Z=Z111'=0

21T 21T

{with: JSin
2
Q'dQ' = f J(1-COS2Q')dQ' = f[Q'-fsin2Q' l~:o =TT}

'I'~o 'I'~o

"
= TT'PFe J{z2[r;"t -ri~]+-t[ro~t -ri~l)dz

Z=Z,
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Bottom-part O-ring

Master ofScience Thesis

The moment of inertia of this part around the x-axis of the rotor can be calculated

with rout = ~R2 _Z2, rin = r, and (-a s z s h,) substituted in (8.44):

h1 h1

IbolDT,VX = IT . PFe J{Z2 [r;uI - ri~] + f[r';"t - ri~ ])dz = IT ':Fe J{4Z2[R2- Z2 _r,2]+ [(R2- Z2)2 -r1
4])dz =

Z==-8 Z=-8

IT'p h, IT. h,
=~ JU4R2Z2 _4z4_4r,2 z2]+ [R4_2R2z2+Z4 -r,41)dz = :Fe J{R4+2R2z2-3z4 -4r;z2 _r,4 )dz =

z",-a z=-a

h,

= IT ':Fe J[(R4 -r14 )+(2R2 -4r12 )Z2 _3z 4]dz = IT ':Fe [(R4_r,4 )z+t(R2-2r1
2)Z3 -tz5 t-a =

Z=-8

= IT ':Fe [(R4-rt )(h, + a)+t(R2-2r1
2)(h~ +a3)-t(h~ +a5

)] = 7,5030 ·10-11 [kgm2]

Top-part O-ring

The moment of inertia of this part around the x-axis of the rotor can be calculated

with rout = ~R2_Z2, rin oo-_z_and (h1s z sh3) substituted in (8.44):
tan15°
h,

IIOPDT,V X= IT'PFe J{z2[r;uI -ri~]+ fIr';"l -ri~])dz =
z=h,

(8.45)

=rrp~J[Z'[R' -Z'Htan~5.rJHR' -2R'z' +Z'Htan~5.r]]]dz =

IT ':Fa .1[R4
+2R

2
z

2
_Z4 [3 + 4Can~50r+ Can~50rJ]dZ =

= IT· PFa [R4 (h -h )+l.R2(h3_h3)-.1[3 + 4(_1_)2 + (_1_)4J(h5 _h5 )] =
4 3' 3 3 1 5 tan150 tan150 3 1

Total O-ring

The moment of inertia of the complete D-ring around the x-axis of the rotor can be calculated by
adding (8.45) and (8.46):

(8.46)

(8.47)
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Next the moment of inertia of the four cut-outs for the permanent magnets (around the x-axis of the
rotor) will be calculated. The result of that computation will be subtracted from IOT,VX (B.47) to obtain
the wanted inertia of rotor-part D.

Cut-outs for permanent magnets

Now the moment of inertia of the four cut-outs for the permanent magnets around the x-axis of the
rotor must be calculated. This time, the determination of the inertia distance vector is more
complicated, because the position of the four cut-outs with respect to the x-axis is not symmetrical as
it is with respect to the z-axis. This problem is solved by splitting up the four cut-outs in four equal
quadrants (see figure B.8a) and the definition of two distance vectors: one for the cut-outs on the x
axis ( rocx ) and one for the cut-outs on the y-axis (rOCY ).

Because cylinder-coordinates are used for the integration over the vOlumes in this section, the
distance between the point mass (dm) and the x-axis must also be expressed in the cylinder
coordinates (r, <p, z). This is done in figure B.8b.

y-axis

x~~t~~~"--L....c::::::.....I---"--_.....L._L.....J._r[.)(, x-axis

(a) (b)

Figure B.8
a) One quadrant of a horizontal cross-section of the four cut-outs, with the definition of the inertia
distance vectors rDCX and rOCY ' These vectors don't lie in the horizontal plane of the cross-section

(except for z = 0). Both vectors start on the x-axis of the rotor and end on the same point mass (dm)
as the integration vector r.
b) The length of vectors rocx (B.48) and rOCY (B.49), which is the distance between the x-axis and the

point mass (dm).
Note that IrDCY I is expressed as if it was also pointing at (dm) in the cut-out part on the x-axis,

because this is how it has been used in the calculation (B.50) !!!

The symmetrical shape allows that the integration is done for only one quadrant. The integral will be
multiplied with 4 to obtain the value for the four cut-outs together.

In fact, the integration still is done over Y:z part of one cut-out only now the integrand contains two
different inertia-distances. This is shown on the next page.
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For both the bottom-part and the top-part of the cut-out the moment of inertia around the x-axis can be
calculated with:

2 2 f'2 rOl/l

= PFeL(1 "OCX 12+1 "OCY /2)dV = PFe J J J(I "OCX 1
2

+1 "OCY 12)rdrdqJClz =
2=2, rp=O r=rjn

2 2 qJ'l rOll!

= PFe J J J(2Z 2+x~ +2x 2rcosqJ+r2)rdrdqJClz =
2=21 tp=O r=rjn

2 2 f{J'l rOUl

= PFe J J J(2z2+x~)r+2X2r2 CosqJ+r3)drdqJClZ =
Z=2, rp=O r=rrn

= PFe Zj "j[-t(2z2+x~)r2 +tx2r3 cosqJ+-tr 4 t:. dqJClz =
Z=Z,9'=O

Z2 f{J'l

= PFe J J(Z2 +tx~)r:ut -ri~1+tx2cosqJ[r:ut-ri~l+tr:"t -ri~])dqJClZ
Z=Z, tpo=O

Bottom-part Cut-outs

The moment of inertia of this part around the x-axis of the rotor can be calculated

with rout = -x2cosqJ+~R2 _Z2 -x~sin2qJ, rin =~ and (-a ~ z ~h1)
COSqJ

substituted in (B.50):

I.~,.,. ~ 4p".:U [IZ' +tX:l[(-x,cos.+~R' -z' -x:~n'. )' -(0:.;.n
+tX2COS qJ[(- X2coSqJ+~R2 _Z2 -x~sin2qJr-(C:~qJ f]+

= 3.2906.10-8 [kgm2] (MATlAB~ approximation)

(B.50)

(B.51)
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Top-part Cut-outs

The moment of inertia of this part around the x-axis of the rotor can be calculated

'th ~R2 2 2' 2 ( Z J2 2' 2WI rout =-x2COSIp+ -Z -X2SIn lp,r1n = -x2COSIp+ -- -x Sin II'
tan15 0 2

and (h1 S Z s h3) substituted in (8.50):

177

= 2.2743.10.9 [kgm2
] (MATLA8C!l approximation)

Total Cut-outs

(8.52)

The moment of inertia of the four cut-outs combined around the x-axis of the rotor can be calculated
by adding (8.51) and (8.52):

Total part D

(8.53)

Finally. the moment of inertia of rotor-part D around the x-axis can be found by combining (8.47) and
(8.53):
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Appendix C

Ma~rofSc~nceThesis

Weighted average function

Goal of this analysis is to investigate the behavior of the ·weighted average" function in section 5.2.
First the formula is converted into a standard mathematical notation:

I - Icmc +Iomo
c+o - m

c
+m

o
(C.1)

This formula is valid on the physical domain (m stands for mass and I for length),
so me =x ~ 0, mo =y ~ 0, Ie =Ix ~ aand 10 =Iy ~ O.

The extreme values of function f(x,y) can be found using the gradient Vf(x,y):

Vf(x, y) '" (~,~) = ((Ix -I y )y, (I y -Ix )X]
Ox dy (X+y)2 (X+y)2

(C.2)

When Vf(x,y) =(0,0) the function f(x,y) has an extreme value. Here [af/ax =awhen y =0] and [M/ay =
awhen x =0]. Because of the denominator in both derivatives, x and y can't both be equal to zero at
the same time. This situation would be trivial and without physical meaning. (When there are no
masses, there is no center of gravity).

The only way to get Vf(x,y) =(0,0) is when Ix =Iy. Again this is a trivial situation, because then f(x,y) =
Ix = Iy = Ic+o for every x and y.

Because Vf(x,y) f:. (0,0) on the physical domain, the extreme values of f(x,y) must be on the border of
the domain. There are two borders, namely x =a and y =O. With Vf(x,y) the character of the extreme
values can be determined:

Two situations can be distinguished:

Global mini~um IC+D = f(O, y) =Iy =10 }

Global maximum Ic+o = f(x,O) =Ix ='c

Global mini~um Ic+o = f(x,O) ='x =Ic }

Global maximum Ic+o = f(O, y) =Iy =10

(C.3)

(CA)

So, the value of le+o is always bounded by the values of Ie and 10 .
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y- y-
Calculation of torques •T a and • T 13

D.1 Torque produced by a single force

Before any torque can be calculated it must be clear how a torque can be generated by a single force.
This is a common situation for all actuator-forces acting on the rotor, because non of them has a work
line that (always) goes through the center of gravity. Figure 0.1 shows the basic principle.

F original

!
•

center of gravity
(c.g.)

(a)

•
c.g.

(b)

1
1
1-

r~~

I
I

I

FShifted : -

H
r : F~riginal

, T resuKing
c.g. I

!

Fcompensation

(c)

FShiftad

c.g.

Fcompensati on

(d)

: FOriginal

f resuKing

Figure 0.1
Simple two-dimensional (the plane of this piece of paper) explanation of how a torque T is generated
by a force F with a work-line not going through the center of gravity.
a) The original force, its point of impact and the center of gravity.
b) The original force shifted along its work-line. This is allowed for a solid stiff body.
c) The original force shifted parallel to its work-line. A compensation force is needed to make the total
force acting on the center of gravity the same as in situation a) ( =0 [N]), so Fcompensation = _Fshifted' The
resulting torque is formed by the original force and the (virtual) compensation force.
d) The resulting torque without first shifting the original force along its work-line. This resulting torque
is equal to the torque in situation c), because the original forces are equal in size and the distance
between their parallel work-lines is the same.

This last property is expressed in the general formula for calculating a torque:

(0.1)

Where F is one of the two equal (in size) forces and f is the vector between the two points of impact
of the forces. In fact, a torque can be calculated using any arbitrary point as a reference point for the
position vectors [2, p143]. In this thesis the center of gravity of the rotor is chosen as the reference
point, so that:

f resulting =rcompensation X Fcompensation + rOri9inai X Foriginal = ~ X Foriginal = 1'2 X Foriginal

(Because fcompensation =6 with respect to the center of gravity)

(0.2)

Concluding: A force not acting on the center of gravity can be expressed in a force and a torque both
acting on the center of gravity. Formula (0.1) can be used to calculate the torque, also in a three
dimensional situation.
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D.2 Torque. produced by the vertical coli.

Formula (D.1) can be used to calculate the torques generated by the vertical coils.
For this, the direction of the forces and the position of their point of impact on the rotor (both defined in
the rotating V-frame) are needed.

z-axis =Vii
F+a+13

z-aXis =Vii-a z-axis =Vii F .a(shifted)

y-axis

:La

-13 +a

x-axi y-axis
center of gravity

center of gravity x-axis
F-a

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 0.2
a) Definition of the position vectors of the vertical forces in the rotor-frame (rotating V-frame). The
points of attack of the vertical forces are chosen to be in the middle of the outside surfaces of the
permanent magnets. These points are located at a distance I, above the center of gravity and at a
distance RpM (= 10 [mmJ) away from the normal-axis of the rotor. The position vectors expressed in
the rotor-frame are:

(D.3)

b) Cross-section Vyz-plane. The rotor is tilted over an angle a. The work-lines of the a-forces remain
parallel to the normal-axis of the rotor, independent of a.

c) Cross section vxz-plane. When the rotor is tilted over an angle 13, the direction of the a-forces
doesn't turn with the rotor-axes. So, the direction of the a-forces and a-torques in the rotor-frame is
dependent of angle 13.

The expressions for the a-forces were found by converting [1, (6.18)]. Together with the position
vectors in (D.3) the a-torques can be calculated:

(D.4)

(D.5)
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The total torque generated by the a-forces is:

The expressions for the l3-forces were found by converting [1, (6.19)]. Together with the position
vectors in (D.3) the l3-torques can be calculated in an equivalent way:

The total torque generated by the l3-forces is:

181

(D.6)

(D.?)

(D.8)

(D.9)
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Appendix E

Master ofScience Thesis

Analytical expression for VbotDcut

In section 8.4 the integral for the volume of Y. bottom-part of the cut-out of the D-ring (VbotDcut) was
numerically approximated. Stated below is the analytical working-out of the integral. This is not done
for the mathematical die-hards, but to compare the result with the approximated outcome (8.20) to
assess if further use of this approximation technique is justified. The integral under examination is
repeated below:

(MATLA8(!l approximation) (E.1)

Integral (E.1) can be split up in four integrals that are analytically solved, namely:

h,

S, =1 J(X~(tp2+1sin2tp2)+tp2(R2-x~)-x~tantp2)dz=
z=~a

= 1[(X~(tp2 +1sin2tp2) + tp2(R2-x~) - x~tantp2)zt. =

= 1[(X~ (tp2 +1sin2tp2) + tp2(R2- x~) - x~tantp2 )(h1 +a)] = 3.8464329'10 - 8 [m 3
)

_ x sintp h, ( )![3. Standard ])S2 = 2 2 J ~R2 -x~sin2tp2 _Z2 dz = =
2 z=-. integral (t.24)

(E.2)

(E.3)

h,

S = -tp2 JZ2 dz = -tp2 [.1Z3 ]h, = -tp2 (h 3 +a3 ) = -2.0124975.10-9 [m 3 ) (E.4)
3 2 2 3 z=-a 6'

Z=-8
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Again, (E.5) is just a MATLAB® approximation. With the use of Mathematica 2.2.3 and
u = x2sinCj)2. 84 can be expressed analytically:

3 +

183

h,

6

Z=-8

= -7.6372122688496823.10.9 [m3
] (EXACT)

VbotDcut = 8, + 82 + 83 + 84 = 2.11932\8354403535·10-8 [m3
] (EXACT)

(E.6)

(E.7)

Comparing the approximations with the exact values in this section: (E.5) and (E.6) and also (E.1) and
(E. 7), the first 5 decimals match, which is enough for this application.
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Appendix F Correction for Finite Element Model

F.1 Ideal model with stator air gaps

The neglected magnetic resistances (Rs) of the four small air gaps in the stator have been added to
the ideal magnetic model (see section 3.3) scheme in figure F.1.

(F.1)

Figure F.1
Idealized magnetic scheme of the Finite Element Model [1, figure 4.12]. There are two torque-coils
(Vn and VT2) both split-up by the permanent magnet fluxes, which in common mode can also generate
a vertical force. Also present are two vertical force-coils (VF1 and VF2 ). The expressions for the
magnetic resistances [N\Nb] are presented next to figure F.1 in (F.1).

The following properties of the idealized model (figure F.1) can be derived.

The total magnetic resistance for one T-coil:

(F.2)

The total magnetic flux generated by the T-coils:

(F.3)

The total magnetic resistance for one F-coil:

(FA)

The total magnetic flux generated by the F-coils:
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As (F.2) and (FA) show, the magnetic resistive loads of both types of coils is constant and
independent of the rotor position y. This combined with (F.3) and (F.5) means that the magnetic fluxes
generated by the force- and torque-coils are only dependent on the current through those coils and not
of the rotor position y. When also the flux paths of the coils are observed in figure F.1, it is evident that
these are independent of the rotor position y. This means that the self-inductances and mutual
inductances of the four coils are all constant (not dependent on the position y of the rotor). Ergo, all
derivatives (to y) of the inductances are equal to O.

This means that the second term in the force formula (3.1) is zero and the magnetic force in this circuit
is solely generated by the interaction of the coils with the permanent magnet fluxes (first term in (3.1))
and the permanent magnets alone (third term in (3.1)). To calculate these two force types, first the flux
distribution of the two permanent magnets in the circuit must be known. The permanent magnet flux
distribution is drawn in figure F.2. In contradiction to the coil flux distribution, it is dependent on the
rotor position y.

+
R,

+RS3 - +R.. -

-D-+----D-'
<l>s :

Figure F.2
Magnetic resistive load circuits of the permanent magnets (J 1 and ), with flux directions, sign
definitions and electrical node numbers.

The permanent magnets flux distribution through the magnetic scheme (figure F.1) can now be
calculated using the definitions in figure F.2 and both Kirchhoff laws.

The Kirchhoff current equations are:

(j) J1- <J>PM11 - <J>PM22 =0

<V -J1+ <J>PM1 + <J>PM2 =0 => <J>PM2 =J1- <J>PM1

(j) <J>s - <J>PM1 + <J>PM11 =0 Combined with 0 (F.12) =>

=> <J>PM11 =<J>PM1 - <J>s =<J>PM1 - Y2<J>PM2 + Y2<J>PM1 =Y2( 3<J>PM1 - <J>PM2)

® -<J>s - <J>PM2 + <J>PM22 = 0 Combined with 0 (F.12) =>

=> <J>PM22 =<J>s + <J>PM2 =Y2<J>PM2 - Y2<J>PM1 + <J>PM2 =Y2( 3<J>PM2 - <J>PM,)

Some Kirchhoff voltage equations are:

Potential difference between node (j) and ~:

o <J>PM1RS + <J>PM11R1 = <J>PM2RS + <J>PM22R2
Potential difference between node (j) and ®:
• <J>PM11 R1- <J>PM22R2 = <J>s2Rs

Potential difference between node (j) and ®:

o -<J>PM1 Rs + <J>PM2RS =<J>s2Rs => <J>s =Y2(<J>PM2 - <J>PM1)

Combining <V and 0 yields:
<J>s =Y2(J1- 2<J>PM1)
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(F.B)

(F.9)

(F.10)

(F.11 )

(F.12)
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Combining (F.7), (F.8), (F.9) and 0 (expressing all variables in <!>PM1) yields:

,... _ J, (R1+ 3R2 +2Rs)
"'PM' - ( )4 R, + R2+Rs

<!> _ J _<!> _ J, (3R, + R2 +2Rs)
PM2 -, PM' - 4 (R, + R2 +Rs)

<!> _ 1.(3<!> <!» - J (R, + 1-Rs)
PM22 - Z PM2 - PM' - , (R, + R

2
+ R

s
)

Master ofScience Thesis

(F.14)

(F.15)

(F.16)

(F.17)

These are the fluxes caused by one permanent magnet (J1). The total of fluxes by the two permanent
magnets (J1and. ) through the magnetic resistors in the scheme can now be calculated (using J1=
and the fact that all partial fluxes, as calculated above, are the same):

<!>RS' =<!>PM' - Y,(3<!> <!» J (R2+1-RS) (F.18)= 2 PM1 - PM2 = , ~ )
R, + R2+Rs

<!>RS2 =<!>PM2 + Y,(3<!> <!» J (R, + tRs) (F.19)= 2 PM2 - PM1 = , ~ )R1+ R2 +Rs

<!>RS3 =<!>s - Y,(<!> <!» J (R2+ tRs) (F.20)= 2 PM2 - 3 PM1 =- ,( )
R, + R2+Rs

<!>RS4 =<!>s + Y,(<!> 3<!> J (R1+ tRs) (F.21)= 2 PM1 - PM2) =- , ~ )
R1+ R2+Rs

<!>R1 =<!>PM11 + - 2<!> - 2J (R2 + tRs) (F.22)- PM11- 1(R, +R2 +Rs)

<!>R2 =<!>PM22 + - 2<!> - 2J (R, + tRs) (F.23)- PM22- '(R1+R2 +Rs)

Now that the permanent magnet flux distribution through the complete magnetic circuit is known, the
forces and torques these fluxes generate, by interaction with the electromagnetic coils in the system,
can be calculated.

First the numerical parameter values must be defined (taken from [1, section 4.4)):
J1= BpMhpM = 1.11.3.5.10.3[Wb/m] (Flux of one permanent magnet)

AFC = A, ~ 2.5.10.3[m] (Cross-section (width) of force coil-core)

As ~ 6.10.3Jm] (Cross-section (width) of stator air gap)
ds = 0.4·10' [m] (Stator air gap length)
d, = 0.5.10.3[m] (Nominal air gap between stator and rotor)
IFC =3.5.10.3 [m] (Length of force coil)
dTc = dFC = 0.5.10.3[m] (Thickness of coil wire cross-section)
Y:zhc =5.0.10.3 [m] (Half the length of the torque-coil III)

NTclT = ~. JT.d~c = ITcdTcJT [A] (Square T-coil wires)
dTc

NFclF = k. JF. d~c = IFcdFcJF [A] (Square F-coil wires) (F.24)
dFC
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( h and IF are coil currents [A]; JT and JF are current densities in [Alm2
] )

187

Note that some parameters have deviating dimensions because this analysis concems an academic
2D-model which has no depth.

F.2 Torque-colis

To calculate the coupled permanent magnet flux through one T-coil (because of the symmetry in the
circuit (figure F.1), it is the same for both coils), two things must be known: the size of and the
permanent magnet flux through the upper- and bottom-part of one torque-coil.

The previously calculated permanent magnet flux distribution can now be used. 4>RSl (F.18) goes
through the upper-part of the coil (T1,1) in the same direction as the coil-flux. 4>RS2 (F.19) goes through
the bottom-part of the coil (T1,2) in the opposite direction as the coil-flux.

The size of the upper-part and bottom-part of the torque-coils is determined by the position of the rotor
y, which splits-up the total length of a torque-coil (= ITc)'

To calculate the generated force, the derivative of the coupled flux (F.25) to the rotor position (y) must
be calculated:

With (F.26), the motor constant for the vertical force generated by the T-coils can be calculated:

(F.27)

Substitution of (F.24) in (F.27) gives a numerical value of the motor constant.

= -2.0.5.10-3 .1.11.3.5.10-3[1- 10.10-
3 ]= 2.942.10-5 [Nm/A] (F.28)

1.0.10-3 +0.4-10-3 (2
E
n
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F.3 Force·colls

Master ofScience Thesis

To calculate the coupled permanent magnet flux through the F-coils, the previously calculated
permanent magnet flux distribution can now be used. Cl>R1 (F.22) goes through F-coil 1 in the same
direction as the coil-flux.

Cl>R2 (F.23) goes through F-coil 2 in the opposite direction as the coil-flux.

F2 ( R1 + t R• )CI> coupled 0 = - 2J1NFC ---'--::::--'----=--
, R1 + R2 + Rs

(F.29)

(F.30)

To calculate the generated force, the derivatives of the coupled fluxes (F.29) and (F.30) to the rotor
position (y) must be calculated:

dCl> ~UPled,O

dy
d(CI>~uPlod,O + CI>~uPlod,O)

dy

j 2J N [ R2 - R1 )J"'l 1 FC R1 + R
2

+ Rs

dy
(F.31)

With (F.31), the motor constant for the vertical force generated by the F-coils can be calculated:

dCl>~oUP'.d,O _ KF~
- F

dy IF

Substitution of (F.24) in (F.32) gives a numerical value of the motor constant.

(F.32)

4.1.11.3.5.10-3.3.5.10-3.0.5.10-3 = 2.331.10.5 [Nm/A]

(1.0.10-3 + '0.4'10-3(2~5))

(F.33)

The numerical values of the motor constants will be compared in section 3.4 with the ones calculated
via FEM analysis in [1, section 4.4].

The third term in force formula (3.1) can be calculated using (3.21):

(F.34)

The calculation of this term is not necessary because is doesn't result in a motor constant (is not
dependant of a current). This is left to do for a devoted reader.
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Appendix G
G.1 Forces by horizontal colis
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Maximum actuator forces and
torques (numerical values)

The corrected formula for the horizontal force actuator in the u-direction (3.31) is repeated below:

Formula (G.1) can now be numerically given by filling in the parameters from the thesis
[1, p107] and the corrected value dp1us (3.8):

(G.1)

J = BpMApM = 0.74.4.3.10.3 .5.10.3 = 1.6.10.5 [Wb]
AHc = dHc'hx = 2.88.10.3 .4.8.10.3 = 1.4-10.5 [m2]
NHc = 30 ['tJindings]
1-10 = 4TT' 10.7 [HIm]
dp1us =2.77,10-4 [m]

Combining (G.2) and (G.1) results in:

Permanent magnet flux.
Horizontal coil core surface.

(G.2)

(G.3)

Substitution of the maximum values for the four variables in (G.3),

lu,max = Iv,max = ±2.5 [A] and Umax = Vmax = ±0.05·10·3 [m] see (3.52)

gives:

Fu.max =3047 ·2.5 + (2.5)2.745· 5 .10.5 + (2.5)2.745· 5 .10.5 + 1.05.105 .5.10.5 =

=8.6643 + 0.2328 + 0.2328 + 5.25 =14.38 [N]

Only the first term of Fu is really the generated force for the neutral position of the rotor:

Fu.ganeratad.max = 3A7·lu.max = 8.66 [N]

G.2 Force by vertical colis

Starting with the formula for the generated force in the z-direction [1, formula (4.81)]:

F = 2J Nvc I
Z I Z

(GA)

(G.5)

(G.6)

(G.7)
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The vertical coil parameters are:

Master ofScience Thesis

I =Y:zlvc This is half the length of the vertical coil 111

D~c The cross-section of vertical coil wire (is presumed to be square)

Nvc = dw~vc '" 150 [Windings]
Dvc

JT,max =107 [Alm2
] The maximum current density through the coil wire.

lz,max =JT,maxD~c = ± 2.5 [A] The maximum current through the coil wire. (G.8)

Substituting (G.8) in (G.7) gives the maximum force generated by the vertical coils in the z-direction:

(G.g)

0.3 Torques by vertical colis

A similar calculation can be executed for the maximum torque in the a- or l3-direction with
[1, formula (4.150)] or (A.13):

(G.10)

And the vertical coil parameters:

The length of the vertical coil lvc =21 = 2kR ¢:> k = ~ =~
R 2R

(G.11)

Substituting (G.8), (G.11) and R =10.10.3 [m] in (G.10) gives the maximum torque generated by the
vertical coils in the a- or l3-direction:

(G.12)

0.4 Torques around the z-axis (Ty)

These parameters for the toroidal coil are taken from [1]:

NTC =12 [Windings]
BpM =0.74 [T]
APM =wPM·hpM =5.10-3

. 4.3.10-3 [m2
]

J =BpM ' APM =1.6.10-5 [Wb]
AHC = wHc'hx =2.88.10-3

. 4.8.10-3 [m2
]

d =0.25.10-3 [m] (air gap)

TUle Department of Electrical Engineering MBS.cS

RpM =10-2 [m]
hc =8.10-3 [m]
lz =3.41.10-7 [kgm2

]

CHC =7.71 [1/rad2
]

cvc = 2.84 [1/rad2
]

(rotor radius)
(coil length)
(corrected)

(G.13)
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Appendix H Vertical rotor position

z-axis

Sensor
distance ho

6

Zmin

Simplified
sensor

I

Opl'c,' I
center r*Jlnt

:

PCB

Horizontal
coil-core

Figure H.1
A simplified vertical cross-section of the rotor, a part of the stator (horizontal coil-cores) and the sensor
on the printed circuit board (PCB). The distance parameters are indicated in millimeters.

H.1 Vertical rotor range

When the windings of the vertical coils are fitted properly around their cores, the range of the rotor in
the vertical direction (z-direction) is limited by the horizontal coil-cores and the layer of coating (0.2
[mm] thick) on it.

The distance parameters defined in figure H.1 in combination with the rotor radius
(R = 8 [mm]) and the nominal air gap between the rotor and stator (d = 0.25 [mm]) can be used to
calculate the vertical rotor range in case no coating is applied. In that situation the rotor range is
imposed by the solid horizontal coil-cores, which becomes reality when the coating (locally) starts to
wear.

(H.1)

Zma. = hmo• - R·sin15° = hma• - 8·sin15° = 819 [lJm] (H.2)

x = ~(R + dY - 62 = ~(8.25Y - 62
'" 5.66 [mm] (H.3)

(H.4)

(H.5)
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With the coating, the vertical rotor range becomes even more limited, as the slightly adjusted
calculations show:

Zma. == hma• - 8· sin15° == 185.48 [~m]

x == ~(8.05Y - 6 2
'" 5.37 [mm]

Zmin == hmin - 6 '" -67.25 [~m]

The results are summarized in table H.1.

Table H.1 Vertical rotor range.

H.2 Sensor bowl distance

(H.6)

(H.7)

(H.8)

(H.9)

(H.10)

The distance between the capacitive sensor electrodes and the rotor determines the sensitivity of the
sensor for rotor positions/orientations, see Observation (2) in section 4.5.1.

Evaluation of the blue-prints of the system [1, appendix E] shows that the nominal distance between
the sensor and rotor might be more than the expected nominal air gap of d = 0.25 [mm]. Some
possible design- and manufacturing inaccuracies will be investigated next.

The distance he (see figure H.1) between the horizontal plane through the optical center point of the
rotor and the printed circuit board (PCB) can be calculated on three locations in the stator:

he.Horizontal COil:

he.Vertical coil:

Stator bottom ring (2.8 + glue) + Electrical insulation layer (0.1) +
Bottom coil-core part (7.3) = 10.2 + glue [mm]

Stator bottom ring (2.8 + glue) + Insulation layer (0.5) +
Bottom coil-core part (6.8) =10.1 + glue [mm]

(H.11)

(H.12)

he.Sensor: Sensing electrode (1.75) + Air gap + Rotor (8.0) = 9.75 + Air gap [mm] (H.13)

One of the design rules for a perfectly aligned system is:

he.Horizontal coil = he.Vertical coil = he.Sensor

TUfe Department of Electrical Engineering MBS-CS
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The intention was to create a nominal air gap of 0.25 [mm] between the sensing electrode and the
rotor. Then he,sensor (H.13) would be equal to 10.0 [mm]. Combining (H.11 - H.14) illustrates that the
design- and manufacturing inaccuracies can add an extra 0.2 [mm] (+ glue thickness) to the sensor air
gap. This almost doubles the intended nominal air gap size, and therefore decreases the sensor
sensitivity.

Besides the possible increased nominal sensor air gap, the blue-print dimensions [1, appendix E]
reveal two other things:

o According to (H.14), he,HOrizontal coil (H.11) and he,Vertical coil (H.12) should be equal to have a perfect
alignment. Now the difference seems to be 0.1 [mm].

• The space between the two stator rings should be the same at both the horizontal- and the vertical
coil positions, but it isn't:

Horizontal coil:

Vertical coil:

Two electrical insulation layers (2·0.1) + Horizontal coil-core height
(7.3 + 6.5) = 14.0 [mm]

Two insulation layers (2'0.5) + Vertical coil-core height
(6.8 + 6.0) =13.8 [mm]

(H.15)

(H.16)

The total height of the stator is indicated as 19.6 [mm], which means that the heights of the stator rings
are counted as 2.8 [mm] when the glue is omitted. This leaves a space of 14.0 [mm] between the rings
(or 13.8 [mm] when the lamellae-glue is taken into account).

Hopefully, the constructor of the system has made sure that the alignment of the vertical- and
horizontal coils with the rotor is correct and that the deviation of the nominal air gap distance is
minimal.
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Appendix I
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Blue-prints of the calibration setup
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or ><lQ
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III
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::J
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0 I"0
< j[c
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Figure 1.1
Total sensor calibration measurement setup with micro-manipulation tables for the three translation
directions and one rotation table for the a-direction.
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, , ,
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,4:0

Figure 1.2
Blue-print (in Dutch) of the expansion-gripper (section 11.3) to fixate the rotor inside the prototype, as
is indicated in the small upper right corner (also see figure 1.1).
Notice that the last corrections are also visible.
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Rotation
micro-manipulator

Location of
prototype

, I

. _I~ >

'1I Cd '-.. .t,. /

-. --I:':

u-translation
micro-manipulator

v-translation
micro-manipulator

U-top plate

U-Iegs

Bottom plate

Figure 1.3
3D sketch of the support for the sensor calibration setup, that indicates the position and the function of
the bottom plate and the U-shaped support.

.1..-
I

I
4-

I
!....- ..----t
I

Figure 1.4
Bottom plate of calibration setup.
The green dots are screw holes to mount the prototype 45° rotated.
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Figure 1.5
Blue-print of the U-shaped support for the calibration setup, to compensate for the height of the
prototype_
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Figure 1.6
Adjustment wheel.
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Figure 1.7
Pin-guider.
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Appendix J
J.1 Ideal actuator formulae
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Calculation of the first order
derivatives (for the linear model)

The sum vector of all forces acting on the center of gravity of the rotor is:

(J.1)

Where:
°Rv is the transformation matrix from the rotating V-frame to the static world frame (O-frame).
With the rotation around z-axis omitted (4J = 0) it is:

[

cosE> ° SinE>]
°Rv = sinE>sin<1> C~S<1> -cosE>sin<1>

- Sin E> cos <1> SIn<1> cosE>cos<1>

(J.2)

The sum vector of all actuator forces acting on the center of gravity of the rotor is:

[

t.J2Fu -t.J2Fv -tFZSinl3]
~F.ct = t.J2Fu+-t.J2Fv+tFzsina =>

tFz(cosa+cosl3)

The gravity acting on the rotor:

[0] [ ° ]of - ° - °
g g - -F

g
- -mRoToRg

(J.3)

(JA)

The sum vector of all actuator torques acting on ,the center of gravity of the rotor is:

Where:

(J.5)

(J.6)

The equations for the magnitudes and signs of the actuator forces and torques (Fu, Fv, Fz• To and T~)

are repeated below, They are presented with the device parameters bundled in parameters (A, till E,)
to promote convenient calculation.

Horizontal force actuators (equation (G.1)):

Fu= Al lu + B,(I~ .u - lulv .v) + C,u

Fv= A,l y + B,(I~·v -IUly ·u) + C,v

Where: A, = 2JNHC ., B - IJOAHCN~c. C, = 2J
2

d ' - d3 ' A d
plus plus 1J0 HC plus
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Vertical force actuator (equation (G.7)):

Where: 0 1 = 4J Nvc

Ivc

Torque actuators (equation (G.10)):

To =E110

Tp = E11p

N N
Where: E1 = J----l!£. = 2JR----l!£.

k Ivc

Master ofScience Thesis

(J.10)

(J.11 )

(J.12)

(J.13)

(J.14)

The device parameters used in the equations above are summarized in table 12.1.

J.2 Actuator current and coordinate transformations

The controller for the x- and v-position need some transformations for the controlled positions (x, y =>

u, v) [1, (2.9)] and the controlling currents (Ix, Iy => Iy, Iv) [1, (7.1)]. The horizontal actuator coordinate
and current transformations and their derivatives are:

u = h(x + y)

v = *(-x + y)

J.3 Bryant angles

au 1
ax = .fi

Ov 1
ax=-.fi
alu 1

ac-=.fi
olv 1ac- = - .fi

and

and

and

and

au 1
Oy = .fi
Ov 1
Oy = .fi
alu 1

aI;=.fi
olv 1
aI;=.fi

(J.15)

(J.16)

(J.17)

(J.18)

Equation (12.8) and (12.9) are repeated:

<t>=o
e= arctan(tanl3coso)
4J = 0 (The rotation around the z-axis of the rotor will be neglected in this analysis)

Then

d<t> = 1
do

d<t> = 0
dl3

(J.19)

(J.20)

de -tanl3sino
do 1+ (tanl3coso)2

~: = (:;~]- 1+ (tan;coso)2

TU/e Department of Electrical Engineering MBS-CS

del- =0
do ¥.o~...

uou".

del -1
dl3 ¥.~¥....

u~u".

(J.21)

(J.22)
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.1.4 Transformation matrix oily
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aeRy = o.
fly , (J.23)

[

0
aOR
__v = sinecos<!>

a<!> . e . ,.,sin - Sin",

o
- sin<!>

cos<!>

o ]-cosecos<!>

-cosesin<!>

(J.24)

cose ]
sinesin<!>

- sinecos<!> a:t~ {~ ~ ~]

a:,~~ ~[~ ~ ~1]

(J.25)

(J.26)

(J.27)

aeRy =o.
al '

y

(J.28)

.1.5 Actuator formulae

aFu _ 8 12 Cau- 1u+ 1

aFu = -8 IIEN 1 u y

aFu _ 8 I- - val
y

- 1 u

(J.29)

(J.30)

(J.31)

(J.32)

aFu aFu au aFu EN-=_._+_.-
ax au ax EN ax
aFu aFu au aFu EN-=-._+_.-
fly au fly EN fly

aFu = o·
az '

aFu =o·aa '

(J.33)

(J.34)

(J.35)
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aFu aFu alu aFu alv ::::::> ~ A
1 (J.36)-=_._+_.-

ai, r"r"" = J2ai, alu ai, alv ai,
u"u,.

aFu aFu alu aFu alv ::::::> ~ A
1 (J.37)-=-._+_.-

aly r"r"" = J2aly alu aly alv aly
U"u,.

aFu =0' aFu =0' aFu =0 (J.38)
alz ' ala • al~

aFv = -8 II ~ =0 (J.39)au 1 u v au H""
u"u,.

aFv _ 8 (2 C aFvI = C (JAO)EN- 1v+ 1
EN r"r"" 1

U"u,.

aFv = _ 8 I u ~ =0 (JA1 )
al

u
1 v alu r"r""

u"u,.

aFv = A
1

+ 28
1
1vv - 8

1
1uu aFvl = A (JA2)

alv alv r"r"" I
U"u,.

aFv aFv au aFv EN
::::::> a:: Ir"r"" = - ~ (JA3)-=_._+_.-

ax au ax EN ax
U"u,.

aFv aFv au aFv EN
::::::> aFvl C1 (JA4)-=_.-+_.-

fij r"r"" = J2~ au ~ EN ~
u"u,.

aFv =0' aFv =0' aFv =0 (JA5)
Oz ' aa ' Bl3
aFv aFv alu aFv alv ::::::> ~ A

1 (JA6)-=_._+_.-
ai, r"r"" = - J2ai, alu ai, alv ai,

u"u,.

aFv aFv alu aFv alv ::::::> aFvl A1 (JA7)-=_._+_.-
~r"r"" = J2aly alu aly alv aly

u"u,.

aFv = O· aFv = O· aFv = 0 (JA8)
alz ' ala ' al~

aFz = 0 . aTa = E . aT~ -E (JA9)al
z

l' ala l' al - 1
~

J.8 Actuator force vector (J.3) expressed In the rotating rotor
frame (V-frame)
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v- I = [C~1]
a~.d Ir=r""

u=u,.

(J.50)
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V- I [0]ag Fact
= COl

i'!y r=r""
u=....

203

(J.51)

(J.52)

aVF [ a ]-----!....!:!.. = .1F cosoaa 2 z

--tFzsino

(J.53)

(J.54)

.1../2 aFu _.1../2 aF, -.1sin13 aFz
2 ai, 2 ai, 2 ai,

1 ~2 aFu 1 ~2 aF, l' aFz-vL.-+-vL.-+-SInO-
2 ai, 2 ai, 2 ai,

aF
-t(COSo+cos13)_Z

ai,

.1../2 aFu _.1../2 aF, -.1sinr.l. aFz
2 al 2 al 2 .... al

y y y

1 ~2 aFu 1 ~2 aF, l' aFz-vL.-+-vL.-+-SInO-
2 al 2 aI 2 al

y y y

aF
-t(COSO + cos 13)_Z

aly

1 • r.l. aFz-Ts1n ....a1z
1 · aFz-SInO-
2 alz

aF
-t(coso+cos13)_Z

alz

(J.55)

(J.56)

(J.57)

(J.58)
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J.7 Gravity vector

Master ofScience Thesis

0- [0]ogFg = a
ok a

\

(J.59)

J.8 Actuator torque v.ctor (J.6) .xpr••••d In the rotating
rotor frame (V.fram.)

~ oTa 1I . of. J...,[21 oFu 1.,[21 oFvcos --- slno-- --- -

v-
ax 2. ax 2 uv ax 2 uv ax

~- +,~,~o gTaet oT~ 11 . ~ of. 1.,[21 oFu 1.,[21 oFv
~ (J.60)COSO--- Sin -+- --- -

ax ax 2. ax 2 uvax 2 uvax
ax 't"'t", a

· oTa . oT~ u"u,.
SIn~--SInO-

ax ax

~ oTa 1I . of. 1.,[21 oFu 1.J21 oFvCOS --- SInO--- --- -

v-
dy 2. dy 2 uVdy 2 uVdy

a'T I [-,we
,]ogTaet oT~ 11 . ~ of. 1.,[21 oFu 1.,[21 oFvcoso--- sin -+- --- - ~ ~ = a (J.61)

dy dy 2. dy 2 uVdy 2 uVdy
dy r"r", a

· oTa . oT~ u"u,.
SIn~--SInO-

dy dy

~ oTa 11 . of. 1 r;;,21 oFu 1 r;;,21 oFvCOS --- slnO---VLI ---VLI -Oz. 2' Oz. 2 uv Oz. 2 uv Oz.

oT~ 1I . ~ of. 1 r;;,21 oFu J.. r;;,21 oFvcoso--- sin -+-vLI -- vLI -Oz. 2. Oz. 2 uv Oz. 2 uv Oz.

· ~ oTa . oT~
sln...--slno-

Oz. Oz.

(J.62)

(J.63)

(J.64)
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13 aTa .1.1 0 aFz .1...fi1 aFu .1...fi1 aFvcos -- SInO-- -- -
v-

al
x

2 z al
x

2 uv al
x

2 uv al
x v- +.;,]a laot aT~ .1.1 0 13 aFz 1..fi1 aFu 1 ..fil aFv =>

a laot (Jo65)COSo- - Sin -+- --- -
alx

al
x

2 z al
x

2 uv al
x

2 uv al
x alx '!..=t",

o aTa 0 aT~
u=u,.

slnl3--slno-
alx alx

cosl3 aTa _, I sino aFz_ .1...fi1 aFu-.1...fi1 aFv
al"2z aI 2 uVal 2 uVal

{'tJV- y y y y
v-a laci aT~ .1.1 0 13 aFz 1..fi1 aFu 1 ..fil aFv =>

a laot (J.66)coso- - Sin -+- --- -
aly al 2z al2 uVal 2 uVal alyy y y y r=r",

. aTa 0 aT~
u=u,.

slnl3--slno-
aly aly

o'f [-tl,D,.;nO] aVgfaot om~= _.1.1 Dsihl3al 2 z 1 alz '!..='!..",z 0
UO::OUop

o~f•• ~ [E,~.P] v-

~malaot
ala E 0 13 ala '!..=t",1SIn u=u,.

o'f [ 0 :
v-

~ [~,]~= Ecoso alaot
al 1 al~

~ -E1sino '!..=t",
u=u,.
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J.e Linear model gains expressed In device parameters

Table J.1 Linear model gains expressed in device parameters.

'1IIII._n, :;;1i;elfi~t••lftiil,'_
2.? 1

.K. and yKy C,/mROTOR Adm -2
~O HC plu, ROTOR S

.KI• and yK1y A,/mROTOR
2JNHC m

'\>Iu,mRoTOR s2A

m
.Kp -(O"lzolmRoTOR) + 9 g/2 s2rad

m
yKa (O"lzolmRoToR) - 9 -g/2 s2rad

zKlz
4JNVC m

O,/mROTOR Ivc"'ROTOR s2A

aKy -luv'C,/Jx
-2Iu.J2 rad

~AHCdplu,Jx ms2

aKa -lz'mROTOR'g/(2Jx)
-lzmROTOR9 rad

2Jx $2

aKly -luv'A,/Jx
-2JNHc'u. rad
~lu,Jx s2A

aKla E,/Jx
2RJNVC rad
IVCJx s2A

pK. luv'C,/Jy
2Iu•.? rad

~AHCdplu,Jy S2m

pKp -I,mROTOR'g/(2Jy)
-lzmROTOR9 rad

2Jy $2

pKIx luv·A,/Jy
2J~c'u. rad
dj;h;~ s2A

pK1P E,/Jy
2RJNVC rad

IVCJy s2A

The used device parameters can be found in table 12.1 in section 12.1.
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Appendix K

>~, ----'\. Nano 17
t.itfI '>,l." ,

The Nanol7 FIT transducer
Ill.' II~lIl",-lul'~r I' l1lad~ ,'I ilar,klh'd ,Ialllie'"
'1<'l'1. 111111 Il1il'~r'll 1111\.'11'Il'l' !,Iall" Illad~ IWIll
11I.,11-,1Il'11,,1I; .lIrl'rall alUlIlIlIUIll
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Datasheet of the Nanoi7 multi·
axis Force/Torque sensor of ATI

Peter W.Johnson. PhD. President
Ergonomic Research and Consulting. Inc., Seattle.WA

One of the Smallest 6-axis Sensors in the World
1'111..' N~tntd "": II .... II1ld I\.'..;trll'kd 'I'~II..\." ~11 1\.·'~iJh.:h aPl'lll'atltlll~.

Extremely High Strength
• I »\1 1111\'-"" 11"l1llllgh \ Idd·'lrl'lIglh ,Idlllk" 'Il'd
• \!;;XllliIIlll ,llh'II,;hk '1Il~ie'.axh ,'Il'rl,'cld I'llul" ar~ 5.~ I.. 2.\

Llllll.." r:IlL'l..t l\lI\,h.'llll''''

High Signal-to-Noise Ratio
~1Ih..1I1l ,1r~1I1l ~dllgl'" 1'1"1 1\ Il~: ~l :"-I)ilk') '7:' L1Illl.." :-,(rt 'l1glT (han
,""nh'llIh'nal 1t,i1""u~,', Jill, 'lgll.ll ""l1lphfll"\. I~,ullin),' Ullle'ar
11..'111 Ihq~l dl,lpllllQl

• Dental research
• Robotic hand research
• Robotic Surgery
• Finge,..force Research

EnallshoCall»raIIMI
US~-I US+l USoI1-45.........

Fx, FV t±,1b) 3 6 12

Fz (j;Jb) 4.25 8.5 17

Tx, TV (;±jn-Ib) 1 2 4

Tz (;±jn-Ib) 1 2 4

RMOIudon
Frr System1We t CON DAQ CON DAQ CON DAQ

Fx, FV (Ib) 1/320 1/5120 1/160 1/2560 1/80 1/1280

Fz (Ib) 1/320 1/5120 1/160 1/2560 1/80 1/1280

Tx, TV (in~b) 1/2000 1/32000 1/1000 1/16000 1/500 1/8000

Tz (iHb) 1/2000 1/32000 1/1000 1/16000 1/500 1/8000

Hetrlc-CellbntecI
SeMI......... 51-11-0.11 51-25-0.11 sa-5M.5

Fx, FV tiN) 12 25 50

Fz (±,N) 17 35 70

Tx, 1Y (±,N -rom) 120 250 500

Tz (±.N-mm) 120 250 500

RMOIutlon
Frr System1We t CON DAQ CON DAQ CON DAQ

Fx, FV (N) 1/80 1/1280 1/20 1/320 1/10 1/160

Fz (N) 1/80 1/1280 1/40 1/640 1/20 1/320

Tx, 1Y (N-mm) 1/16 1/256 1/8 1/U8 1/4 1/64

Tz (N-mm) 1/16 1/256 1/8 1/U8 1/4 1/64

Cortaet An for CDmr;Jex loaclnt} ,"ormation. ResoAJe,on> are ty/llCiJL tCON = Conrro'er FIT System, DAQ = 16-/),( DAQ FIT System
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~""I'()\'~'()l.bj :-"11
r;'!"'''l')A~

:u.l!Il:l'J

:~f\,OV'"~

Ct. '::-~cot_ ..n

"-NI>.."011-« t:AfU.txrl
lST,..,"CAF.[lj

~

t.,()lt~

1 KXlI, ~N[) Mr_';JUNlJtllf~Af>IV')(JI 1,,;"-1:'* C" AIfK:i<A,H
AWMINlJ~

:L K:''O..ANUMOOt'frlNCI-ItD''I'lct! H"'vt.MJ l~t(F
It.1t:Rf-M.JN(':;'

-3 CotIMECANef-F,I,(.1r.-wINSf1l,lI.H){)N'iIDfOlil'll1fl<Y
.... ~!'«.';~NC!'I'RN.4f()Rk"',lI~ & ATg-'Rf""'Cf~

C&II'ERCFToc:t..~.

5. _·OONOfLOCllll<lll_'_AaPWU
DU! 10 POI!NII.... 1loOMAGI!

'- 00 NOIEXCHIl_Aa _ ~y CAUIl DAMAGE

.... J!iJi'N....TtC~
1:-"0"0 j 7-11 Ul:Ac f1ll1!

S1"1Ie.Ax1s OYerlolld E"IRsh MetrIc
Fxy .±.79 Ib .±.350N

Fz .±JOO Ib ±.820 N

Txy ;1.23 in~b .±,2.6 N-m

Tz ,±,28 in~b ±o3.1 N-m

Stllf_ (Celculated) !fIIlsh Metric

X-axis &. Y-axis force (Kx, Ky) 53x1oJ Ib/in 9.3x106 N/m

Z-axis force (Kz) 69x10J Ib/in 12x106 N/m

X-axis &. Y-axis torque (Ktx, Kty) 2.2x10J il-Ib/rad 250 N-m/rad

Z-axis torque (Ktz) 3.5x10J il-Ib/rad 400 N-m/rad

Rnonant Frequency (M-.d)
Fx, Fy, Tz 7200 Hz

Fz, Tx, Ty 7200 Hz

Physical SpeclflCllllCIfts IOnalsh Metric
we;~< t 0.0201b 9.1 9
Diameter t 0.669 in 17 mm

HeI,t,< t 0.571 in 14.5 ITfl1

t SpeoftlJtlOfls mellXle stardlJid Inter"''''' plates.
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L.1 Numerical values of the transfer function matrix G(s) e.ements

In table L.1, three sets of numerical values of the transfer functions (12.51 )-(12.60), the elements of
G(s) (12.50), can be found. Each set belongs to one of the three actuator models as described in part
1 of this thesis: the ideal model in [1], the corrected ideal model (PART 1, chapter 3) and the model
based on the actuator calibration measurement in [1] (the expected model in PART 1, chapter 7).

Table L.1 Numerical transfer functions of matrix G(s) for the three actuator models in MATLAB®
notation.

:SarametU

G1t(s)
11075'2 - 6.547e8

5"4 - 1.672875'2 + 9.88ge12

17.46 5'2 - 2.81788

5"4 - 1.672e7 5'2 + 9.88ge12

11075'2 - 6.547e8

5"4 - 1.672e7 5'2 + 9.88ge12

-17.46 5'2 + 2.81788

5"4 - 1.672e7 5'2 + 9.88ge12

52.78

5'2

-2.70984 5'4 - 6.104e-5 5'2 - 32

603.2 5'2 - 3.966e8

5'4 - 1.323e7 5'2 + 8.697e12

15.71 5'2 - 1.96ge008

5"4 - 1.323eOO7 5'2 + 8.6978012

603.2 5'2 - 3.966e8

5'4 - 1.323e7 5'2 + 8.697812

-15.715'2 + 1.96988

5'4 - 1.323e7 5'2 + 8.697812

58.44

5'2

-2.261 e4 5'4 - 3.19686 5'2 + 32

138.2 5'2 - 9.45ge6

5'4 - 1.38286 5'2 + 9.45ge10

5.5875'2 - 7.29ge006

5"4 - 1.382e006 5'2 + 9.45ge10

138.2 5'2 - 9.45ge6

5'4 - 1.38286 5'2 + 9.45ge1 0

-5.5875'2 + 7.29ge6

5"4 - 1.38286 5'2 + 9.45ge10

12.6

5'2

-51835'4 - 7.324e5 5'2 + 0.0625

5AB - 1.672e7 5"4 + 9.88ge12 5'2 5AB - 1.323e7 5"4 + 8.695e12 5'2 + 1.22ge15 5AB - 1.38286 5'4 + 9.44810 5'2 + 1.337e13

1.166e4 5"4 - 1.878e11 5'2 + 32 1.12284 5"4 -1.407e11 5'2 -1.988e13 3991 5'4 - 5.227e9 5'2 - 7.387e11

5AB - 1.672e7 5"4 + 9.88ge12 5'2 5AB - 1.323e7 5"4 + 8.695e12 5'2 + 1.22ge15 5AB - 1.38286 5'4 + 9.448105'2 + 1.337e13

2.70984 5"4 + 6.1 04e-5 5'2 + 32 2.26184 5"4 + 3.19686 5'2 - 32 5183 5'4 + 7.324e5 5'2 - 0.0625

5AB - 1.67287 5"4 + 9.88ge12 5'2 5AB - 1.323e7 5"4 + 8.695e12 5'2 + 1.22ge15 5AB - 1.38286 5'4 + 9.448105'2 + 1.337e13

1.166e4 5"4 - 1.878e11 5'2 + 32 1.122e4 5"4 - 1.407e11 5'2 - 1.988e13 3991 5"4 - 5.227e9 5'2 - 7.387e11

5AB - 1.67287 5"4 + 9.88ge12 5"2 5AB - 1.323e7 5"4 + 8.695e12 5'2 + 1.22ge15 5AB - 1.38286 5'4 + 9.44810 5'2 + 1.337e13
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L.2 Numerical values of the linear model gains

Master ofScience Thesis

Table L.2 Numerical parameter values for the three actuator models.

A1 7.6800 4.8520 1.1120

81 2026 1441.8 185

C1 116000 106400 11120

01 0.38000 0.49612 0.10700

E1 3.8000.10-3 2.4806.10.3 8.8200,10-4

xKx 1.6111'107 1.2533'107 1.3098,106

yKy 1.6111-107 1.2533,107 1.3098'106

xK1x 1.0667,103 5.7149,102 1.3098,102

yKl y 1.0667,103 5.7149,102 1.3098,102

xKp 0 4.9050 4.9050

yKa 0 -4.9050 -4.9050

zK1z 52.778 58.436 12.603

aKy -4.0920,108 -4.9590,108 -5.1826,107

aKa 0 -1.4132.102 -1.4132.102

aKly -2.7092.104 -2.2613'104 -5.1826,103

aKla 1.1656,104 1.1225,104 3.9910,103

~Kx 4.0920,108 4.9590,108 5.1826,107

~Kp 0 -1.4132.102 -1.4132.102

~K,x 2.7092'104 2.2613'104 5.1826,103

~KI~ 1.1656,104 1.1225,104 3.9910'103
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